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SUMMARY

The thesis begins with a brief account of the basic principles

and deveropment of the thermoluminescence (TL) dating method. The

remainder of the thesis is in tuJo paÏts : Part I deals with the low-

leveldeteflninationofuranitrm(U)andthorium(Th)insaniplesof

archaeologicalandgeologicalinterest;andPartllisconcernedwith

aspectsassociateclwiththemeasurementofTLemissionspectra.

The nrost favoured technique in TL dating laboratories, for the

deternination of lotv-levels of u and Th in fietd samples, is thick-source

alphaparticlescintillationcounting.Analphacountingsysterntuas

conmissioned for this purpose and this is described in chapter iI ' A

crirical evaluation of the prcblen^s associated with the alpha-counting

technique has been carried out by comparing the resu'lts obtained wíth

those obtained by other nethods available for the determination of lol.

levels of u and Th. other methcds used included delayed neutron

activation (DNA) analysis for u -23s and hence u-238, neutron activation

analysis for Th-232 (using epi-thermal neutrons) and proton-induced x-ray

enission (PIXE). Descriptions and discussions of these alternative

methods are given in ChaPter III '

chapter IV is devoted to a c.onparison of the resuLts obtained by

alpha counting and those expected on the basis of neutron activation

(DNA and NAA.) measurements for a variety of field santples ' Froin this

cornparison it was seen that for the najority of samples the agreement

between expected ancl observed alpha count rates lvas good' However' on

some samples the observed courtt rates were much higher than those

expected. Somc of the probable causes of alpha overcounting are

outlined, as are possible solutions to the picblem'
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An alternative alpha counting sample preparation techniQüê :

which renoves the po5sibility of overcounting, is presented in

Chapter V. In this nethod the sample grains are fused into glass discs

using lithiun tetraborate as a f1ux. Using this glass-disc sampie

preparation nethod, alpha overcounting was eliminated in all of the

troublesome samples so far encountered'

The Sixth Chapter conmences Part II of this thesis. This Chapter

outlines the physical principles associated with TL measurements and

some of the rnore important TL characteristi.cs which can contribute to

errors and uncertainties in the appLication of the TL dating method.

It is by no means intended to be a comprehensive or detailed treatment'

but rather a rneans of obtaining an insight to the necessity of being

able to measure TL emission spectra.

The basic problems with instrunents previously constructed for the

purpose of studying TL emission spectra (i.e. sensitivity) are discussed;

and possible methocls for improving instrument efficiency is discussed

in Chapter VII. The basic principles and advantages of a Michelson

interferometer for this Purpose are outlined.

Chapter VIII is devoted to the theoretical aspects of Fourier

transform spectr:osc.opy with a Michelson interferometer. A ful1

description of the design, setting up and'development of a Michelson

interferometer is given in Chapter iX. The instrument constructed has

the facility to measuïe both ccnventional glow-curves and TL enission

spectra.

The computational procedures involved rvith obtaining spectra and

sone prelírninary results are given in Chapter X. Also included is an
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evaluation of the perfortnance of the exist.ing apparatus and suggestions

for further improvenents.



CHAPTER I

THER}IOLUNÍ INESCENCE DATING INTRODUCTION

1.1. A Brief Account of the Devel ent of the Thennoluminescence
Dati.ng ethod.

Thermoluminescence (TL) was first reported b)' sir Robert

Boyle over 500 years ago, when noting a glinmering of "NÍr.Claytonts

diarrondil as it was subj ected to heat (Boyle , 27 October 16ó5) , but it

has been a well recognized phenomenon only since the early part of

the present centurY.

urbach (1930) and Randall and wilkins (1945) obtained glow

curves of TL in which the intensity of light was plotted against the

temperature, or the tinre of heating with constant rate of increase of

tenperature; they also attenpted to interpret the glow cu::ves

theoretically. The Ranclall and Wilkins theory is what ::esearchers today

descl:ibe as the I'first order approximation'r; this theory wili be

outlined in some detail in Chapter 6 of this thesis '

It was soon realized that the phenonenon of TL v/as

extremely complicated as it exhibited a very large variety of behaviours,

depending on the different physical systems under consideration, each

of these physical s1'stems having its own unique crystal lattice,

inpurities and other lattice defects. Very broadly speaking one may say

that TL involves the radi-ative reconbination of holes and electrons

liberated from trapping si-tes by thennal activation. These transitions

occur among levels within the energy gap of the dielectric crystal under

consideration, see Figure 1.1.
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It is radiation passing through a sample which gives rise

to the initial separation of the electrons and holes in the crystal

lattice. The amount of charge separation depends both on the chenical

constituents of the sanple and the type of radiation. The ionization

per unit length produced by an alpha particle is about 100 times that

for a beta par-uicle and 10,000 times that for a garilna ray. One should

point out that it is only a small fraction of the ionized electrons

which are trapped at defects in the crystal lattice structure, the

major:ity recombining with parellt a-toms.

It was Daniels et aL (1953) who realized the possibi-lity of

appl¡'ing the concept of TL to dating; the anount of light observed

when heating a sanple being a measure of time since the sample was last

heated. Initial work on meteorites was done by Houte:rnans et aL (1957),

who estinated a value for tl're time the meteorites had been exposeC to

cosmic radiation in interplanetary space. A systematic study of TL on

already dated archaeologi cal pottely sampLes was carried out by Kennedy

and Kriopff (1960); the ages obtained all being relative to each other.

The results uüere very encouraging as the ages of all of the samples were

confirmed to within an error of about twelrty pelcent. A more general

test of the validity of TL as a nethod of age determination was performed

by Tite and Waine (1962) . Their results were very sinilar to those

obiained by Kennedy and Knopff; even though they studied on extrernely

varied selection of pottery ranging in provenance from EgfPt to England

and in age from around 6000 B.C. to about 1300 A.D.

Fremlin and Srirath (1964) studied photographs of radiation-

induced TL for a variety of pottery sherds; their results indicated that

the di-stribution of TL for many .sherds wes non-uniform. Frorn this

observation thel' deduced that the radiation received by these samples
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did not come from a uniformly distributed source and indeed there was

therefore no reason to expect that radiation received by sinrilar samples

should be unifcrmly distributed. This irnplied that reliable dating of

individual pieces of pottery by the TL method would be rnore difficult

than had been forecast initially. They did however point out certain

special cases in which this non-uniformity of TL would not spoil the

results. The first case was one where the size of the grains used for

TL studies urere all small compared with the range of alpha particles in

the sample. The second tr¡as the case where the radioactive content of

the pottery itself was negligible for, by avoiding the outermost layers,

one could deciuce a do-se-rate by examination of the site a1one.

Up till that tine (1964) the TL dating nethod was considered

to be a relative one which required calibration with sanples of known

ages. Absolute ages independent of other chronology were first obtained

at the Ox.ford TL Laboratory by Fleming in 1966; the technique used tvas

what today is generally known as the 'tquartz-inclusion'r method. As the

narne inplíes it is only concerned with large crystalline i.nclusions of

qua'rtz, typically of the order of 100 microns in size.

In 1967, Zimmerman, who was also working at the Oxford

laboratory, proposed a technique in which only the grains in the range

1-8 microns r,Jere used, the so-called ttfine-grain. technique. One may

note that bottr the quartz-inclusion and the fine grain techniques had to

some degree been suggested by Frêinlin and Srirath in 1964 while

critical Ly analyzing their results.

A variant of the inclusion technique was introduced by Mejdahl

in 1969; the "f,eldspar inclusion'r technique. This uses grains in the

range 0.3 to 0.5 run and, as the nane irnpLies, it includes the feldspar

which is not present irr the standard inclusion technique developed by
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Flening.

zinmer,nan (1971) introcluced a new radioactive inclusj-on

technique which follons the sane principles as the previous techniques

except for thc fact that the TL measurements are made on highly racij.o-

active grains of zircon (he also mentioned the possibility of using the

mineral apatite). Zircon grains of a few tens of microns grain size are

orders of magnitude more radioactive than the surrounding burial soil,

thus nearly all of the natural radiation dose received is fron internal

alpha particles so that no burial infornation is required.

Flening and Stoneham (1973) combined the fine grain and quartz

inclusion techniques by subtraction cf their respective total accurn-'nulated

doses, therefore naming it the I'subtractionrr technique. As the

environmental doses are subtracted out, one does not require any burial

information.

The techniques mentioned so far all rely on gettirig enough TL

enission in the 350'C - 450'C temperature region, and are not ideal for

dating young sanples, since the TL intensity is unsufficient. Fleming

(I973) developed a "pre-dose" tecl'mique which utilizes the sensitivity

enhancenent of the 110o C glolr curve peak of quartz after having given

the quartz grains a dose of radiation and then heating to 500o C. This

enhancement of sensitivity Fleming attributes to rrdefect creation'r produced

by the cornbined effects of dosage and heating.

One nay note that all of the above-nentioned techniques involve

TL studies on various grain sizes; i.e. the bulk sample has been

separated into grains. Certain samples such as burnt flint shovr

spurious results lvhen studies are made on grains. Göksu and Frenlit't,

(1972) devised a ttrin-slice metho.l rvhereby the spurious effects

(regeneration TL and tribolunine-scence) could be reritrced, they did TL
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studies on slices which had a thickness of about 0.5 run. Using this

technique, Wíntle and Aitken (1977) have a.ssigned a TL date of about

two hundred thousand years to burnt flint material from the palaeolithic

site of Terra Amata. One may note that this is about four tines older

than any other TL date ever obtained previously for flint.

More recently it has been shown that ultraviolct light can

reset the TL clock in the same vray that heating does. This means that

sedinents can be dated by TL as the sample grains have previously been

subjected to sunlight. TL dating of sediments is still in the early

stages of development. Several Russian publicat.ions have appeared in

the literature (Dreirnanis et aL, 1978; Hutt et aL, 1979); however,

the most significant advances have been reported by ltlintle and Huntley

(1979, 1980, 1982). A good review on the application of TL dating to

non-pottery naterials is given by Wintle (1980).

One should point out that TL dating of archaeologícal ceranics

or geological events almost aiways employseither the fine grains or

the quartz inclusion techniques.

1.2 The Thernolurninescence Age Equation

Each of the various TL dating techniques has essentially tlte

sane basis; that is, the tine elapsed since the specimen was last

heated is given by

Age (years) Total archaeol ical TL uired
T per t seo r a x e per year)

(1.1)

The total archaeoloqical TL acquiL:ed (often referred to as the natural TL)

refers to the TL acquired by the sample since it was last heated. The

TL per unit dose is the sensitivit y of the sample for acquiring TL and



is measured by exposing the sample to a known dose of nuclear iadiation

from a calibratecl radioisotope source and then noting the level of TL

at the same temperature as the natural TL. The Dose per year is the

average annual dose of radiation received by the sarnple throughout its

burial tirne; the radiation coning from the sanple itself and its

inmediate surroundings and from cosmic rays.

1.5 Determination of the Annual Dose-Rate

The TL field samples possess a mixture of TL sensitive

minerals sttch as quaTtz, calcite and r¡arious feldspars, each mineral

having its own sensitivity to radjation. The origin of this radiation

lies with thráe main groups of naturaliy occurring radioactive elements:

(a) the uranium series, (b) the thorium series and (c) potassiun-4O.

These supply a steady source of radiation dose. The most common nethod

enployed to deterrnine the annual dose-rate fron the uranitm and thoriun

series is thick-source alpha particle scintillation counting.

L.4 Measurement of I'hermoluninescence

The most co¡nmon technique employed in the TL study of

archaeological or geological samples is to measuÏe the total light

emitted as a function of temperature as the sarnple is heated in an oven.

The emitted light is usually detected by a photomultiplier tube, and a

plot of phototube outpui versus sanple tempelature is obtaineC - the

so-called glow-curve. While this method of measuring TL is quite

adequate for clating or authenticatíng many of the samples encountered,

it has becorne increasingly apparent that it would often be advantageous

to have a better understanding of the actual TL processes ínvoh'ed,

before the accuracy of TL dating can be further improved. Sorne of the

problens whích limit t'oth the acculacy and the range of <lat.able sample.s

inclucle spurious-TL, anomelous fading, optical bleaching, light-inciuced
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TL, non-linearity in the acquisition of TL at low levels of radiation

close and a change in the TL sensitivity after the natural TL has been

removed by ireating; these phenomena will be outlined in Chapter 6.

Anong useful results that can be obtained fron a glow-curve is the

determination for each peak of the kinetic paraneters: activation

energy, pre-exponential factor and trapped charge concentration; these

will also be discussed in Chapter 6. Ordinary glol-curves are, hotrever,

not always suitabl.e for kinetic analysis unless it can be demonstrated

that the nreasured phototube current is proportional to the ntunber of

kinetic proce.sses occurring per unit time (Levy et aL, I97L; McKeever,

1930). As Leiy et aL (1971) point out, the information requíred to do

a pfoper kinetic analysis of a particular sample is the wavelength

emission spectrum. This type of measurement, in which the photomultiplier

output is recorded as a function of both temperature and wavelength,

is cornnonly referred to as a ?r3-Drr glow-curve.

1.5 Scope of Thesis

The objectives of this work were trvo-fold. FirstlL to

design, construct and commission an alpha-particle counting system to

be used for cleternining low levels of uraniun and thoriurn in archaeological

and geological samples, and then to carry out a critical evaluation of

the problems associated with the thick-source alpha-particle

scintillation counting technique. Secondly, to design, construct and

develop an instrunrent for measuring both conventionai 2-D TL glow-curves

and 3-D TL emission spectra. The basic problem with the ins'trtlnents

previously constructed for the purpose of sttrdying TL emissj.on spectia

is the lack of sensitivity needed for archaeological TL. After

consj.dering the rather poor efficiency of tlie conventional grating or
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prisn type spectroneters, it ruas decided to develop a Michelson-type

interferoneter for the measurement of TL ernission spectra. The

overall design specifications sought was to cover the spectral range

300-650 nn with a modest reso|ution, of about 20 run. One of the

basic design requirements was that the intorferometer needs to be

interfaced to a conventional. TL oven. A further requirenent was that

the instrurnent should be cornputer controlled.

' Chapters II, III, IV and V deal with thick-source alpha-

particle counting and some of the other nethods used for deterrnining low

leve1s of uranium and thorium. The spectrometer and the theory of

Fouriertransform spectroscopy are discussed in Chapters Vr[, VIII, IX

and X.



PART I

DETEFJÍINATION OF URANIIJM A}'íD THORIIJM IN

SAMPLES OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL

INTEREST.
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CHAPTER II

URANIUM AND THORIUM DETERMINATION

BY ALPFTA COTJNTING

2.L Introduction

It is well knonn that ncst of the radiation dose received by

baked naterials, buried in some soil, comes fron radioactive elenents in

the material in question and its immediate surroundings. The comnon

naturally-occurring elenents are uranium, thorium (and their corresponding

decay chains); potassium- 0 and to a snall extent rubidiun - 87; typical

concentrations are 3 .Ugg-t', 10 pgg-r , 29a and 100 ¡rgg-r respectively.

Uranium has two main contributing parent isotopes; nanely

U-238 (99.28%) and U-255 (0.72%). In both of their decay series, as well

as the Th-232 clecay series, vire get ernission of alpha, beta and ganma rays.

Potassium-40 decays in 89,3eo of cases by emission of a beta particle

and in the remaining I0.7% of cases by electron capture followed by

ganuna ray emission. Rubidium-87 decays by beta decay to strontiun-87.

The uranium and thorium decay series together provide

approxinately 70% of the dose effective j-n proclucing fine grain TL

(Borarman , L976), potassiun 25%, and the renraining 5% is provided by

rubidiun (L-2e" contribution) and cosnic radiation.

This Chapter is concerned with a critic.al evaluation of the

deternination of uranium and thorium content by the method rnos'L conunonly

employed in the various TL iaboratorj.es; namely, thick source alpha

particle scintilLation counting. In spite of the simplicity of the
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technique, sufficient queries were being raised at the tine this

work was begun to justify a re-examÌnation of some of the problems

encountered.

2.2 Basi c Principles of Alpha Counting

To assess the total uranium and thoriun content of a

sarnple, one can employ thick source scintillation alpha particle

counting. The basic theory of this counting technique is well knorvn

for the case in which the alpha emitters are homogeneously distributed

throughout the sanple. This case has been discussed by numerous

authors; probably the best reference to early v¡ork in this field is

Finney and El¡ans in 1935. Other very useful treatnents have since then

been given by Keevil and Grasham (1943), Nogani and Hurley (1948),

Beharrell (1949), Kulp et aL [i952), Turner et aL (.1958) and Cherry

C1963, 1965). The earliest reference to the use of the technique, as

far as obtaining radiation doses for TL dating, is that of Tite and

Waine (1962). Some nore recent references on the use of aipha counting

in relation to TL dating are Aitken (1974) and Huntley ancl l{intle

(1978, 1981).

The basic equation for thick source alpha particle counting

can quite easily be d.erived by simple geonetric considerations as

,see for exarnple, Turner et aL (1958), where

Q.L)

cr represents the total

is the disintegrati,¡n rate

cr = ÍA
nc>

i=1
(Ri p)

1

number of alphas counted per unit tine, N-
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per gran of the ith alpha ernitting isotope, RiP is the range of

alpha particles from the ith isotopic component (cm) and p is the

sanple density (g..t-3), A is the counting area in cm' and C is

a countilrg effiuierruy Íactor'. In the elerivation of this basic equation

one assumes, as already rnentioned, that the alpha- activity is

distributed homogeneously throughout the sample volune.

Using Equation 2.1 one can in principle estinate the

disintegration rates of the uranium and thorium parents, if the relative

T\/U ratio is known and if the decay series are all in equilibrium

and the appropriate range values for the particular sample are known.

2.3 The Alpha Counting Apparatus

To measure the alpha activity of a sample, the apparatus

illustrated diagramrnatically in Figure 2.I is used. A layer of crusheC

sanple a ferv nillimetres thick is spread in direct contact with a zinc

sulphide (ZnS) scirrtillation screen, this screen being placed at the

bottom of a perspex cel1, which is then positioned on top of a 5 cnr

diameter photornultiplier tube (type EMI - 60978), which detects the

scintillations pro<luced by the alpha particles in the ZnS. The ZnS

screens (discs) are punched fron comrnercial sheets of ZnS phosphor

deposited on a plastic material (see S"ection 2.4.5 for more details on

these screens). ZnS is very ineffj.cient for the detection of garnma-

rays and electrons, hence making it an ideal scintillator for the

detection of alpha particles. The photomultiplier pulses are fed

through a preamplifier, which is situated in the sarne light-tight

housing as the photonultiplier. From there the pulses are anplified

by an Ortec 471 anplifier: and then fed through a single channel
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analyser (Ortec 4064), which is used as a lower Ieve1 discriminator

(see Section 2.4.5 for the details on how the gain of the anplifier

and the lower level threshold of the discriminator are set). The

pulses coming from the singJ.e channel analyser are then counted by a

slightly nodified Ortec 772 counter. As well as counting alpha particles,

one is also interested in counting alpha pairs (see Section 2.4.I),

this is done by counting alphas enitted within about 0.2s of each

other. A specially designed pair timing logic unit, which enables

alphars within this period (or any other period up to about 0.5s) to

be counted, has also been incorporated. As soon as a pair has been

registered this pair timer is reset and hence is ready to accept the

next pair'. The six digit Ortec counter has been modifiecl so that the

number of pairs is displayed in the first two digits and the remaining

four digits are then used to count normal alphas ; this means that a

separate pairs counter is nct required. One stil1 has the option of

using all the six digits available to handle the total alpha count if

one is not interested in the pairs count or if one is counting radio-

active standards where the alpha count rate is high. An Adler 121P

printer has also been incorporated so that one obtaj-rrs hard copy of

the results. An Ortec 719 tine-r and a print controller are also

included so that one can preset the interval between printouts; unless

one is counting highly radioactive standards this is usually set at

1 ks.

In the design of an alpha counting system it is important to

make sure that the surfaces exposed close to the scintillation screen

produce a 1ow background.. The ccunting celis used are very sinila.r

to those usecl in other TL laboratorj-es (see for example, Bowman, 1976;
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8e11,'1978). A 42 mn internal dianeter aluminiun ring is positione<l

on top of the ZnS screen to act as a spacer, as well as to accurately

define the counting area. Figure 2.2 is a diagranmatic illustration

of the standard counting cell used (drawn in section). 0n top of the

aluninium spacing ring is placed a split stainless steel retaining

ring; the nain purpose of this ring is to keep the aluminiun ring in

direct contact with the ZnS screen. Once the ZnS screen and the

two rings are in position one can pour the sanple into the counting

cell; the usual procedure is then to position a perspex disc on top

of the sample. One usually deposits a few grams of sanple on to the

ZnS screen, ätthough only about 0.1g of sample is actually counted

due to the fact that the average alpha particle range is on1-y about

25 pn or so. For a typical sanple grain size of 100 pm only a mono-

layer of grains on top of the 13.85 cm2 ZnS scïeen are actually

counted, this corresponds to approxinately 10,000 grains.

Having positioned the sample in the counting cell it is

possible to count the sample with the cell either sealed or unsealed

(see Section 2.4.2 for further discussion of this aspect). A gas celJ.

was constructed to the design of Aitken (1978) and is illustrated in

Figure 2.3. In this counting ce1l only the indirect alpha particles can

possibly be detected by the ZnS screen. The only alpha particles reaching

the scintillation screen are those from radon (see Section 2.4.2) that

has escaped from the sarnple or radon daughters which have been deposited

on the walls and the screen from escaped radon. However, j-n none of

the TL field samples so far stu,iied in this laboratory, which include

pottery sarnples, oven stones and soils from Australia and the South

Pacific region, has there been any neecl for its use. For this reason
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no performance data on this gas cell are available. A photograph

of the overall alpha counting appalatus'is shown in Figure 2.4.

2.4 Problens Encountered in AI Counting

The alpha counting method gives us a total alpha colrnt

ratc from the three radioactive series, uranium - 238, t¡ranium - 255 and

thoriurn - 232. Fron this one must then calculate the doses. In order

to do this one needs their relative concentrations by weight. The

U-235/U-238 ratio is well established and constant at 0,72vo; however

the Th/U ratio varies with sarnple geochemistry and hence a separate

estinate of tiris is required for each individual sample. If this ratio

is not actually measured by some neans, it is then necessary to assume

a value. A frequent assunption is that the alpha activity of Th,-232

is equal to the combinecl activities of U-238 and U-235, this corresponrls

to a Th/U ratio of 3.16 by weight (Bowman, 1976).

Bowman correctly states that this assumption does not lead

to gross error.s. Neyertheless, it adds an automatic uncertainty to

the obtained age. Sasiclharan et aL (1978à) have examined the validity

of the above assumption; they estinated that the error component in a

TL age estimate due to this assumption would never exceed 5% arrd in

the nrajority of cases would be less than about 29o. Bowman states

tliat the alpha dose is virtually independent of the Th/U ratio, but

the beta and garnrna doses could be in error by up to I09o. One way to

reduce this uncertainty j-s to employ the I' pairs techniquer'; this

nethod will be described and Ciscussed in Section 2,4,2.

In evaluating the dose-rate one also has to know the degree
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of secular equilibrium in the decay chains. The favourite assumption

is that the activity (rate of decay) of each menber of the series is

precisely the sane as that of any other mernber; that is, secular

equilibrium has been reached. This assumption may not altvays be true

(see for example, Szäghy et aL I97B; Meakins et aL 1979; Nlegumi,

1979). The uranium decay chains, in particular u-238, contain

daughter elements which have either long half-lives or are relatively

mobile, thus making it possibte for the elernent-s in the decay series to

exist in other than their equilibrium condition. One might for example

expect some g€ochenical fractionation of some of the ì.ong half-life

elenrents, as well as diffusion of the gaseous elernent Rn-222, the racic¡rt

half-life bcing about 3.8 days. One usually assumes that the thoriun

decay chain is always close to equilibriurn as a1l decay products have

relatively short half-lives, the only gas beirig thoron (Rn-220) with

a half-life of about 55 seconds.

The problem of radioactive disequilibrium as related tc aLpha

counting and 1'L dating in general will be further discussed in Section

2.4.3.

As has already been mentioned, one also has to have a

knowledge of the alpha particle Tanges in the sample which is to be

counted. Cherry (f965) have discussecl the probiems involved with

the cl.etermirration of Rp ,(see Equation 2.1) as have many other authors,

i.e. Glasson (1922), Turner et aL (1958), Bolman (19'76).

The Bragg-Kleeman relation (1905),

Rp = !.2 x lo-a nå n^ grn. cm- ' Q.z)
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is often userfi in this equation, Ro is the range in cn of an

alpha particle of the same energy in air and A is the atonic rveight

(calculated on the atomic fraction basis). Glasson replaced Al by

2
Zt, where Z ís the atomic nurnber; this was also adopted by Turner

et aL (f958) and Tite and Waine (1962).

Tite and Waine rneasured the effective value of Z on six

random pottery santples and found it to vary by up to I7%, thus

indicating the variations in R that are likely when counting pottery
2

sarnples. They adopted a value for Z' of 4.82 (that of brick clust)

and used this when calculating the alpha activity of pottery samples.

Aitken and Bowman (-1SZS; and Bel1 (1976, Ig77, 1979) have calculated

dose-rate conversion tables using A = 2I,4 (this also corresponds to
21

Z3 -- 4.82), and assumed proportionality to 42. They obtained alpha

particle range values of 6.94 ng.cm--' and 5.84 mg.cfll-' for the

thoriurn and uranium series respectively. These values were obtained by

interpolating between the known values for neon (A = 20.2) and sodium

(A = 23.0); which had been derived by Northcliffe and schilling in

1970 and lVil lia¡nson et aL (1966) . Using these dose-rate conversion

tables it is possible to con.,/ert the measured alpha count rates (counts

cm-2ks-l) into alpha, beta and gamma dose rates (mrad yr-t) as long as

the degree of equilibrium and the Tln/U ratio are known. These dose-

rates can also be converted into uraniurn and thorium concentration

levels (Ugg-t )

In oider to utilize these dose-rate conversion tables one

must alsc have a knowledge of the atornic weight of the sarnple, this is

particularJ.y so if the deviation fron A = 21.4 (that of the mineral

il1ite) is significant. The accuracy in using the Aå dependence on
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a range of atonic weights, in the alpha particle enelgy Tange

around 5 MeV, will be discussed in Section 2.4.5.

one of the basic assumptions used by Tite and waine was

that the reflectivity of each sample for the light enittecl by the ZnS

scïeen is the same, i.e. that the alpha count rate obtained is

independent of tl-re sample colour. Several TL researchers have found

that the alpha pulse height spectral shapes are very nuch dependen+- on

the sarnple colour (see for exanple, Huntley, 1977; 1978) . Bowman (1976)

states that Aitken, at the Oxford TL LaboratoT:y, has found tl-rat white

sanples produce pulses which can be up to twice as large as those from

black samples'. Aitken (1978) also states that the effect on the actual

alpha count rate is not a strong one, unless exceptionally white or black

sanples are being counted. In Section 2.4.4 the effect of varying

sample reflectances on the observed alpha count rate is discussed and

put on a quantitative basis.

the different aspects involved with the absolute calibration

of the alpha countel will be discussed in Section 2.4.5. One of the

assunptions used in deriving the basic alpha counting equation (Ecluation

2.I) is that the alpha actívity is distributed homogeneously throughor-rt

the sample volume. The validity of this assuTnption will be discussed in

Section 2.4.6,

2.4.1 The Pairs Counting Technique

Normally one uses pairs counting to see whether there is any

gToss deviation from the assumed Th/U ratio of 3.16. This technique

makes use of two consecutive alpha transitions in the thoriurn decay
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chain. The alpÌ'ra enitter Po-2L6 follows Rn-220 with a half-life of

only 0.15s (lVard 1942; Dianond and Gindler, 1963). The number of

pairs occurring within an interval of, sãY, 0.2s is recorded by an

electronic coincidence circuit and hence the number of pairs per unit

time will be proportional to the Po'216 concentration. If ladio-

active equilibriun exists in the thorium decay chain one obtains a

measure of the concentration of the head menber of the chain, nanely

Th-232 (Hurley and Shorey, 1952; Turner et aL, 1958). Together with

the total alpha count rate from the three different decay series the pairs

count rate gives one a relative measure of the Th/U ratio. This

nethod is not normally'used for accurate estinations of the Th/U ratio

because the actr¡al fraction of pairs is srnaIl, typically one pair in

fJ.fty alphas:,; hence long counting times are required in orcier to

obtain good statistics. The pairs technique nevertheless gives a Th/U

ratio which is better than that obtained using the already mentioned

assunption of equal actj.vities in the thoriurn and uranium decay chains.

Any actual measurement is always better than even an educated guess !

A couple of days counting tine is usually enough to obtain a

reasonable estinate of the Th/U ratio; to get the statistical

accuracy of the ratio below I09o one would have to count for a week or

two (see for exanple, Sasi<iharan et al, 1978à) .

In order to obtain the true alpha pairs rate for a particular

sample, one first has to subtract the number of randorn coincidence

pairs from the observed pairs; by random coincidence pairs, sometimes

referred to as spurious pairs, cne means the pairs that are due to chance

coincidences. Furthermore, one has to have an accurate conversion from
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the true pairs rate to the thoriun activity.

Turner et aL (1958), who were the first to describe the

successful application of the pairs technique in atry detail, found

the randorn coincidence pairs rate by calculating the probability that

two pulses would occur within a time t equal to the gating time of

the coincidence circuit. Cherry (1963) states the random coincidence

rate as being equal to the observed total alpha count rate multipl ied

by the probability of a single pulse occurring within a tine r.

Chemyrs assurnption seens to be in agreement htith our experimental

situation, so this adoption will also be used here. Assuming a Poisson

distribution then gives the coincidence pairs rate an by the fornula

C_ = 02r exp(, - ot ), (2.3)
p

where ct is the total, observed alpha count rate and r the gating

time. As Cherry correctly states; the randon coincidence pairs rate

evaluated by Equation 2.3 is twice as high as that calculated by Turner:

et aL. This means that in general the correct coinci.dence pairs formula

depends on the characteristics of the counting system in question.

For nornal alpha pairs counting on TL field sanples the alpha count rate

is generally low, rvhich means that the exponential term in Equation 2,3

is close to unity. Hence we have

o,2 r (q 5 50 ks-t ) c2.4)

A variety of uranium and thoriun counting standards has been

supplied to us by the United States Department of Energy (USDOE). The

uranium standards contain no thorium but the thorium standards ai1 contai¡t

snall, but known, amounts of uraniurn. Sone of the ulaniutn standard.s

p
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have been used to test the randorn coincidence pairs rate formula;

this assunes that the true pairs from the uranium decay chains are

negligible. The only other half-l.ife betl+een two alpha enitters that

is short enough to contribute pairs is the 1.78 ms half-life of

Po-215 in the U-235 decay chain (see Appendix A); however, since

the relative abundance of U-235 in natural uranium is low and

constant (0,72%), the contribution to the pairs count rate is small

and correctable. A small delay of aborrt 20 ms or so will aiso

circumvent the problem of counting Po-215 pairs, without having to

make any apprêciable correction to the pairs counting efficienêy.

Table 2.1 shows that for uranium standards, in the

concentrati.on range up to A.I%, the nurnber of observed pairs aglee

well with those predicted by Equation 2.3. One notes that the randon

pairs coincidence fornula holds well for count lates up to at least

!.500 counts ks-1'.

Following the geometric argunent given by Turner et aL.,

with minor nociifications to allow for the different Tanges of the two

alpha particles involved (the values used were calculated from the

data supplied by Aitken anC Bowman (1975) and from Bowman (1976),

where ranges were estirnated using a value cf 2L.4 for the atomic

weight), it can be shown that for a typical TL field sanple the true

pairs fraction is given by :

1

2
(P/cr)Thoriu¡n = o'0627 [ I exp (-.0n2 (r/r )) l (2.s)



TABTE 2.L

RANDOM COINCIDENCE PAIRS DATA ruRAlrilJM STANDARDS)

Uraniun
Concentration (pgg-r )

Effective counti-ng
time

200 ks

200 ks

7.8 ks

2.8 ks

Total No. of
observed pairs

Expected No.
of pairs

0
ks- 1

Sauple

NBL 105

NBL 104

NBL 103

NBt 102

10t1

t05r 4

470 t 10

1010 r 10

2I t 9 20.1 t 0.6 16r1

908 r 60 148 !2 851 r 23

748 t 55 756 !20 764 r 40

967 + 62 1587 180 1028 r 104

NOTES

t. The errors shown are 95% confidence limits.

The given alpha particle count rates are not absolute as

theré has been no coTrection nade for sanrple atonic weight
and scintillator screen efficiency (see Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.5.)

2

ò\)(¡
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(see Appendix B for the derivation of this equation) where the term

in square brackets represents the half-life correc.tion factor (i.e.

only a cel'tain fraction of pairs of half-life .å occur in the tine

period r), P is the nunber of true pairs observed and o is the

corresponding nurnber of thorium alpha particles in the same counting

time.

There are only three r:eferences in the literature to

rneasured values of the Po-2I6 half-l"ife; nanely, Moseley and Fajans

(f911), l{ard (L942) and Diamond and Gindler (1963) . The values quoted

are 0.145 t 0.002s, 0.158 I 0.008s an<l 0.145 t 0.002 respectively.

The most recent value of 0.145 1 0.002s will be used here. Hence, for

our counting systen Equation (2.5) becomes

(P/a) thoriu¡n 0.039 I 0.001 (2.6)

In calculating the error in Equation (2.6) no error has been assumed in

the alpha range va-lues. This pai-rs fraction raticr is in good agreeinent

with Aitken and Rf ldreci G972); they use a value of 0.035 t 0.01. On

the comnon assrmption of a Th/U ratio of 3.L6 by weight (which

corresponds to 48.Ieo of the alphas above thresholC treing fron the

thorium chain and 5l.9eo fron tTre uranir-¡¡r chains, under equilibrium

conditions), the expected pairs fraction wottld be 0.019 t 0.001.

Having already verified the randorn coincidence pairs formula,

a range of thorium standards was counted in order to check Equation (2.6) .

Table 2.2 shows that for the standards NBL-110 and NBL-109; whic'h

corresponds to about 10 Ugg-t and 100 lrgg-r of thorium respectively,

there is a gooC agrecment between the experimental and theoretical value

for the pairs fraction. On szunple NBL-i0B (about 500 Ugg-r thorium)

the agreemeni is not quite so good. However, one can certainiy conclude



Sanple

NBL 110

NBL 109

NBL lOB

TABLE ' 2.2

EXPERIM¡ENTAL VALUES FOR ol lThoriun Standárds)

Ttroriun Uraniun Measured
(Pla)Concentration (pgg-l) Concentration..(Ugg-l)

9.8 r 0.6 .034 t .004

104t3 3.7 .034 I .042

520 r 10 18 .050 r .001

1. The errors shoun are the 95% confidence linits.

The uranium concentrations have been calculated using the
known Th/U ratio of ¡nonazite.

The corrected (p/q) values are obtained by subtracting the
fraction of alphars that are from the uraniun from the
nea-sured alphars .

55

Corrected
(P/d) (Thoriun)

.038 r .004

.038 I .002

.054 r .001

NOTES

2

J

N\¡
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that in thoriun conceitration range up to about 100 pgg-l there is

good agreement between the experinental and theoretical value for the

pairs fraction as long as the randorn coincidence formula given by

Equation 2.3 ís used. This nore than covers thoriun concentration

levels which are likely to be encountered in TL field sanples.

Having verified the estinate for the true pairs fraction on

thorium standards one is in a better position to test the relation for

a variety of T'tr/U ratios; that is, in the presence of both uraniurn

and thoriun. Several substandards were prepared by nixing known amounts

of the NBL-104 uranium standard (a.bout 100 ¡-rgg-1 ) with known

aÍnounts of the NBL-109 thorium standard (about 100 Ugg-l'); these

nixtures were thoroughJ.y homogenized prior to alpha counting. The

results obtained on these substandards are shown in Table 2.5 where

the expected ' Th/U iatios, calculated fron the known concentration

and weight ratios of the standards, are conpared with those obtained

by paírs counting. In addition, the expected relative alpha count

rates are also compared with the neasured relative alpha count rates.

Fron the data obtained on,these substandards one can conclude that by

usíng the pairs counting technique one obtains Ttr/U ratios which are

in good agreement with the correct values. The estination of the

relative error in the Th/U ratio, when enploying the alpha pairs

technique, is discussed in Appenclix C.

One should point out that both the random coincidence

(Equation 2.3) and the true pairs frac+-ion formulae (Equation 2.5)

depend on the char:acteristics of the pairs counter. Huntley and Wintle

(1978, 19Bl) have discussed the use of commercially available ni¡n

nodules. They mention the fact that on these nodules there is generzLlì.y



SAMPLE

ADL-56

ADL-57

ADL.58

ADL-59

NO

TABTE 2.3

ALPHA PAIRS COUNTING ON STANDARDS OF VARYING T}./IJ RATIOS

NBL-109
NBETõa- (wergnEj

(Thlu)calcutated (Thlu)o_p

1.0

5.0

6.0

9.0

Normalised
Expected
Relative
o-count-rate

Nornalised
Measured
Relative
0-count-rate

NOTES

1.0 t 0.1 1.1 r 0.5 1.00 t 0.05 1.00 t 0.01

2.7 r O.2 2.4 + 1.1 0.75 + 0.05 0.74 t 0.01

5.0 r 0.3 4.7 t 1.5 0.64 ! 0.02 0.62 t 0.01

6.4 1 0.4 5.9 r 1.6 0.60 t 0.02 0.62 t 0.01

The errors shown are 95% confidence linits-

N)ro
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an unwanted delay in opening the pairs gate, the delay being

effectively random between 0 and 0.ls. They also describe a

3 Ir{Hz crystal controlled clock which is sonetimes available on these

tiners, by using this option they obtained a pairs gating delay of

abor-rt 18 ns.

2.4.2 Radioactive Disequilibriun in the Uranium

and Thoriurn Decay Chains : Discussion

One has to have a knowledge of the degree of equilibriutn in

the uranium and thorium decay chains in order to accurately estimate

annual dose-rates fron the measured alpha count rates. As already

nrentioned, the main problem of disequilibrium exists in the uranium

decay chains. Radon emanation has for sorne time now been recognized

as a potential, cause of disequilibrium in the U-238 decay chain.

Scveral researchers have been trying to get around the problem of radon

escape or at the very least trying to measure the extent of escape"

One assumption, proposed by Desai and Aitken (f974) was that the degree

of radon retentiorr by a sample buried in the ground is proportional to

its water content; this assumption h¡as later shown to be incorrect

by Aitken (7976, 1978). Aitken states that the radon escape is not

always suppressed by wetness and indeed may actually be enhanced. The

present technique, used at the Oxford TL laboratory, is first to

alpha count the sanple in a norrnal manner (.r'unsealedt'), let this count

rate be as. The lid of the counting cel1 is then sealed and the

rirnmediater sealed count rate, olr during the ensuing 24 hours is

noted. If c[l exceeds oQ by nore than l]eo then a special gas

cell technique has to be employed; otherwise or is used for dose-rate

calculations. This gas cel1 technique is ful1y described by Aitken (1978).
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An important point to note regarding disequilibriun in

a given decay chain is that once a given amount of one of the

elements in the chain has disappeared, the decrease in alpha count

rate is not only that corresponding to the loss of that particular

elenent alone but also that corresponding to the loss of the same

fraction of the daughters following that element in the chain.

Having gross disequilibrium in the uranium decay chains

does not always nean that the corresponding total alpha count rate is

low. One nay plausibly expect some enrichment in one or more of the

elements in the U-238 decay chain; in which case one may observe

an increase rather tha¡r a decrease in the total alpha count rate.

Recently Murray and Aitken (1980) have observed Ra-226/U-238 ratios

of as rnuch as 4:I in their analysis on various sherds and soils.

They also observed some degree of disequilibrium in the thorium d"ecay

chain ciue to losses of the gaseous elenent Rn-220; this cause of

disequilibri'øn will of course nevel be as severe as possible radon

losses because of its nuch shorter half-1ife (55s compared with 5.8d)

To study disequilibria in the radioactive series it i.s

sufficient to determine the abundance of selected key elements; hence

the decay chains may be simplified into groups within which one can

assume secular equilibriun to exist (see for example, Rosholt, 1959).

One way of doj-ng this is to measur.e the intensity of the garnma-rays

which they emit. NaI ganna-r'ay scintillators have for sorne time

nor,I been used by geophysicists as a neans of detecting the high energy

ganma-rays eini-tted by Bí-2I4 (I.764 MeV) which is in the lowcr half

of the lJ-238 chain (see for exarnple, Hurley, 1956). The T9"-208

gamna-ray (2.61a MeV) can also be used to measure the activity in

the Th-232 chain. The nethod has several weaknesses. First ot- all a
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separate method is needed for the analysis of U-238, and secondly

if gross disequilibriurn exists then the nethod does not indicate

exactly where in the decay chain it occurs, it could for example,

occur because of radon diffuslon, radlum Leaching, or possibly both.

Meakins et aL (1978) enployed such a \-Tay detector in relation to TL

dating studies. They state that the only daughters of U-238 above

Bi-2I4 which can undergo chenical leaching or deposition are U-234

and Ra-226. By using a mass spectrometer to rneasure the U-234/U-235

isotopic ratio they deternined the relative abundances of the U-238

daughters for a variety of sherds and soils.

Recent advances in solid state technology, particularly in

the field of Ge(Li) detectors, have greatly improved the quality of

\-Tay spectrometry. Much greater resolution can be achieved with the

use of a Ge(Li) detector as compared with a NaI detector, thus

permitting the resolution of selected low energy peaks (l,ewis, I974;

Szìíghy and Kish, 1978). With such a system the lJ-238 concentration

can be measured using either the 65 or 93 keV ganma rays produced

in the decay of Th-234 to Pa-234; thus removing the need for

separate lJ-238 analysis. Szöghy and Kish measured y-Tay spectrer in

the energy range 40-250 keV and established the degree of equilibrium

by the neasurernent of the relative abundances of U-238, Pa-23I, Ra-225,

Rn-222 and Pb-210. Recently, Nfurray and Aitken (1980) at the Oxford

TL laboratory have made use of a Ge(Li) detector for the study of

disequilibria. In this way they can detect Y-Tays with energies fror',t

about 40 keV to about 1470 keV, with an absolute efficiency of about
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6}eo at i20 keV; thus making it an extrernely useful instrument

as far as disequilibriun studies are concerned'

several other methods have been ernployed when studying

discquilibriun in the uraniurn decay chains. For exanple, radon

escape during burial of the sample can be estinated by alpha

spectrometric analysis on Po-210 (Aitken, 1978).

Having discussed some of the cau"es of disequitibrium as well

as quantitative analysis nethods on the yarious elenents in the decay

chains, one is in a much better position to relate the problen to alpha

counting. O1u can easily see that if one werè to use the alpha counting

data to obtain q, ß and Y dose rates for a particular.sample which

exhibited gross disequilibrium in the tJ-238 decay chain (dtte to the

loss or gain of elernents in the top half of the decay chain); then all

of the three components would be in error, although to different extents.

About 98% of the ganma dose-rate of the U- 238 chain is fron members

beLow radon in the chain; thus making the reduction in gan-'na dosage

particularly serious. Fortunately the U-238 chain supplie.s only about

a quarter of the total ganma dosage frorn typical. soil. The nagni'eude

of the error in alpha and beta doses will be apprec.iably less than th.at

of the gamma dose (see for example, Aitken, Ig74,1978); although

certainly quite inportant if accurate dates are to be obtained' For

a typical sanple of pottery the alpÌra and beta dose-rates each contribute

between 35 and 40'¡ of the total effective dose (Aitken 7974) '

Hence if possible, cne should avoid the alpha counting technique

to obtain beta and ganma dose-rates. A.s Aitken most correctly points

out, one shoirld rneasure beta rays (by for exarnple, using beta-TLD) jn

order to obtain beta-doses and ganìma rays in order to obtain gamma-cioses-ì

the alpha counti ng techn rq ue should reallv be used io obtain the
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accurTLviaLg.å alpha dose on1y. An even better situation, as far as

the use of alpha counting is concerned, is to separately measure the

degree of disequilibrium of the decay chains in conjunction with

obtairring the alpha souriL ¡'ale Ior a particular sample. It is,

however, still possible that the degree of disequilibriun as measured

in the laboratory today is not the sane as that during the sanple

burial time. Aitken (1978) mentions the fact that with its 1600 year

half-life Ra-226 it is a particuLarly worrying possibility.

Charalambous and Papastefanou (1977, 1978) have studied the effects

of Ra-226 leaching in fossil bones; they found that it is quite

often a cause of disequilibrium in the U-238 decay chain.

2,4.3 Alpha Par:ticle Range Depend ence on Atomic Weight.

When comparing alpha count Tates fron one sanple to another,

one has to have an accurate estinate of how the alpha particle range,

and hence the count rate, depends on the ato¡nic rveight of the sample.

For normal alpha counting on samples used in a TL dating program,

this problen may not be too serious as the effective atonic weights of

the various sarnples do not deviate appreciably (tsovnnan, I976).

In the calculation of the dose-rate conversion tables (Aitken

and Bowman, 1975; Bell, 1976, 1977, 1978) the Bragg-Kleeman (B-K) rule

has been used in preference to the previously used z" dependence

(Turner ei; aL, 1958; Tite and Waine, L962). Bowman states that in

the energy range of interest; namely, 4.0 to 8.8 lvleV (see

Appendix A ) the proportioriality to Aå, r:ather than 23, provides

better range predictions.
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A search of the literature on alpha palticle energy lange

data vras nade in order to verify Bowmanrs statement, as well as to

quantitatively estimate the accuracy of the B-K rule. In Table 2.4

the alpha particle lange data, at an alpha particle energy of 5 NfeV,

fron Whaling (1958), llillianson et aL, (1966), Northcliffe and

Schilling (1970) and Ziegler (1977), are compared with the values

calculated using the B-K rule, as well as those calculated using a

2
Z5 dependence. Using the more recent range values of Williamson et aL,

Northcliffe and Schilling and Ziegler, one can see that Bowmanrs

conclusion regardi-ng the Al and Z"t dependence is correct. One rnay

also point out that the earlier range values of hrhaling ale probably

more consistent with a Z? dependence, hence justifying the choice

nade by the early researchers. Also shown in Table 2.4 are the

quantitative percentage deviations between the B-K range values and

the lVilliamson et aL and Ziegler values, these are denoted A and B

Tespectively. One can see that in the atomic weight range between 14

and 35 (which certainly covers the majority of TL field sanples and

alpha counting standarcls) the calculated B-K range values are in good

agreement with both the lVilliamson et aL and Ziegler values, the

accuracy of the B-K rule being within about 3%, In the case of the

Williamson et aL data, there is an eyen better agreernent in'"he atomic

weight range between 16 and 27 , the accurac.y being within about leo.

Generally speaking it appears that the B-K rule gives rcange values which

are slightly higher at atomic weights above about 20 and slightly lower

in the at-omic weight ïange froin about 14 to 20. The B-K rule clearly gives

Iange values which aïe too low in the lorver atomic weight region, the

inaccuracy increasing the smaller the atomic weight. As an exanple of



TABLE 2.4 COMPARISON OF ALPHA PARTICLE RANGE DATA FOR VARIOUS ELEMENTS

AT AN ENERGY OF 5 MCV

Alpha Ranges (ng. cri-2 )

Rs-r Rz? \rrrharing RwElenent A z

He 4 .00 2 2.23 L.78 3.76

Li 6 .94 3 2.94 2.32 4.2s

B 10.81 5 3.67 3.2V

C r2.0L 6 3.87 3.70

N 14.01 7 4.L8 4.10 4.L4

0 16.00 8 4.47 4.48 4.Lr

Ne 20.18 10 5,02 5.20 5.16

Na 22.99 11 5.55 5.54

A.0 26.98 13 5. B0 6.20 6.65

si 28.01 14 5.91 6.51

cr, 3s.45 r7 6 .67 7 .4r

Ca 40.08 20 7 .07 8.23

i1 lianson

3.27

3.84

4.L2

4.06

4.30

4.53

5.02

5 .41

s.79

5 .78

6 .59

6. 85

Rzieglet

2.96

5. 65

3.95

3.93

4.34

4.51

4.87

5

7 .42

9o Dev
A

- 32.9

% Dev
B

- 24.7

\-s
3. 1¿t

3.96

4.24

4.44

4.93

s.92

- 23.4 - 19.s

- 10.9 7.L

4.7 1.5

3.7

1.3 1.1

3.L

1.1

0.2 0.2

)7 0.3

r.2 2

3.2 4

82

0

79

895

6 .85 3

7

nå Rong. cni2NOTES: The Bragg-Kleenan alpha particle ranges were estimated using the relation Rp = 0.gZ
where Iìo ís tlre rangc in cn. of an alpha parti-clo of tìre sanc energy in air.

,

(^
Or
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this, for the element lj.thiun the B-K range value is about 20%

shorter than the Willianson et aL and Ziegler values. However, as

already nentioned this should not be a problem since the najority of

minerals which are found in TL field samples, i.e., quartz (A = 20.3),

hectorite (A = 20.8) , illite (Ã = 2I.4) , calcium carbonate (A = 21.1)

and feldspar (Ã = 2I.3) , have average atomic weights which are very

close to about 20. A similar comparison of alpha particle ranges was

also carried out at other energies. In this respect the data of

Williamson et aL is the most exhaustive. A conparison of their ranges

with those predicted by the B-K equation for six different elements;

namely lithium (A = 6.g4), nitrogen (A = 14.01), neon (A = 20.18),

soCium (Ã = 22.99), silicon (A = 28.01J and calcium (A = 40.08), with

energies in the range from 4 to 9 MeV is shown in Table 2.5. One

notes that for atomic weights around 20 (neon and sodium), there is

good agreement betrveen the Williamson et al. and the B-K range values

over the entire energy range 4 to 9 MeV, the accuracy of the B-K

equatiotr being within about 4%. Furthermore, there is an even better

agreement in the energy range 4 to 6 MeV. This result is important, as

the najority of the alpha's emitted by the lJ-238 and Th-252 decay

chains have energíes between 4 and 6 Me\¡ (see Appendix A ). Good

agreerùent wa-s also obsen¡ed for the eLement nitrogen, with a general

accuracy of about 3% over the elrtire energy range. For higher atornic

weight elements (silicon arrd calci.um) the B-K equation gives range

values which are generally too high a.nd the discrepancy increases with

increasing euergy. For lower atonic wejght elernents (lithiun) the

B-K e'quation gives ranges which ar:e too low, with only a slight increase

in the discrepancy as the energy is increased.
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TABLE 2.5 COMPARISON OF TI{E WILLIAþISON Et AL AND BRAGG-KLEEI{AN ALPHA

PARTICLE RANGES FOR VARIOUS ELEMENTS I ENCRCY RANGE FROM

4 TO 9 lvleV

Alpha Ranges (ng.cn-2)

Energy

MeV

Li l.i

W B-K % Dev .W . B-K % Dev. W . .8.K eo Dev

4

5

6

7

8

I

2.70

3.84

5. 17

6.68

8.37

10.02

2.TT

2.94

5. 89

5 .00

6.20

7 .58

- 2r.9

- 23.4

- 24.8

- zs.L

- 2s.9

- 24.4

3. 10 2.99

4.so 4. 18

s.70 5. s5

7.27 7 .70

9 .0r 8.82

10.93 L0 .77

3.65 3.60

5 .02 s.02

6 .58 6 .64

8.33 8.52

t0.26 10.58

12.38 12.92

- 3.5

- 2.8

- 5.0

- 2.3

- 1.0

- 1.5

- t.4

0.9

2.3

3.1

Ld

0

Na

Energy

MeV W

4

5

6

7

8

9

3.9s

5.4L

7 .O7

I .94

11 .00

L3.25

3.84

5 .35

7 .09

9.10

LL;29

L3.79

- 2.8

- 1.1

0.5

1.8

2.6

4.1

4.26

s.7B

7.51

9.44

11.s6

13.88

4.23

5 .91

7.82

10 .04

72.46

15.23

- 0.7

t')

4.7

6.4

7.8

9.7

5. r1

6.sB

8. 82

10 .99

13.37

1.5 .95

5.06

v.a7

9.56

12.00

14.91

78.2r

- 1.0

ã"!

6.1

o?

11. s

14.2
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One can conclude that the B-K rule can be used to

detennine effective alpha particle range values for the majority of

samples with an accrlracy of a few percent. Holever, the use of actual

range data is to be preferred, especially for cases of 1ow or high A

naterials, e.g. the lithium tetraborate glass discussed in Chapter 5.

1

2For a compounil or mixture of minerals, the effective A

) value can be conputed by the relation:

(or
2
3z

I
2

effective

f

i=1
A.

1
A (2.7)

T
1=I A.

1

I
2n.

1

where n. is the atomic fractions of the ith nineral as calculated
I

on the atomic weight basis and Ai its corresponding atonic weight

(see for example, Evans, 1955). Some of the uranium ore counting

standards obtained from the USDOE are dunj.te based and some are quartz

based. The average composition of the mineral dunite is shown in

Table 2.6, also shown are the cal-culated atomic weights of the various

conpounds rnaking up dunite. The effective atomic rveight of dunite was

calculated to be 2I.8, certainly not far from the value of 21.4,

whic.h generally is used as an average value for TL field sarnples.

2.4.4 Alpha Count:Rate Dependence on Sample Reflec.tance

As alreacly mentioned in Section 2.4, the alpha pulse height

spectral shapes are very much dependent on sample colour. Figure 2.5

shows the normalized pulse height spectra obtaineql from various ttranium

and thoriurn countj-ng standards. The uraníum-ore standards NBL-42-I

and 42-2 are dark grey in colour (dunite based), t'rhereas both NBL-101(U)

and NBL-106(Th) are whitísh in colot¡r (quartz based); hence the
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TAtsLE 2.6 AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF THE MINERAL DUNITE

Mass (%) Atomic Weight

Si 0z J

A9.z 0a 7

Fe2 03 2

Fe0 5 39.2

20.4

Ca0 29.4

Hzo 2 9.0

Others 0 20.3

Notes : Using Equation 2.7 ttris gives us an effective
atonic weight of dunite of 27.8

* The mass fractions shown are frorn Spock (1961).

*

40 .5

.'9
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.7

20
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observed effect on spectral shape is a strong one. From these

spectral shapes one can see that it is important to calibrate the

alpha countel with standards which have colours typical of TL field

samples, unless the reflectivity effect can be put on a quantitative

basis. Huntley (1973) states that if one calibrates the counter

using a white standard and then uses the counter to measure the count

rate of a grey sample, the resulting count rate could be up to 20eo

too low. If this is true then the ideal solution to the problem would

be to apply a quantitative correction to the observed count rate based

on sanple coloul, as well as to avoid calibrating the countel using

whitish counting standarrls.

Huntley (1978) has atte¡npted such a quantitative experirnent,

to see how accurately the reflectivity effect can be predicted and

hence corrected for. He rneasured the reflectance (R) of a variety of

counting standards and cieterrnined the dj.scrininator setting for

each (85% thoriun threshold, see Section 2.4.5). The data obtained

was fairly consistent with the size of the light pulses being proportional

to (1*n), althongh there IVas an appreciable scat.ter in the data. One

of the nain problens with this technique is that a separate

reflectance measurenent tras to be nade on each sample.

A nuch simpler nethod as an inclicator of sample reflectance

is to employ a soil colour chart such as the Munsell systen; where

each colour is described by three attributes of colortr: rrhuerr, trvaluerr

and itchromart. The hue represents the dominant spectral. colour, the

value represents the relative lightness of the hue colour and the

chrolna represents the relative purity or strength of the spectral colour"
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The notation of value consists of numbers from 0 to 10 where the

higher the number the lighter the colour; i.e. the higher the

reflectivity. Hence by using the rrvaluerr, notation one has a

reflectivity scale from 0 to 10; each increnent in value

Tepresenting a successively lighter grey sanple.

If one was to prepare a variety of accurately knorvn counting

standards varying in brightness from dark grey to white one should

be able to obtain a sanple reflectivity correction culve; that is a

plot of sample brightness (reflectivity) versus alpha count rate

reflectivity.correction factor. Various ways of preparing these standards

can be suggested. One could for example mix a white counting standard

(í.e. 1% U-NBL-101) v,rith varying but accurately known amounts of a dark

mixer (i.e. graphite (A - L2), or alternatively ntix a dark grey standard

(i.e. 4% U-NBL-42-l) with varying anounts of a white rnixer (i.e. ALqt

(A - ZO.7)) . As long as the concentration levels and atontic weights

of the standards and mixers are well known it should be possible to

obtain a sanple reflectance factor for each mixed standard.

In order to rcbtain a quantitative neasure of the possible

nagnitude of the reflectivity effect it was decided to compare the alpha

count rates (above 85% thorium threshold) for a 'variety of NBL counting

standards which vary in colour from completely white to dark grey. The

pulse height spectra of sone of these have already been discussed (see

Figure 2.5). These standards all have accurately knowrr uranium ancl

thorium concentration 1eve1s. The results obtained are sunmarizecl in

Table 2.7. The observed alpha count rates have been cornpaled with the

expected alpha count rates based on their accurately known concentrations.

The uranium standards are all pure, that is, there is no thoriun presellt..



TABLE 2.7 COMPARISON OF ALPHA COI,J¡¡T RATES FOR A VARIETY OF STANDARDS

tra NS

Sample (NBL) U Th
SETVE

0-count
rate ks-r

amP e
centrat on Colour0u ¡kr-r'¡ oTh (ks-t ) ActivitY

42-L

42-?.

42.3

42-4

101

L02

r03

104

106

t07

108

109

54500

26064

L42T2

6894

131ls

L3T6

658

142

449

45

23

4.7

s769

377

213

42.8

3.22eo

I.54eo

.84eo

.4I9o

.l l'o

.078%

388ugg- I

84ugg- t

.76%

758pgg- I

429ygg-r

86ugg- I

0 .80

0.77

0.79

0.79

0.77

0.77

û. 83

0.82

0.76

a.76

0 .83

0. 83

dark
grey

whitish

whitish

4 .04!.04% - 54s00

1 .991 .006e" - 26064

1 .071 .003% - r42r2

.52!.006% - 6894

1 .001.01% - 13115

.101r.001eo - 1316

4701 10'¡rgg-r' - 658

1051 4pgglt' - I42

350¡-rgg-r 1.00t.01e, 4218

Ssugg-t lot.oo4% 422

l8ugf ' szo t lcugg-r 236

37vgg-' lo4 t svg{t üs

Statistical counting error in the neasured alpha count rates
was negligible (certainly less than 1e").

NOTE

èÞ
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The uranium-ore standards NBL-42-1 to 42-4 are all dunite based

(A - ZI.B,.see Section 2.4.3) rvhereas the uranium standards NBL-101

to 104 and the thoriun stanclards NBL-106 to 109 are all quartz based

(A - 20 .4) . The thorit¡m stanrlarrls aj so contain stnall but known

quantities of uraniun, from which the alphas. emitted have been

subtracted from the observed count rate in order to get the true thoriun

count rate. If one lgnores the fact that the standards have slightly

different atomic weights then one gets an indication of the rvay in

which the sample colour (reflectivity) affects the measured alpha

count rate. The results disptayed in Table 2.7 have been split into

three groups. The first group consists of the four dunite based uranium

ore standards. These standards are dark grey in colour, the darkness

increasing with uranium concentration. The brightness I'valuest' of

these standards are all about 3 to 4. The second group consists of four

quartz based uraniurn standards which are all extremely white in colour.

The brightnessrrvaluesrrof these standarcis are about 9 to 10, with the

lower concentlation stanCards being the brightest. The third group

consists of four quartz based thorium standards which also are

extrenely white in colour with the lower concentration again being the

brightest.

A quantitative measure of the rnagnitude of the reflectivity

effect on these various counting standards has been estimated by comparing

the measured alpha activity with the expected activity (determined from

the accurat.ely known concentration 1eve1s, using Be1Îs dose-rate

conversion tables). The variation in this ratio from one standard to

the next reflects the rnagnitude of the reflectivity effect.

The results obtained are a bit surprising; the maxinum

di.sclepancy between any of the counting st-andarcls is about 9eo '¿.nð this i-s
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between two rvhite standards. The dunite based uranium standards have

colours which are fairly typical of the ones encountered on field

samples; on these the estimated ratios are fairly constant; the

average value being 0,79 ! 0.01. For absolute alpha calibration

purposes one should probably use one of these standards (see Section

2.4.5). If one takes the average values of this ratio on both rhe

qtJartz based uraniun and thorium standards then one also obtains a

value quite close to 0.79. That is, the observed nagnitude of the

reflectivity effect in going from a very dark standard to a completely

white standard is less than about ! 5%. The fact that there is no

observable trênd of the white standards having more counts than the

grey standard-s suggests furthermore that the cause of the observed

discrepancy may not even be that of varying sample reflectances. It is

very interesting to note that although the spectral shapes of the

various sta-ndards are rnarkedly different; especially in going from a

dark grey to a white standard (see Figure 2.5), the net change in alpha

count rate aboye threshold is quite snal1. There is, for example, a

drastic difference in the pulse height spectral shapes of the standards

NBL-101 (1% uraniun) and NBL-106 (1% thoriunr) as coinpared to the pulse

ljeight spectrun of the standard NBL-42-2 (2% uranium); although the net

difference in alpha count rate above threshold between the three standards

is negligible. That is, the increase in counts in the upper channels

is compensated for by the decrease in counts in the lower channels.

As there is no observable reflectivity effect on the rneasured

alpha count rate (above threshold) in going from a dark grey to a

conpletely rvhite standard.. there is rather little point in trying to

prepare a variety of different brightness s'[andarCs which covers the
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range white to dark grey more extensively.

2.4.5 Absolute Calibration of the Alpha Counter

The standard alpha countel calibration procedure, used in

¡nost of the TL dating laboratories, is to plot the count Tate versus

discriminatoT setting for a rrwell behavedr? uraniun (or thoriun)

standard; then to choose a fixed discriminator setting where the

count rate is g2t5 (ot 85%) respectively of the extrapolated zero

threshold level (see for example, Huntley, 1978). The threshold is

set at a level to nake sure that the general background above this

threshold is,as low as possible. This background is due to beta

particles and ganna radiation as well as photonultiplier dark noise.

The B2eo figure is used so that the dose-rate conversion factors of

Aitken and Bowman (1975) and Bel1 (1978) nay be used; assuming that

extrapolation to zero threshold yields a 100% efficient count rate. By

the term a nwell behavedrt standard one means a standard which is known -'-o

be close to secular equilibrium (see Section 2.4"2)' one which has an

accurately known atomic weight (see Section 2.4.3) and the sanrple colour

should be typical of field sanples (see Section 2.4.4). Figure 2'6

shows a plot of countj-ng threshold versus count rate on a 4% uraniun

standard (NBL-42-1); which is known to be close to secular equilibriun.

Fron the actual pulse height spectrun of this standard, shown in Section

2.4.4 (Figure 2.5), it is easy to see that the plot of thresholcl versus

count rate (for a particular value of photornultiplier EHT) will not be

a straight line over the entire threshold range, but a slightly c:urved

one. Hence one must be careful when extrapolating to zero threshold.

A plot of thresholcl versus count rate will only be a straight line on a

flat part of the pulse height spectrum. To make sule that the counts

r:ecorded are all due to alpha's enlitted by the sample standard, a
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measure of the general background under normal counting conditions

as a function of threshold was obtained by inserting a 125 pn thick

disc of acetate transparent filn between the sanple standard and the

counting screen. This disc prevents all alphars from the standard fron

reaching the counting screen rvhile allowing nost of the beta paTticles

(and garnna radiation) to pass through. This measurement is of course

different from the frnoLmal background'r measutement which is obtained

without the sanple present. For the 4% uraniun standard, the general

background was negligible above a threshold of about 0.lV. It was also

found that in,the region belor,r 0.lV the sample coun'r late corrected for

background agreed well with the lineariy extrapolated count Ïates.

Fron Figute 2.6 one can see that for the 4% uranium standard the plot

of alpha count rate versus threshold (at an EI{T of 750V) is very close

to linear in the region between zero threshold and about 0.8V.

As well as determining the discriminator level one also has to

set the gain of the amplifier and the high voltage (EHf¡ on the photo-

multiplier tube. The amplifier gain is set so that on none of the

standards, even the whitish ones, aTe there any counts with pulse

heights above the upper level acceptable to the single channel anaiyzet

(SCA). Thjs is clearly demonstrated in Figure 2.5 where even the white

standards NBL-101 and 106 do not exhibit any counts above a pulse

height of 9v, the upper discriminator level being 10v. while

this requirement is not strictty necessary under norrnal alpha counting

conditions, where the SCA is used as a discriminator, atld all counts

above lower level threshold are registered, it is necessary when one

wants to compare pulse height spectla using a single- or: rnultichannel

analyzer (MCA). The EilT is chosen so r-hac the background coulìt
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rate above the lower leve1 discriminator level is negligible.

For a typical field sample one would want the background to contribute

less than 79o. In Figure 2,7, the relative count rate versus threshold

setting has been plotted for different values of applied EHT. One notes

that for the different EHT values one obtains a constant extrapolated

to zero threshold count Tate; that is, the extrapolated count Tate is

independent of the EHT value. One can also see that plots of threshold

versus count rate are not straight lines but curved. Furthermore, the

curvature increases with decreasing EHT.

Havlng obtained the rrcorrectrr discrininator setting for a

given photomultiplier EHT (750V), one is in a position to estinate the

overall counting efficiency. The ZnS(Ag) screens used are obtained in

30.5 cn x 30.5 cn sheets from W.B. Johnson and Associates, Montville,

New Jersey, U.S.A. Bowman (1976) has pointed out that the efficiency of

these screens can vary frorn one batch to another. In orcler to check this

variation in efficiency phenomenon a 4,2 cm diameter calibration

standard (r'hanstand") was nade up. Hanstand was made by mixing 4% uraniun

(NBL-42-1) into a silicone rubber matrix and then placing the nixture in

an aluminiun holder which then could be positioned on top of the ZnS

screen, The actual source does not touch the screen so there is no chance

of contamination; the source holder is shoivn diagra.mnaticalty in Figure

2,8. Five batches of ZnS sheets have so far been tested for efficiency

variations and the results obtained are summarized in Table 2.8. The ZnS

screens from within the same batch were foun<l to have the same efficiency,

tr'ithin counting statistics, in four out of the five batches. rn the

remaining batch (batch llo. 2) a deviation of as much as Seo fron the mean
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TABLE 2.8 BATCH TO BATCH VAP.IATION IN ALPHA COUNTING EFFICIENCY FOR ZNS SCRIENS

BATCH NO.

Sept 1977

12300r110

¿

Nov 1977

10560t500

3

Oct 1978

10260r100

Dec 1979

102501100

Dec 1980

tr720!120

541

Date Received

Counts/O.4 ks using CuL

Al¡solute Efficiency
Factor

NOTES

95!2eo 8I!2Yo 7gtze" 79!2% 89!2%

Both the counts/Q.4 ks as well as the absolute efficiency factor
h¡ere estinated at a constant threshold which was set on a screen
fron batch number 3 (82eo of the extrapolated zero thleshold value
on a 4% uranium standard).

The counting standard CUl is referred to in the tex+. as rfhanstand".

l/l
l.J
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Aluminium holde:'

Uronium in
silicone motrix
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FIGURE 2. B The ZnS Screen Calibration Standard-rfHanstand"

count rate was observed; in each case a total of 12 ranclqmly chosen

screens rvas exarnined. The batch to batch variation in efficiency was

founrl to be as large as 20eo; although batches 3 and 4 showed no batch

variati-on and no sctreen to scree¡r variatiorr. Ilatches 3 and 4 ate

suspected of coming from the same production run; the manufacturers tell

us that several hunclred feet of ZrrS naterial is produced per nin.

Hence for routine alpha counting it is recomntended that t.he screen to

scteen variation be tested as soon as a new batch of ZnS sheets has

been ïe(-,eived; while at the same time cotnparing the neasured efficic'nct'

to the efficiency of the previous batch. This can be done by choosing

scree¡ìs at randon fronl within the batch. If no screen to screen variation

is found the¡r there should be no need to test each individual screen

prior to use. As a reference it is useful to retain a couple of screens

fron each of the batches received.

In obtaining F'igure 2.6; where the threshold versus absolute

count rate is plotted for a 4% uranium standard, the ZnS screen used

came fron batch 3. ZnS sclreens from batcit 5 were also used in obtaining
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the data in Table 2.6. Hence, the overall efficiency of the alpha

counter, as neasured using the 49o uraniurn standard on a ZnS screen

from batch 3, is 80 ! 29o. That is, the extrapolation to zero threshold

in Figure 2.6 does not yieid a I00% count rate efficiency. Perhaps an

even better estimate of this efficiency factor can be obtained by taking

the average fron those obtained on different counting standards, as well

as by doing repeat measu::ements. If one takes the average efficiency

factor on the grey counting standards NBL-42-1 to NBL-42-4 (see

Table 2.7); then one obtains a value of 79 ! 2eo. It is important to

note that on these dunite based standards the atonic weight is close to

tho usually assumed value of 2I.4 and hence less errcrs are likely to

be introduced when applying the Bragg-Kleeman correction factor.

In principle, one should be able to obtain a l00eo detection

efficiency of the optimun EIIT value if the ZnS screens have the correct

thickness of ZnS (Ag) povrder deposite<i on then. Graves and Dyson

(1949) have measured the variation of the count rate of 5 MeV alpha

pa:rticles, using a ZnS (Ag) screen viewed by an RCA 9514 photomultiplier

tube, as a function of phosphor screen thi-ckness. The results, plotted

i.n Figure 2.9, show that under *-heir experimental conditions the count

rate is constant, presunably corresponding to 100% detection efficiency_.

for a ZnS powder thickness from about 9 to 25 mg.cm-2'. At greater

thicknesses the detection efficiency decreases due to the increased

opacitv of the screen, and at sr¡aller thicknesses it decreases due to

less energy being dissipated by the alpha particles and because of

inhonogeneity of the screen. The ZnS screens which we use have a

phosphor thickness of about 4.5 ng. cm-2 and the rnanufacturers do state
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that they are not 100e, efficient. (see also, Fisenne and Keller, 1981).

Figure 2.8 may explain the variation observed in ZnS screen

efficiency from one batch to auother; that is, a smal1 variation in

phosphor thicl<ness may lead to quite an appreciable difference in the

corresponding efficiency factor.

Having estimated the overall counting efficiency for a

particular batch of ZnS screens one is in a position to use the

already mentioned dose-rate conversion tables, as long as the background

count rate has first been subtracted from the rneasured count rate.

The background coultt rate varies sometr'hat from one run to the next,

althougìr it is genera'lly less than 0.25 counts ks-l. If the background

exceeds 0.3 courits ks-l' then the Zn'i screen is rejected and the

perspex counting ce11, alulninj-um spacer and steel retaining ring

thoroughly cleaned in methanol. The background has been found to vary

f,ronr one batch of ZnS screens to another. For the first three batches

received the background was usually in the range 0.15 to 0.25 counts ks-t';

whereas for batches four and five the level was generally below

0.1 counts ks-r. Huntley (L977) states that the background measured

with a clean perspex disc laid on top of the ZnS screen is generally

five tines lower than that measured without the perspex disc. The

experience with cìur counter is that even without the perspex disc the

backgr-ound is still generally below 0.25 counts ks-l. Radon present

in the counting chamber could explain the increase in background

activity as measul'ed by Huntlel'. For this reason one should not store

active standards in the same room as the alpha counting equipment and

one should certainly not count TL field samples in the same counting cells
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as are used for standards. Quite often one nay observe a higher

1evel of background in the first ferv hours after having exposed the

ZnS screen to normal light in the laboratory. This is due to

phosphorescence fron the phosphor which decays away within a few

hours or so. Hence, the usual counting procedure is to avoid subjecting

the ZnS screen to too much light prior to cornmencing a background

or sanple count and to always check the data obtained in the first few

hours of counting. If excess counts occur in the first few hours then

our usual procedure is to reject the first 30 ks of counting.

2.4.6 Possibility of r'0vercountingrr

One of the assumptions used in deriving the basic alpha

counting equation (Equation 2.1) is that the alpha activity is

distributed homogeneou-sly throughout the sarnple volu:ne. While this

assunption generally holds for the counting standards it does not always

hold for the large variety of TL field samples encountered. For an

alpha count on a given field sample the possibirity of'overcountingrl

(or rrundercountingrt) rnust not be discounted. By the term rtovercountingrt

one neans that the measured count rate is higher than the true count

rate. Fttrthermore, the effectir¡e atomic weight formula (Equation 2.7)

will not apply to samples in which the alpha emitters are contained in

crystalline structures within the aggregate in which the alpha ranges

are widely different fron the aggregate as a whole. Hurley (1950) gives

an example in which an aggregate of ground quartz and feldspar has

hlithin it little crystals that contain all the alpha emitters in the

aggregate as a who1e. Even if this sanple was not finely ground to

the size of the sma1l alpha emitting crystals, the overall alpha range
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correction for the alpha count r.ate must lie between the range

correction for the pure quartz-feldspar matrix and the range

correction for a sample made up entirely of the alpha enitting

crystals.

The possibility of overcounting was another reason why

the uraniun and thorium concentrations as obtained by alpha counting

hrero to be compared to the uranium and thoriun concentrations as

obtained by other means (see Chapters 3, 4 and 5).

Prelininary investigations of the alpha inhomogeneity

problern ürere carried out on a baked soil sample (Sc 3/3) which was

giving abnorrnally high alpha count rates. First of all the bulk

sanple, vrhich consisted of nainly quartz grains with a reddish coating

on the surface, was sieved into various grain size groups; narnely,

less than 45 prn, 45-90 pm, 90-180 U¡n and 180-250 pm. The relative

alpha count rates of these different grain size groups are shr¡wn in

Table 2.9. One can see that the alpha activity is not distributed

uniformly throughout the various grain sizes; for exarnple, the less

than 45 'q-tm size fraction exhibits an alpha courrt rate which is

appreciably higher than the bulk sample. In this particular sample

the relative amounts of the various grain size fractions were fairly

constant; perhaps the 45-180 Un size range hras slightly predominant.

The fact that the smaller grain sizes exhibit higher relative count

rates indicates that the possibility of overcounting nust be considered.

The leason for: this line of argument is that it is possible for the

fine grains to work their way down into the gaps between the larger



TABLE 2.9 ALPHA COUNT-RATES 0N SAIVIPLE Sc 3/3 AS A FLJNCTION 0F

GRAIN SIZE AS WELL AS ETCHING TIME

Grain-Size Range

Treatment < 45 pn 45-90 Un 90-180 Un 180-250 U¡r

None 50r1.6 24.6!7.0 17.4!1.0 2I.4!t.0

10 Mins. Etch
in 40% HF
acid

4L ! t2 17.8 r 1.0 10.5 r 0.8

60 Mins. Etch
in 40% HF acid 12.6 I 0.8

IWTES : Units of alpha count rates are ks-r
*

- Very inhomogeneous sample.

(¡
ro
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grains as they 1ie on the scintillation screen' or sinilarly in a

sample container, these are then counted with a higher efficiency than

the bulk sample. This ovelcounting phenomenon was actually seen to

occur on the bulk sample.

Because of the reddish surface colour on the quartz grains;

which is probably due to deposition of iron oxide, j-t was decided to

check for any obvious alpha count surface effect. The various grain

size fractions were first etched ín 40% hydlofluoric acid for a period

of 10 ¡ninutes; the relative changes in count-rates due to this surface

etching are also sholn in Table 2.9. The 45-90 Un size fraction

exlribited a drastic increase in activity of about 6Seo, although the

count rate was not very reproducible fron one count to another. This

count rate rvas very much dependent on exactly how the sanple grains

were deposited on to the ZnS screen. In contrast the 180-250 Un

size fraction exhibited a drastic decrease of about 50eo upon etching

and the count rate on the 90-180 Um size fraction remained unchanged.

A further 50 minutes etch was done on the 90-180 pn size fraction,

the result of this was an approximate 25% reriuction in count rate.

Hence, for this particular sample; nanely Sc 3/3, there is a non-

uniform distribution of alpha activity both within the various grain

sizes and within each individual sanple grain. It was thought that

the najority of the excess surface activity was caused by transportaticn

of uranium containing mi.nerals whi 1e the sample had been buried. This

was verified by comparing the alpha pairs daLa cbtained on the etched

sample portions with those obtained on the untreated portions. The

alpha pairs fractions (see Section 2.4.1) obtained are shown in Table
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2.10. One can see that prior to etching the pairs fraction was

nore or less independent of grain size; with an average value of

0.011 t 0.001 (this corresponds to a Th/U ratio of about I.4).

After a 10 minute etch, the pairs fraction had increased considerably,

although it was still more or less independent of grain size. The

average value was 0.020 t 0.001, which collespo¡lds to a Th/U ratio

of about 5.5. These results clearly indicate that pairs counting

on the bulk sample (Sc 3/3) does not give a correct indication of the

true Th/U ratio, as the relative thorium activity is rnuch less on

the surface of the grains.

Other soil sanples have been shown to exhibit alpha count

rates which are very much grain size dependent. For example, sample

EBIa, which is a soil sample from the surrounds of a prehistoric

Australian fireplace, exhibits a rnuch higher alpha activity on the fine

grains (less than 45 Um) than that of the rest of the sanple

(Prescott, private communication). 0n Ebla one obtains count lates

varying from about 4 ks-t to about 50 ks-l' depending on how the

grains are deposited on to the ZnS screen.

Sone of the possible causes of overcounting have already

been discussed in the literature. Murray (1980) suggests that over-

counting could also be due to radon which escapes fron the nineral

phase into the air spaces between the grains, but does then not diffuse

any further. This radon activity is then counted with a higher

efficiency than that. retained in the solid phases, giving a higher

count rate than expected. The magnitude of the overcount produced by

thi.s phenomenon would clearly depend on the relative amounts of uranium



TABLE 2.10 ALPHA PAIRS FRACTIONS ON SAMPLE

OF GRAINS SIZE AS WELL AS ETCHING TIME

Grain-Size Range

< 45 ¡rm 45-90 ¡¡n 90-180 Un 180-250 Un

Treatnent

None .010r.001 .0121.001 .0121.001 .0111.001

10 Mins. Etch
in 40% HF
acid

.020t.002 .02L!.002 .0191.002

NOTES : Above data represents average values
obtained from several runs.

SC 313 AS A FI.JNCTION

o\
N
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present in a given sanple as well as on the packing density.

Murray also mentions the possibility of a surface effect; if the averâge

grain size is larger than the alpha range (about 25 pm), then

counting geometries can be suggested which would give rise to over-

counting.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter the basic principles of the thick source

alpha particle counting nethod were discussed. The experinental alpha

counting apparatus was described in some detail, as were some of the

nain problems encountered when using the nethod. The alpha pairs

counting technique was shown to be a suitable nethod for estinating

Th/U ratios. It was pointed out that, although the usual assunption

of Th-232 having the same activity as that of U-238 and U-255

combined, which corresponds to a Th/U ratio of 3.16 by weight, Coes

not lead to any gross errors in the obtained alpha dose, any reasonable

measulfement of the Th/U ratio is always better than even an educated

guess !

The problem of radioacti.ve disequilibrium in the uranium and

thorium decay chains was also discussed. In the absence of any

equilibriun infonnation one should be careful in interpreting the

significance of the measured alpha count rates. One should, if possible,

always avoid calculating beta and gamma dose rates based solely on

observed alpha count rates; the nain problem being in the lJ-238 decay

chain, where the bulk of the garuna dose-rate comes from mernbers below

radon. The ideal situation is to estimate the activity of each element
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in the individual decay chains: this can be done by deterrnining

the abundance of some selected key elen'¡ents. However, even if this

is done, there is no guarantee that the degree of equilibriun has

been constant during the sanplel burial tine.

By conparing alpha particle range values, at an energ¡' of

5 MeV, it was found that the alpha ranges for varying atomic weights

were in good agreement with those predicted by the B-K relation.

For atomic weights in the range 14 to 35, which rnore than covers the

range one is norlnally interested in, the accuracy of the B-K relation

was found to be within about 3%. A sinilar comparison uras also carried

out for various elements in the energy range 4 to 9 MeV. In this

case, the B-K relation was found to hold well for atomic weights

around 20, the accuracy being within about 4%. This result is

inportant as there has been some uncertainty about the accuracy of the

B-K equation (Bowrnan, 1976; Iìuntley and Wintle, lgSI) . It means that

for the rnajority of sanples, which contain a mixture of minerars, the

uncertainty in the absolute count rate can be reduced by applying the

appropriate B-K correction factor. However, for higher atomic weight

elements the B-K equation gives range values which are generally too

high, with the discrepancy increasing as the energy increases. A1so,

for lower atornic weight elernents the B-K equation gives ranges which

are too lorv, although there is only a slight increase in the discrepancy

as the energy increases.

It was also shorvn that although the alpha particle pulse

height spectral shapes are highly dependent on sample colour (reflectance),

the net effect on the observed alpha count rate above a fixed

threshol d is r'ather snal l . In trying to obtain a cluantitative rneasure of
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the reflectivity effect upon the alpha count rate, it was found

that on examining a set of 12 counting standards, varying in colours

fron white to dark greI, the maximum deviation in count rate,

presumably due to varying reflectivit¡., was less than 59o. Furthernore,

it was found that on the average the alpha count rates obtained on

the whitish standards agreed quite wel 1 with those obtained on much

darker standards.

The absolute efficiency of the alpha counter was found to

depend on the particular bat.ch of ZnS screens used. Among 5

different batche-s a batch to batch.r'ariation in efficiency of up to

2Q% was observed. For batchnumber 3, the ab-solute alpha efficiency

factor was estirnated at 0. 79 t 0 ,02, It is recornrnended that upon

receipt of a new batch of ZnS screens, the screen to screen variation

be tested by choosing a number of screens at random; while also

comparing the rneasured efficiency to tlte absolute efficiency of the

previous batch.

It was also found that the alpha activity in some of the

field samples is not distributed uniformly. 0n some of the soil

sanples, it was found that the finer gnains exhibited alpha activities

which weÌe up to ten times higher than the bulk sanple. This means

that the observed alpha count rate may be highly dependent on the

degree of crushing as well as honogenization prior to counting, it

may also depend on exactly how the sample grains are deposited on to

the ZnS screen. 0n one of the field sanples, the alpha activity was

also found to be inhornogeneous within the individual grains; the

surface activity being appreciably higher than the bulk average, hence
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Ploducing a count rate which is higher than the true count rate

('rovercountingrt) .

The nain problems with the use of the alpha counting

method are hence, the possibility of disequilibriun in the decay

chains, in particular the U-238 decay chain, and the possibility of

overcounting. If one is to use the method to deter¡nine the

archaeological alpha dose-rate for a particular TL field sample, then

it is very important to make sure that the neasured alpha count rate

is correct; that is overcounting nust be circumvented. This problem

will be furthêr discussed in Chapter 4 where some of the results

obtained using alpha counting are compared with those obtained using

neutron activation analysis for both uranium and thorj.un.
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CHAPTER III

SOI\{E OTHER METIIODS FOR TFIE LOIII LEVEL

DETERMINATION OF UR¡\NIUM AND THORIIJNÍ

3.1 Introduction

The nost favoured technique, in the different TL dating

laboratories, for the determination of the archaeological radiation

dose is, as already mentioned in Chapter 2, thick-source alpha

particle scintillation counting. This technique is almost always

used in order. to obtain the archaeological dose due to al.pha-

particles.

some of the problens associated with the use of this alpha

counting technique were also discussed in the previous chapter, these

included possible eïr.ors due to uncertain Th/U ratios, unknown

degree of secular equilibriun in the decay chains and the possibility

of overcounting. It was because of these uncertainties that it was

decided to look at other methods for Low level thorium and uranium

determinations.

A research grant was obtaj-ned from the Australian Institute

of Science and Engineering (AINSE) which enabled our research gloup to

use the facilities at the Australian Atonic Energy Conmission (AAEC),

which is situated at Lucas Heights, near Sydney. The author

participated personally in all of the procedures described in this

chapter and, until recently, was responsible for carrying out this

plogranme. Fur:thermole, unJ.ess otherwise indicated, the author is
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responsible for the reler¡ant results presented in this thesis.

At the AAEC one has available various techniques which

can be used for the determination of low levels of uraniun and

thoriun. This Chapter contains descriptions and discussions of

the techniques ernployed in the quest for alternative means of

determining uraniun and thorium. In this Chapter the suitability of

the methods (a) Delayed Neutron Activation Analysis for Uraniun

(Section 3.2), (b) Proton-Induced X-ray E¡nission Analysis for Uraniun

and/or Thoriun, and/or Potassiur,. (Section 3.3) and (c) Neutron

Activation Analysis for Thoriun (Section 3.4), are discussed. A

thorough investigation of their suitability was carried out by testing

the methods on weLl known uraniurn and thoriun standards.

3.2 Delayed Neutron Activation Anal )'sis for Uraniun

Delayed neutron activation (DNA) analysis is a well

established technique for the deternination of 1ow leve1s of U-235

and hence U-238, recalling that the U-235/U-238 ratio is constant

at 0.72eo. A very good review of the method is given by Binney and

Scherpelz (1978). In brief, a known amount of sanple to be analysed

is placed inside a reactor where it is imadiated by thermal neutrons

for a given period of time. For the reactor situated at Lucas Heights

the neutron flux ís about 7.2 x IAr2 neutrons cm-2's-1' and the samples

are usually irradiated for about 1 nin. Some of the U-235 present

in the sarnple undergoes fission after having been bonbarded by the

thermal neutTons, the efficiency of the reaction being a function of

the incident neutïon energ)'. The general fission equation may be
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written, as follows

U-235 + n + Fission Products + approx. 2% neutrons
+ 200 MeV (approx) c3.1)

Two fission fragnents and either two or three neutrons, called 'rpronpt

neutronôrr, are produced in the reaction. Most of the neutron-rich

fission products undergo beta decay, but in a few.cases a decay proCuct

is produced in an excited state with sufficient energy to nake possible

the enission of a neutron, called a "delayed neutronrr. The fission

products which emit neutrons have been found experinentally to fa11

into six groups, each characterised by a definite exponential decay

rate (see for example, lVall, 1979). After having been irradiated with

thermal neutrons the sanple (in a polypropylene container), is rapidly

transfered to a shielded counting station, remote fron the irradiation

position, where the delayed neutrons can be counted. The decay rates

of these delayed neutrons are quite rapid with half-1ives varying from

0.2s for Br-95, to 55.7s for Br-97. The Jnean rate of decay after

applying the correct group wei.ghtings is about 9s (.Wall, 1979).

Figure 3.1 illustrates diagranmatically the DNA detection scherne.

The level of activity, neasured as a count rate, is converted

to a tJ-235 corìcentration by comparing it with that obtainecl from

accurately known uraniurn standards. One usually also irradiates

several blank sarnples in exactl)' the same nanner in orcler to provide

an accurate background correction to the observed count rate; this

correction can however be nade insignificant by a suitable choice of
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sanple containers and counter shield designs (Wal1 , 7979). The

neutron counting assenbly is a circle of toBFr proportional

counters surrounding the sample counting site in a 4tr geonetry

arrangement. The assembly is inrnersed in graphite blocks and

shielded from external neutron sources by cadmium foil. At the

AAEC the transport of the sampies into the nuclear reactor and then

the movement to the activity measuring station is done on an automatic

basis, at a rate of 50 samples, four standards and four blanks per

hour. This procedure is all computer controlled. Hence, the nrethod

is quick, requiring only about 2 minutes for the analysis proper,

excluding the tine for sample crushing, weighing, encapsulation, data

processing and recording. The method is very sensitive. The quoted

sensitivit)' of the rig usecl at the ¡4EC is such that using a 10g

sanple one can determine uranium concentration levels down to 0.5 Ugg-t

with an accuracy of 0.1 Ugg-l. The precision is increased to about

! 39o at the 5 Ugg-l' .uranium 1eve1.

One should point out that the method gJ-ves us only the

uranium concentration and not those of its claughters; hence the metho<l

does not by itself throw any' direct light on the problein of

disequilibriun (see Section 2.4,2). However, if the results obtaj-ned

using the DNA method are compared with other methods such as, for

example, thick-source alpha particle counting or gaTilna-ray spectrometry

using a NaI scintillator, one is in a nuch better position to assess

the nagnitude of any possibLe disequilibrium in the uraniurn decay chains.

Various uranium cotnting slandards of accurately known
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concentrations and all known to be close to secular equilibritun

were analysed for uraniurn by DNA, the results obtained are shown in

Table 3.1. One can conclude that by the use of the DNA nethod one

obtains uranium concentrations, down to the lrgg-1 concent-ration

level, which are in good agreement with the known concentrations.

3.3 The Proton-Induced X-ray Enission Analysis Technique

In the search for a reliable nethod for the 1ow level thorium

and/or Th,/U ratio determinations we were first lecl to consider Proton-

Induced X-ray Enission (PIXE). This technique has been developed during

recent years 
,as a method for low level trace e1e¡nental analysis (see

for example, Johansson and Johansson, L976; Cohen and Duerden, 1978).

A PIXE experirnent had just been set up at the AAEC prior to our

introduction to it in 1977, The method is a multi-elemental analysis

technique as is the possibly more familiar X-ray fluorescence (XRF) methori.

A good review article on the PIXE nethod has been presented by Folkrnann

(ls7s).

A brief introductíon to the actual PIXE process, in

particular the production of X-rays, will be given here prior to the

description of the necessary equipment and a discussion of sorne of the

results obtained.

The interaction between accelerated, heavy charged particles

and target atoms may lead to the emission of characteristic X-rays.

Consider Figure 3,2, the irnpact of the proton on one of the atoms of a

sanple may eject one of the inner she1l electrons. The vacancy so

formed woulci then be filled by one of the outer electrons. This would

result in the emission of ttre energy gained by the transition in the
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TABLE 3.1 DELAYED NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS ON A

VARIETY OF URANIUM COTJNTING STANDARDS

Sample

Uranium Concentratlons (Ugg-t )

DNA Standard Va1ues

*

**

NBL-102

NBL- 103

NBL-104

AAEC-1,

DL-1

NBL-105

NBL-109

NBL-I1O

1000 r 50

478 ! 14

99r3

LOL!2

40 11

I0 .2 ! 0.3

4.3 ! O.2

0.5 r 0.1

1010 r 10

470 ! l0

L03!4

10413

41 r1

l0rl

3.7 ! 0.5

0.4 r 0.1

* In the presence of about

In the presence of about

100 Ugg-1

1o ugg-r

thoriun

thorium**

NOTE: The errors quoted are 95% confidence limits.
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for¡n of a characteristic X-ray photon of energy dependent upon the

atonic nunber Z of the bomba-rded aton. If the initial electron

vacancy was in the K-shell then the photon emitted is described as a

K X-ray, sinilarly an L X-ray would be emitted if the initial vacancy

were in the L shetl. A more detailed discussion of the possible

electron transitions is given by Woldseth (1973).

In order to obtain the actual concentration of a particular

elernent one first has to attribute a peak to the element in question

(standard X-ray energy tables are available for this), integrating the

number of counts in the peak then gives one a measuÌe of the actual

concentration level of that elernent. The technique is not an absolute

method as one has to calibrate the system using accurately known

standards. A comprehensive discussion on the various sources of

background at the clifferent energies has been gíven by Folkmann (1975).

Cohen and Duerden have described the principles behind the

use of PIXE and the experimental set up at the AAEC (see for example,

Cohen and Duerden, 7978; Cohen et aL, 1980; Duerden et aL, 1980); so

only a brief description will be given here :

A schematic vierv of the PIXE chamber is shown in Figure 3.3

(from Cohen and Duerden, 1978). The 3 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator

is used to produce protons with a typical energy of 2.3 MeV. These

are steered through an energy analysing rnagnet and a diffusing quadrupole

on to an aperture whose size can be varied fron 0.1 to 9 nn diameter.

The target chamber is insulated from the rest of the experinent and thus

acts as a Fataday cup for charge collection and integration to give a

total charge reaching the target; it is very important to obtain an
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accurate measure of the charge if one is to nake comparisons from

one Tun to the next. Up to 45 targets (pelletised sanples in

aluninium holders) can be placed on a metre long aluniniun stick,

whose position relative to the incident ploton beam can be varied, to

an accuracy of about 100 pn, by a computer controlled stepping

motor. Lower energy X-rays ( < 10 keV ) produced in the target can

be selectively absorbed by a perspex filter ( 6nn thick) placed between

the botton of the charnber and the detector. The detector sits on a

platform of adjustable height, therefore the column of air (which also

acts as a filter for low energy X-rays) between the chamber and the top

of the detector can be varied from 20 cn down to a few rnm. Prior to

r:unning, the target chamber is evacuated to a base pressure of about

0.5 mPa.

The detector used (GRLJMPY 1) is an intrinsic hyperpure n-type

silicon chip, built at the AAEC. It has an active area of, 50 mm2 and

a depletion thickness of 5nn. Cohen et aL (1980) have rneasured the full

width at half naximum (fwhrn) resolution as 513 eV at the thorium L-q

peak which is at around 12.9 keV.

As far as PIXE analysis of thoritrm and uranium are concerned

the doninant X-ray peaks are the L series lines; these all appear in the

energy region between 11 and 21 keV (see for example, Cohen et aL, 1980).

The nost dominant thorium and uraniun peaks are the L-s lines which are

at about 12.9 keV and I3.7 keV respectively. The corresponding peak

areas of the L-ß peaks are about 2-3 times smaller than the L-a peak

areas.
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Only a very small amount of sanple is actually analysed

during a PIXE run; the bean spot is usually a few nm in dianeter

and the ploton penetration depth is only about 50 pn or so. This

makes it very important to make sure that the rather sinall fraction

of sanple analysed is a good Tepresentation of the sample as a whole.

The sanple preparation technique used on our standards and TL field

sanples was to first thoroughly pulverize and homogenize the samples

and then pour the powders into pure 99.99o aluminiurn caps (about 13mm

in diameter) and then pelletise the powders at 2000 psi for about

60s. The pellets produce<l in this manner have very flat and well

defined front surfaces as well as being a convenient -size for mounting

on the long target stick (see Figure 5.3).

Prior to taking any PIXE measurenents on any of our TL field

sanples it was decided to first check the method on a variety of

counting standards. Cohen and Duerden (PIXE researchers at the MEC)

had at that time not done nuch work on the application of PIXE towa::ds

obtaining thorium and uranium corìcentrations; mainly because of the

interest shown in obtaining concentration 1evels or spectrum signatures

on other elements. This rneant that we were able to contribute to the

development of the technique for uranium and thorium determinations.

As we alreacìy have a technique for the measurement of U-238, narnely

DNA (see Section 2.3.2), we decided to first run a series of our

thoriun standarCs.

Figure 3.4 shows a typical pulse height spectrum as obtained

on a 100 pgg-r thorit¡n standard (NBL-109); some of the characteristic
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X-ray peaks from various other elements present in the sarnple are

also indicated. 0n top of the observed pulse height spectrum is

fitted a theoretical spectrun, which has been derived by the use

of a spectral computer fitting program (see Clayton eL aL, 1978;

Cohen et aL, 1980). We see that in thj-s particular case the thoriun

L-a peak (12.9 keV) is easily resolved fron other peaks in the

same energy region; the only observable peaks in the vicinity of

the thoritun L-a peak are the rubidium and strontium K-q peaks.

A thorium L-$ peak is just observable at around 16 keV but this

is masked somervhat by the presence of the zirconium K-a as well as

the strontiun KS peaks.

Figure 3.5 shows a spectnxn obtained on a 10 Ugg-r thorium

standard (NBL-110). In order to detect the thoriun L-cl peak at this

conceÌìtration level (that is, above the background and resolved fron

neJ.ghbouring elements), the sanple had to be subjected to the proton

bean for about 45 min.

Cohen et aL have since conpleted a conprehensive study on

the accuracy of the PIXE method as far as the determination of thorium

(and uranium) concentrations orr standards are concerned (see Cohen et aL,

1980). The results obtained ale shown in Figure 3.6, where the thorium

L-s, peak areas for a large range of standards (ore na.trix as well as

carbon matrix) are plot'led against the known thorium concentrations.

Some of the standards used in this study were supplied by

the author; for example, the data pcint for the NBL-109 standard r,ras

deri''¡ed fron Figure 3.4. Good lineatity is shown over four decades of

thorium concentïation levels ( 1 - 104 Ugg-l ), sirnilarly good
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. linearity vlas observed using a variety of uranium standards.

Cohen et aL quote a lower level thorium (ancl/or uraniun)

detection linit with no adjacent element interferences as 3-4 Ugg-1

per 100 UC when using the detector GRUMPY I and a proton bean energy

of 2,26 MeY. This detection linit nay be improved upon if a higher

resolution detector is used. The above-menti-oned detection limit

assumes a general background leve1 of about 5 counts per channel.

For standards containing large arnounts of sodiun and alumin-lun, the

y-Tay induced background in the X-ray region of interest can be higher

than 20 counts per channel. This will raise the lower level detection

limit to 7 or 8 Ugg-l per 100 UC or greater. The ultimate thoriun

detection limit for a particular sample is clearly governecl, among

other factors, by the relative amounts of interfering elements. Cohen

et aL (1980) do state that their spectrum fitting routines can unfol<i

the K-o series peaks (i.e. Rb, Sr) interfering with the thoriurn L-a

peaks, provided that the lorv atomic nurnber trace element concentration

(i.e. Rb, Sr) do not exceed the corresponcling thorium concentTations by'

a factor of 10-15. They also state that in the absence of rubidium

and strontium, the thoriun and uranium L-cr lines can be resolved and

spectTa produced by thoriun and uraniun whose concentrations differ by

as much as a factor of 50, can sti1l be unfolded. Furthermore, the 1ow

energy taíl present on all of the peaks indicates that small amounts of

uraniun c.an be analysecl in larger amounts of thorium much more accurately

than snall amounts of thorium in larger amounts of r:ranium (this is so

bec.ause the energy of the L-a uranium peak is just above the energy of

the L-a thorium peak).
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If the thorium (or uraniurn) L-cl, peaks are completely

obscured by the Rb and Sr K-o peaks, then the thorium (or

uraniun) L-ß peaks (around 16 kev) can be used and their known

ratios to the L-a peak provicle an estimate for the L-o peak area.

In such a case, since the L-ß peaks ate 2-3 times smaller than the

L-a peaks, only concentrations of Y, Sr and Zt less than 3-5 times

that of thoriun (or uraniun) can be tolerated. In Figure 3.4 (100 Ugg-l

thoriurn standard) hre saw that the thoriun L-ß peak was obscured due to

the presence of larger amounts of Sr and Zt.

The ¡neasurements carried out on the various standards indicate

that perhaps the PIXE nethod would be suitable for the determination

of thorium concentration levels in our TL field sanples, although as

far as obtaining uranium concentlation leveis (or Th/U ratios) the

nethod would not be suitable.

liurnerous TL field sarnples were then stuclied by the PIXE

process, but in none of the samples vlere hte able to unfold the thoriun

L-a peak satisfactorily. In all of the samples studied there r{as an

abundance of interfering elements, the most troublesome being Pb, Rb,

Sr, Y and Zr. Figure 3.7 shows a PIXE spectrum obtained on a sanple

of baked sand which was collec.ted for TL dating purposes. Llsing alpha

pairs counting we know that this sanple has about 20 lgg- I of thorium

present which is in the upper ïange of usual thorium concentration levels

in our field sanples. In this case one nctes that most of the thorium

L-a peak is nasked by the presence of a Rb K-a and a Pb L-ß peak.

One also lotes that the thorj-um L-ß peak (around 16 keV) is cr.rnpletely
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obscured by the abundant presence of Zr and Y. Even with the aid

of a good computer unfolding program, this interference nakes it

virtually impossible to obtain quantitative thorium concentrations

in our TL field sarnples.

The only conclusion which can be drawn from the PIXE

measurements on the large variety of field samples is that the method

is unsuitable for the quantitative determination of thoriun (and

uranium) in these samples, the main problenr being the presence of

interfering elernents such as Rb, Sr, Y and Zr in too latge quantities.

As already mentioned in Section 2.1, Rb-87 contributes to

the overall archaeological dose-rate by the process of beta decay to

Sr-87. The actual Rb c-oncentration levels in fieLd samples are easiLy

determined fron PIXE neasurements using the Rb K-cl line around

13.5 keV; this was of course done in the process of looking for the

thoriun L-q peak contributions. In the 15 field samples studied;

which consisted of 10 soil samples and 5 sherd/oven st<¡nes, the Rb

concentration level varied frorn about 50 Ugg-r to about 150 pgg-r .

Since the contribution of Rb-87 to the total ß -dose rate is quite

snall (Warren, 1978), it is unlikely that an accurate estimate of the

Rb concentration is warranted. Warren points out that in most rocks

and soils there is a close geochemical association between rubidiun

and potassiun and suggested that if potassiun measurements are carried

out then an estimate ot- the rubidium beta contribution can be calculated

by assuming a potassium to rubidiun concentration ratio of about 200:1.

In Section 2.I, it was pointed out that potassiun-40 contributes

significantly to the bet:a and garurra dose-rates; hence it is inportant
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to be able to obtain potassiuin concentration levels quite accurately.

This is not a problen since the usual potassium concentration in

field sanples is about 1eo; the conventional analysis techniques used

include flame photometry and X-ray fluorescence. In this laboratory

we use the X-ray fluorescence facilities of the CSIRO Division of Soils

rvhich is situated in Adelaide. For cornparisons we have also employed

the PIXE nethod for potassium analysis on field samples using the

3.5 keV peak, the agreenent with X-ray fluorescence measurenents were

generally quite good. Howevet, in the absence of useful data for

uraniun and thorium, the PIXE technique is not justified for potassiun

analysis alone

3.4 Neutron Activation Analysis for Thoriun

Ilaving discarded the PIXE nethod as far as thorium anð/or

Th/U ratio deterninations are concerned, we turned to neutron activation

analysis. In this method, Th-232; as well as U-235 and U-258 and

anything else present, are exposed to thermal or epithernal neutrons.

Nuclear gamma-rays from the products of neutron capture are then

detected. This contrasts with the DNA process used for uranium

deterninations, ví2. delayed neutron emission, following thermal

neutron capture in U-235. The nethod requires less than 1g of

pressed sample powder which is sealed in thin aluninium disc-shaped

containers spaced by about 5nn of graphite. About 50 samples at a

tirne can be loaded into the MOATA reac.tor at the MEC; they are then

irradiated for 7 hours at a flux level of I.2 x I0t2 neutrons cm-2s-r

The samples are then measured after a I'cooling't period af 36 days (to

aIlow the activity of other unwantecl nucLear species to decay) using a
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counting time of 10 ninutes per sample. Thorium is detected by

the 372 keY gamna-ray of Pa-233 using a 50 n0 Ge(Li) detector,

the detection limit being about 1 Ugg-t . Interference has been

observed from other elements such as Co, Sc, Cr and Hf, but this is

virtually eliminated if epithermal neutrons are used for the irradiation

rather than the slower thennal neutrons. This technique has the

advantage of requirilrg very little sample preparation; although very

fine crushing and honogenization is required since only a snal1 amount

of sanple is analysed (typically 0.3e). The 36-day waiting tinne

between irradiation and the detec.tion of garnna-rays constitutes the

nost serious drawback.

The nethod gives results generally in good agreement with

other nethods. In the absence of interfering activities we observed

good agreement be-Lween this and the PIXE method for thorium concentrations

above the 10 Ugg-l 1eyel. Results obtained on a variety of thorium

counting standards are shown in Table 3.2. One can see that the nethod

shows fairly good agreement with the standard values, even at the

l0 Ugg-t or less. It can pror.ide assays down to f Ugg-t with a

precision of ! 0.2 Ugg-l at this leyeI.

Even though one is only obtaining the activity of the head

nenber of the thorium decay chain, namely Th-232, this nethod would

have to be preferred to thick source alpha pairs counting as a means

of obtaining thorium concentrations (see Section 2.4.1). This is so

because it is unlikely that there is any gross disequilibrium in the

thoriun decay chain (see Section 2.4.2) and further:more because of the
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TABLE 3.2 NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS ON A VARIETY

OF THORIUM COUNTING STANDARDS

Thoriun Concentrations (Ugg-t )

Sample NAA Standard
Values

NBr- 10 7 1011 r 20 1000 r 40

NBL-108 504 r 10 520 r 10

NBL-109 108r5 10415

NBL-110 11.4 I 0.4 9.8 t 0.6

AAEC-29 L.4 ! 0.2 1.4 i 0.1

AAEC-30 L.4 ! 0.2 1.6 r 0.1

AAEC-35 72.2 ! 0.4 15.6 r 0.9

Note: The errors quoted are 95% confidence
linits.
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rather poor statistics involved with alpha pairs counti.ng.

Having verified that both the DNA and NAA nethods work

well on uranium and thorium standards respectively, it was decided to

check the methods on sampLes of varylng Th/U ratios (that is in the

presence of both uranium and thoriun). Several sarnples were made up

by nixing known anounts of the sample NBL-104 (about 100 pgg-r uraniurn

standard) with known amounts of the sample NBL-109 (about 100 pgg-t

thorium standard). These sanple mixtures have already been used in ordei

to check the alpha pairs counting nethod (see Section 2.4.I, Table 2.3),

Table 3.5 shows the results obtained for the various Th/U ratios

using both the DNA (see Section 3.1) and NAA nethods. For cornparisons

the Th/U ratios obtained using the alpha pairs.-counting technique have

also been included. As can be seen from Table 3.3 the combined use of

the DNA and the NAA methods produce Th/U ratios which agree well with

the calculated values as well as with those obtained by alpha pairs

counting. One of course expects the agreement to be good as these Th/U

¡nixtures are all known to be close to secular equilibrium.



TABLE 3.5 COMPAP.ISON OF

AND ALPHA-P

TT||U RATIOS AS OBTAINED BY NEÜTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

AIRS COI.JNTING FOR A VARIETY OF COTJNTING STANDARDS.

(weight) (rh/u) calculated
(rhlu)

DNA
NAA

1.0 1.0 + 0.1 1.0 t 0.1

3.0 2.7 ! 0.2 2.8 ! 0.2

6.0 5.0 t 0.3 4.8 t 0.4

9.0 6.9 + 0.4 6.3 t 0.6

SanpIe

ADL-56

ADL-57

ADL-58

ADr-59

NBL.1O9
ÑETTOT

(Th/u)cl_p

1.1 r 0.5

2.4 t 1.1

4.7 t 1.5

5.9 r 1.6

NOTE : Both of the counting standards NBL-104 and NBL-109 are known
to be close to secular equilibriun.

The errors quoted ate 95% confidence limits.

(o
H



CIIAPTER IV 92.

C0l"lPARIS0N OF TTIE ALPI'IA COUNTING METHOD

WITII TI{E NEUTRON ACTIV AT ION ANALYSIS I"IETHODS

FOR THE LOW LEVEI, THOR IUT,f AND URANIIAI DETERMINATIONS

4.r Introduct ion

In thjs chapter the results obtained, on a variety of TL

field samples, using the alpha ccunting nrethod are compared with those

obtained by using the neutlon activation analysis methods (DNA and NAA)

for the low Ievel determination of uranium and thorium. This comparison

is presented in Section 4.2. The possible causes for discrepancies in

the results obtained are cliscussed an,J in Section 4.3 the s¡:ecific

proSlem of alpha overcounting is dealt with. Possible methocls for

solving the alpha overcounting problem are discussed in Section 4.4.

4.2 Conparison of Data

A large number of field sanrples collecied for dating purposes

were alpha counted as well as analyzed fot uranium and thorium by Nfu{'

In Tabl.e 4.1 results ale shown on a'selection of soil samples. The

expected alpha count rates have been estimated from the concentrations

of uranium and thorium as measured by NAA. The expected count rates are

compared with the observed rates; they are arranged roughly in order of

decreasing goodness of rapport. To check the reproducibility of both of

the ncutron activation nethods on field sanples, several determinations

were done on various portions of each individual sample. In the case of

DNA for uraniurn the reproducibility from one r.un to the next was very

good, which one expects since the determination is carried out on a bulk

sample of about 5 to l0g. As far as tltorium determjnations are

cohcerned one is only analyzing about 0.5g of sarnple; hence it is very

inportant to thorou$lrl¡l ç1','lr an<l hoinclgenize the santples prior to

analysis . Having clone this, g,ood rep:-'oducibility from one lun to the next
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TABLE 4.1 COMPAR,ISON OF'NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

FOR URANIIJN,I AND THORITIM WITH ALPHA COUNTING

FOR A VARIETY OF SOTL SAMPLES

Sanple
Identifier

DNA
U

NAA
Th

s-observed
(Ks- t )

F70a

F70b

F80a

F80b

OXII76

MGTCa

EBla

EB2sc

EB2sd

ALD 22-50

LF6

0.9

0.9

0.9

1.1

r.7

2.O

0.9

0.9

0.7

0:9

r.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

3.6

2.0

5.0

7.4

8.2

8.3

5.8

6.5

s.2

7.9

7.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

5.5

2.5

¿.0

s.5

6.7

7.5

4.4

4.8

3.8

5.5

5.4

0.6

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.8

3.8

3.2

4.5

5.1

7.5

8.9

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.4

+

+

+

+

t
+

+

t

J.

+

+

t
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

t.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

4.I -> 48.4

6.0 -> 22.r

8.9 r 0.4

NOTE: The errors quoted are 95% confidence linits.
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was observed. The thorium concentration 1eve1s given in Table 4'1

are al1 average values from at least three different deterninations.

The observed alpha count rates were all determined on samples which had

been gently crushed in a rnortar by a pestle (coarse grains). In all

cases both ttsealedt' (clr) and ttunsealedt' (Oo) count Tates vfer.e

deternined (see Section 2.4.2); however, in none of the sanples counted

was there a discrepancy betneen the two. The ob-served count rates

displayed in Table 4.1 are all average values from at least six different

runsi the observed variations in count rate are inclicated in the tab1e.

Tow4rds the top of the table the agreement between expected

and observed count rates is quite good, certainly within counting

statistics. However, in other cases the measured alpha count rates are

much higher than those expected from neutron activation measurements.

In particular samples EBla, EB2sc and EB2sd, which are all soil

sanples from the South Australian Museumrs Roonka excavation, have been

observed to hav'e count rates which can vary from one measurement to the

next. 0n these soil samples the measurecl count rate is highly dependent

upon how the samples grains are depcsited on to the ZÑ scleens (see

discussion in Section 2.1.6); variation in count rates by as much as a

factor of 10 has been observed. A sinilar variation in count rate

phenonenon hras exhibited by sanple ALD 22-50. Alpha overcounting was

also exhibited by sample LF6; however, on this sample there is no

drastic variation in count rate from one neasurement to another. 0n none

of the soil samples so far analysed have the measured alpha count rates

been less than -uhe expected count rates.
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If, for a particular sample, there is gross disequilibriun

in the uranium decay chains (see Section 2.4.2), one night expect

discrepancies between neutron activation analysis (DNA and NAA)

ancl alpha counting, Th'is ì.s hecarrse in DNA for ur:anium one detects

only lhe uranium parent and not its daughters. However, most of the

soil samples shown in Table 4.1 have relatively 1ow uranium

concentrations, typically around 1 Ugg-t, hence disequilibrium in

the uranium chains is not likely to introcluce count rates which are

several times higher than expected. Furthernore, the effective atomic

weights of the soiL samples exhibiting this counting discrepancy are

not unusually high; hence the observed discrepancy cannot be explained

in such terms (see Section 2.4.3).

A simila:r comparison program has also been carried out on

some of the pottery and sherd samples used in our TL dating program.

Although samples Sc 3/3 and Sc 3/6 are strictly speaking soil samples,

they are included in this comparison because they are datable by TL.

The results obtained are shown in Table 4.2. 0n these sanples the

uranium concentration 1evels are generally higher than those obtained

on the soil sarnples shown in Table 4.1 ( 3 to 4 Ugg-t compared with

about t Ugg-t). The observed alpha count rates on these samples were

generally much more reproducible than the count rates on some of the

soil sanples, and in most cases the agreernent between expected and

observed count rates was good. However, alpha overcounting was observed

on some of the samples. The problem with alpha overcounting on sarnples

Sc 3/3 and Sc 3/6 has already been discussed in Section 2,4.6; the

Teason being higher than average uranitun activity on the surface of the
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TABLE 4.2 COMPARISON OF NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

FOR URANIUM AJ\D THORIUM WITH ALPTIA PARTICLE

COI.JNTING FOR A VARIETY OF FIELD SAMPLES

Sanple
Idcntifier

Descríption
of Sample

NAA
Th

d-expected
(ns- t )

o-obser''¡ed
(tls- t )

DNA
U

POM-T

LRF73 F514

Pornpeii Tile 4.6 ! 0.5 16.7 !0.6 16.2 t 0.8 16.4 1 1.0

Pottery 5.8 10.2L7.2!0.6 15.1 10.6 13.8 10.6

Thai-26
T\aí-46

Thai

Pottery

[,apita
Pottery

t,

Baked
Sand

Aboriginal
Hearthstone

6.3 t 0.4

12.8 1 0.5

6.2 t 0.4

13.6 t 0.9
] 7.7 ! 0.2 6.8 t 0.3

3.4 ! 0.3 14.1 t 0.5

BS-S.Z-8/203

BS-RL-2/ 4L

SU-MU-1-P4

Sc 3/3

s4 s/,6

EBl

Ì
3.6 ! 0.2

2.3 t 0.2

I.3 ! 0.2

0.4 t 0.4

6.8 1 0.4

4.1 t 0.5

6.7 r 0.6

18.9 r 2.0

27.4 ! 0.8 3.8 t 0.5 48"5 t 1.5 13.4 t 1.0

)
2.I ! 0.2 16.7 r 0.5

2.2 ! 0.2 rS.1 1 0.5

11.9 1 0.6

li..3 t 0.6

39.7 ! L.7

36.5 1 1.6

1.1 r0.1 5.9t0.4 5.9 10.4 4.I !0.2

NOTE: The errors quoted are 95eo confidence linits.
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sarnple grains. Sone of the Lap)ta pottery samples ccllected from the

South-lVest Pacific Islands regíon (see Prescott et a.L, 1982) also

exhibit gross alpha overcounting. In particular, sanple BS-RL-2/4I,

which cones from one of the Santa Cruz Islands, has an observed count rate

which is 4 io 5 times greater than the expected count rate. The Lapita

pottery sanpLe SU-MU-I-P4 is included in Table 4.2 to give an exanple

in whicli the expected count rate exceeds the observed count rate

(r'undercountingrr). However, the uranium concentration 1eve1 for this

particular sanple is unusually high (about 27 .4 ygg-t ); this means

that the observed discrepancy could be caused by a loss of sorne of the

U-238 daughters.

Alpha pairs counting (see Section 2.4.1) was also carried out

on the samples which were analysed by DNA and NAA. In Table 4.3 the

Th/lJ rati.os obtained by alpha pairs counting on a variety of field samples

are compared with those obtained by neutron activation analysis. 0n

nost of the sanples the agreement of Th/U ratios was quite good. Even

on the sanples EBla, EB2sc and' EB2sd, which can exhibit gross alpha

overcounting, there is good agreement between the two nethods. The

Tange in Th/U ratios on the sanples shorrrn is not very large and the average

value is between 4 and 5. The sanple SU-MU-1-P4 exhibited a lower than

usual alpha pairs Th/U ratio; however, this was also confinned by the

DNA and NAA measurements. In this particular case there is no doubt that

a.n alpha pairs count yielding a Th/U ratio of 0.8 t 1.0 is certainly a

better estimate than the usually adopted value of 3.16 (see Section

2.4.L).
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TABLE 4.5 COMPARISON OF (ThlU) RATIOS OBTAINED BY

NEUTRON ACT ]VATION ANALYSIS I^IITH THOSE

OBTAINED BY ALPHA-PAIRS COUNTING.

Sanple
Identifier

Description
of Sanple

(rhlu)NAA-DNA (rh/u).,-p

FTOa

F80a

F80b

EBla

EB2sc

EB2sd

POM-T

LRF75F314

SIJMUlP4

THAI-26

THAI-48s

MGTCa

Soil

Soi 1

Soi 1

Soil

Soil

Soil

Tile

Pottery

Pottery

Pottery

Soi I

Soil

4.0 t

5.6 t

6.7 t

6.4 +

7.2 +

7.4 t

5.6 t

4.5 r

0.1 r

4.0 +

3.8 +

4.2 1

0.8

1.0

0.9

7.2

I.2

1.6

0.4

0.4

0.1

0.6

0.4

4.6

3.7

6.1

7.5

5.5

5.3

3.1

4.0

0.8

3.4

2.7

3.4

I 3.0

+ )l

! 3.4

r 4.8

! 2.8

+ )L

r L.3

1.3+

+

+

+

+

1.0

0.7

0.9

r.2

(Th/u) 
ave

(Th/u) ave
4.L

NOTE: The errors quoted are 95eo confidence linits.
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4.3 Probable Causes of AlPha 0vercounting

sone of the possible causes of alpha overcounting have

already been mentioned in Section 2.4.6. The main probable causes

which can give rise to gross overcounting are :

I (a) The possibility of a large fraction of the alpha

activity being distributed on the grain surfaces. If the average

grain size is larger than the alpha particle lange of the sample

( - 25 Urn ), then counting geornetries which produce overcounting are

possible. This has already been seen to be the cause of overcounting

on sample Sc,3/ 3 (see Section 2.4.6).

(b) The possibility of the smaller sanple grains exhibiting

higher alpha activity then the rest of the sarnple. Overcounting is

then possible if the counting screen sees more than its proper fraction

of fine grains. This has been observed to be the reason why samples

EB1a, EBsc and EB2sc exhibited gross overcounting. That is, the

very active fine grains work their hray down into the gaps between the

larger grains as they are deposited on to the counting screen.

2, The possibility of radon being counted with a much

higher efficiency than the other alpha emitters. Being a gas with a

half-1ife of about 3.8d it is possible for the radon to travel through

the airspaces between the grains and fissures within the individual

grains. Overcounting can then occur becaüse the sanple is no longer a

honogeneous alpha emitter; a large fraction of the radon activity'

detected by the ZnS screen comes fron outside the expected alpha range.

The possibility of this phenomenon actually occurri.ng has already been

discussed by Murray (1980).
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Possibilities f (a) and (b) are quite sinilar in the

respect that both are due to the inhomogeneous distribution of

alpha activity throughout the sample volume , t,re being the preferential

segregation of uraniurn andfo'r thorium on the smaller grain sizes and the

other being the non-uniform distr:i.bution of alpha activity within each

individual grain. Possibtlíty (2) is of coulse quite different as it

deals only with the excess activity of radon in the vicinity of the

counting screen. One should point out that the alpha attenuation in the

airspaces between the sarnple grains is nuch less than the attenuation

in the solid phase, Hence, the al.pha count tate may also depend on the

degree of pacl<ing of sample grains on to the counting screen. It nay

well be that for a particular sanple, which exhibits gross overcounting,

the actual discrepancy is caused by a conbination of the above Listed

possibilities.

One should also point out that possibilities 1 (a) and (b) can

also explain ttundercountingrr. That is, there is no reason why the

alpha activity on the surface of the larger grains or that of the finer

grains could not be less than that of the bulk sample.

4:4 Solutions to the Problen of Alpha Overcounting

In the absence of alternati-ve methods for uranium and thoriun

determinations one is not. in a position to distinguish between the

samples which exhibit alpha overcourìting and the ones which do not. That

is, unless there is an obvious variation in alpha count rate from one

portion of the.sample to another. If the alpha counting method is the

only rnethod available, whicir is the case in some of the TL laboratori.es,



then it is important to be able to distinguish samples exhibiting

overcounting from the others. Furtherrnore, one would want to be

able to quantitatively correct for this counting discrepancy, or

perhaps remove the overcount completely.

Murray (1980) attempted to remove the overcount by nixing

the sanple grains with a polyester resin. The purpose of this

experinent was to replace the air in the sanple cavities with the

resin and hence make it inpossible for the radon to diffuse towards

the counting screen. Ir4urray found that in the najority of the sanples

studied overcounting was drastically reduced. The experiment was,

horvever, not very quantitative as the atomic weight of the resin was

not accurately known and no great care was taken to hornogenize the

samples prior to nixing. In order to apply the alpha particle range

correction factor (Equation 2.7) it is important that the sample

mixtures are homogeneous in nature and, furthernore, the grain sizes

mtst be sna1l compared to the average alpha particle range. However,

the purpose of Murrayrs experiment was not to make a quantitative

correction for overccunting, but rather to demonstrate that the

retention of radon in the sample cavities was one of the causes of

overcounting. Murray states that the fact that oveTcounting was

drastically reduced, after mixing the sanples into a resin, supports

the radon retention model. One should also point out that nixing the

sanple with a resin would also remove the possibility of the rnore

active fine grains workiltg their way towalds the counting scleen.

Mixing the sample with a resi-n would, hot{ever, not remove the possibility
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of alpha overcounting due to preferential segregation of alpha

activity within sorne of the individual grains, that i.s, unless the

sanple is thoroughly crushed and homogenized prior to nixing it with

resi-n.

The phenonenon of mineralogical and radioactive inhonogeneities

in rocks and soils is well recognized by field geologists.

Mineralogical assaying techniques such as XRF, NAA and PIXE (see

Chapter 3) are all based on the premise that the sample is of uniforrn

nineralogical composition, thus rnaking it essential to honogenize

the sanples thoroughly prior to analysis. There are basically two

different sample preparation techniques, that are faniliar to us, which

overcome this inhonogeneity problern. One of the¡n has already been

nentioned in connection wjth PIXE analysis and NAA. In these analyti.cal

methods it is irnportant to homogenize the sanples to rnicron diarneter

size prior to analysis. If it is necessal'y to make the analysis on

solids rather than powder:s then the powders can easily be pelletised.

The other nethod is to fuse the sànples into a solid solution. Both

nethods have been describeci in detail by Norrish and Hutton (1969) in

connection with XRF analysis of soi1s. The fusion method not only

soh¡es the probiem of sample inholnogeneity (possibilities 1(a) and (b)

in Section 4.3) but also prevents the possi-oility of alpha overcounting

due to radon retention. Hence, for the purpose of removing overcounting

in all of the troublesome field samples, it appears that the sanple

fusion honogenization method is better suite<i than the more conventj-onal

crushing procedure. Ilowever, the nethod of counting homogenized powders

night well be sufficient for some of the troublesome field samples. By

thoroughly crushing and homogenizing the sanples one may well reduce the
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degree of overcounting due to the smaller grains being nore active

than the rest of the sarnple. However, one would not expect the

nethod to conpletely remove overcounting for all of the troublesome

sanples encountered; particularly sarnples having an excess of alpha

activity on the grain surfaces. Nevertheless, a selection of field

samples hrer.e crushed and homogenized by a Siebtechnik mi11 using a

tungsten carbide crushing vessel. The powdered sanples were alpha

counted and a selection of the results obtained :s shown in Table 4.4.

For comparisons the count rates obtained on the coaTse grains and

those expected on the basis of DNA and NAA measurements have also

been included. The outcome was that overcounting was drastically

reduced in all of the troublesome sarnples; furtherrnore, the count

rates for the powdered sar,ples were a1l reproducible frorn one measurenent

to the next. For the soil samples LI6 and EBla the count rates

obtained are in good agreement with the expected count rates; that is,

for these two sanples overcounting seenìs to have been completely

eliminated. For the other troublesome sanples, Sc 3/6 still has a

count rate which exceeds the expected count rate by more than a factor

of 2, sanple 
^LD-22-50 

has a count rate which is slightly less than

that expected and sanple BS-RL-2/41 has a count rate which is

consistent with that observed on the coarse grains. Samples POM-T,

LRF75F314 and F80-a have also been included in the comparison to

show that the honogenization procedure also works for the I'we11 behaved'l

samples.

The details of the fusion sanple preparation nethod together

with its application on uranium and thoriun standards and a selection of

field sanples v¡il1 be discussed in Chapter 5.
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TABLE 4.4 COI"ÍPARI SON OF ALPHA COUNT RATES OBTAINED ON

HOMOGENIZED POIVDER.S IV ITH THE COUNT TES

OBTAINED ON COARSE GRAINS AND EXPECTED

ON THE BASIS OF DNA AND NAA SIIREMENTS FOR

VNNTOUS FIELD SAMPLES

Sanple
trdentifier

Description
of Sarnple

coarse-grain qexpected opotvder

(ks-') (Íis-') (ks-')

LF6

EBla

^LD-22-50
FB0-a

S'c 3/6

POM-T

tRF75F314

B$-RL-2l41

Soil

Soil

Soil

Soil

Baked
Sand

Tile

Pottery

L6.4 +

15.8 +

18.9 +

! 0.4

-> 48.4

+ 22.I

! 0.2

+ 1.6

1.0

0.6

5.5 +

4.0 +

11.3 t

76.2 +

15.1 +

8.9

4.r

6.0

4.5

36 .5

s,4 + 0.8 6.1 I 0.5

4.4 t 0.8 5.0 t 0.3

2.0 4.7 r

0 .7 3.8 t 0.4

0.7 4.6 ! 0.2

0.6 27.7 ! L.4

0.8 16.2 t 1.0

0.6 15.4 1 0.S

0.5 18.1 t 0.0Lapi.ta
Pottery

NOTE: The errors quoted are 95eo confidence limits.
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CHAPTER V

ALPHA COUNTING USING GLASS DISCS

5.1 Introcluction

In XRF analysis of rocks and soils, one of the standard

sample prcparation techniques is to produce glass discs with the aid

of fusion using a lithium borate mixture as the flux (Norrish and

Htrtton, 7964; 1969). Norrish and Flutton use a lithiun borate-

lanthanum oxide fusion mixture consisting of accurately and

predetermined proportions of anhydrous lithiun tetraborate, lithiun

carbonate and lanthanum oxide. The borate flux produced is then nixed

with a known arnount of sarnple, the usttal mixing ratio being 1.50g of

flux to 0.28g of powdered sanple. A smal1 anount of sodiuin nitrate

(0.02g) i.s also added to ensure oxidizing conditions during the fusion

plocess.

In producing glass discs for alpha counting there are

several requirements which have to be net : The flux mixture natrix

nust be well known so that an alpha particle range correction factor

can be calculated. The flux rnixture alpha activity must be negligible

conpared with the sample activity. The actual decrease in alpha

activ:ity in going fron sanple grains to glass discs nust be kept at a

ninimum, that is, one wants the sample-to-flux mixing ratio to be as

high as possíble and the area of the discs to be as large as possible

(while still fitting inside the standard size counting ce11) .
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s.2 Glass Disc Sample Preparation l'fethod

After some initial experinentation using a variety of flux

rnixtures and sample to flux ratios we arrived at the following

preparation recipe : Mix 49 of anhydrous lithiun tetraborate

(Li2BaO7, code 1882, supplied by Allied Chemicals) with 2g of finely

ground sanple; the lithiun tetraborate having been drj-ed at 550'C

before weighing. lieat the mixture in a large gold-platinum crucible

with a lid at about 1050-1i00"C, in an electric furnace, for about

15-20 nin, after which tirne the mixture has completely dissolved (the

nelting point of lithiun tetraborate being at 915" C) . The melt may

be stirred or swirled around in the crucible, but this is usually not

necessary as efferyescence, accompanying solution, and convection

currents ensure ni.xing. Norish and Hutton have found that the most

satisfactory crucibles are a gold-platinum a1loy (5% gold) that are

available comnercially. These crucibles are not wetted by the melt

and successive sermples can be rnade without cleaning the crucibie. The

nelt is then poured onto a gold-platinum mould which has an internal

dianeter of 40mm. This mould is initially kept at a temperature of

about 1000'C and after a decrease in tenperature glass discs are

forned on the tTay. To ensure that the glass discs so produced do not

crack it is then positioned between tlo clean asbestos mats on another

hot plate at about 2OO" C. After a few minutes the mats nay be removed

f¡om the plate to allow the glass disc to cool slorvly. If more than

one disc is being prepared, the mats can be retained on the second hot

plate until the last sample is poured, then all of the discs nay be

cooled together.
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As a precautionary means to make sure that there is no

sample loss during fusion (i.e. due to moistttre etc.,) the

crucibles are weighed by themselves prior to analysis and then re-

weighterl (plrrs .sample) after fusion. That is, the sample plus flux

was first fused, then cooled down to allow for weighing and then re-

heated to al1ow the nixture to be poured.

After cooling, the glass discs are put in labelled envelcpes

and can be kept indefinitely. To avoid surface moisture the discs

are then stored in a desiccator until use. The glass discs are 40mn

dianeter and have a thickness of about 1.5mn.

5.3 A1 a Counti on Glass Discs Made From Uranium and Thorium
tanda

In order to calibrate the glass disc alpha counting procedure,

it was decided to count a variety of glass discs nade frorn rve1l known

uraniurn and thorium standards. Ten glass disc standards were Prepared,

consisting of six uranium standards, three thorium standards and a

blank glass disc (pure lithium tetraborate). The counting standards

used to prepare the glass disc standards varied in coltcentration from

about 2% ciown to about 500 ygg-t . In none of the glass disc

preparations was there any measurable sample weight loss during fusion.

These glass disc standards were first alpha counted about 20 hours

after the sample preparation. The alpha count rate of the pure lithiun

tetraborate glas.s disc was not measurable above the background of

about 0.1 counts ks-r. In Table 5.1 the observed count rates of the

uranium and thorium glass discs have been compared with the count rates

obserVed on the corresponding granular standards. The count late
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TABLE 5.1 COMPAR ISON OF ALPHA COUNT-RATES FOR VARIOUS

URANII'M AND TTIORIU}4 GLASS DISC STANDARDS AS

A FRACTION OF THE COUNT-RATES OBSERVED ON THE

GRAIN STANDARDS : MEASUREI'ÍENTS TAKEN

APPROXIMATELY 20 HOURS AND 50 TIOURS AFTER

PREPARATION

Sample Standard (G lass-Disc/Grain)

20 houri

Alpha Count Rate
Fraction

. 50 hours

42-2

42-3

42-4

101

L02

105

U

0. 14

0.14

0. 15

0. 14

0. 14

0. 14

r 0.01

I 0.01

r 0.01

r 0.01

r 0.01

I 0.01

0.17

0.t7

0.16

0. 18

o.t7

0.17

1 0.01

r 0.01

t 0.01

r 0.01

r 0.01

t 0.01

106

707

108

Th

0.31

0.29

0. 30

r 0,01

r 0.01

t 0.01

0.31 i 0.01

0.30 r 0.01

0.50 r 0.01

NOTES: (1) The errors quoted are 95% confidence linits'

(2) NBL-42-2, 42-3 and 42-4 are all dunite
based standards, whereas the renaining are
quaÌtz based
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dilution factor was observed to be faír1y constant for both the

uranium and thoriun standards. At about 20 hours after fusion, the

uranium standards have an average glass-disc/grain count rate

dilution factor of 0.14 t 0.01, whíle the corresponding thorium

ratio is 0.50 t 0.01. In order to quantitatively discuss this

difference it is necessary to consider the relevant decay

characteristics of the U-238 and Th-232 decay chains, these have

been sunmarized in Figures 5.1 and 5,2 respectively. (see also

Appendix A, Tables Al and A2). In the U-238 decay chain the gaseous

element Rn-222, which is removed during the fusion process, has a

half-life of about 3.8 days. This is foLlowed by the alpha emitters

Po-218 and Po-2I4 both of which decay within a few hours after

fusion. The renaining alpha enitter below radon is Po-210

( rå 158.4 days); this is however, not lost during fusion due to

the 2L.3 year beta half-life of its parent Pb-210. It is fortunate

that the half-1ives of the elements between Po-218 and Pb-210 are so

short and the half-life of Pb-210 is so long compared with the half-

life of Rn-222. Hence as a good approxination, the alphas' lost

during (and just after) the fusion process will grow back according to

the 3.8 day half-life of Rn-222. In tire Th-232 decay chain the

gaseous elernent Rn-220 has a half-life of only 55 seconds. The

other elements below Rn-220 also have relatiyely short half-1ives,

the longest by far being the 10.6 hour beta half-life of Pb-2I2.

This means that only the alphas from Rn-220 and Po-2I6 are lost

during the fusion process. These then grow back within a few minutes

and equilibrium is again reached in the thoriun decay chain.
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The alpha counting data in Table 5.1 agree quite well

with the above-mentioned decay characteristics. For comparison the

glass-disc/g-raín alpha count rate fractions observed a period of

about 50 hours after fusion are also shown in Table 5.1. Alpha

activity growth culves tvere Ineasured on all of the six uranium

glass disc standards. Figure 5.3 shows the growth curve, up to about

five radon half-1ives, as measured on the NBL-42-4 glass disc

standard ( 0.5% uranium ore in glass ). The general shape of the

uraniun grorvth curve can be approxinated by the relationship

a

cr(t) = C(l -u-^t)+cl(O), (5.1)

where a(t) represents the total alpha count rate at a tirne t after

fusion, o(0) represents the alpha courrt rate irnmediately after fusion,

C is a constant alpha count rate detennined by the value of ü(0) and

(f-"-k) is the half-life correction factor, where À is the decay

constant of Rn-222. After a 19-day wait, which corfresponds to about

5 radon half-Iives) one expects about 97e" of the lost alphaS to have

gTor{n back into the glass discs. The glass-disc/grain count rate

ratios of the six uranium standards obtained a periocl of 19 days after

fusion are shown in Table 5.2. Although the agreement between the

different uranium standards is good the avera.ge uranium glass-disc/

grain connt rate ratio of A.27 ! 0,0I is slightly lower than that

observed on the thorj.um standards (0.30 t 0.01),

The glass-disc/grain count rate fractions can also be

deternined theoretically by applying the following effective correction

factor (g1ass-disc/grain count rate dilu'tion factor)

Reff Rr Rz R3 (I - Rq) Rs,..... (s.2)
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TABLE 5.2 COMPARISON OF ATPHA COUNT-RATES FOR VARIQUS URANII.JM

AND THORIUM GLASS DISC STANDARDS AS A FRACTION OF

TTIE COUNT-RATES OBSERVED ON THE GRAIN STANDARDS :

MEASUREME¡TTS TAKEN APPROXIMATELY 19 DAYS AFTER

PREPARATION.

Sanple Standard
(NBL)

(Glass Disc/Grain)
Alpha Count-Rate
Fraction 19 days
äfter'. fusion

42.2

42.3

42.4

101

102

103

U

0.27

0.26

0.26

o.27

o.27

0.27

r 0.01

t 0.01

I 0.01

r 0.01

r 0.01

J 0.01

Th

NOTE: The errors quoted are 95eo confidence
li¡nits .

I06

t07

108

0.31

0.50

0. 50

r 0.01

I 0.01

r 0.01
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where Rr represents the weight dilution factor, Rz the reduction

in cotrnting area factor, Rg the B-K atomic weight correction

factor, R+ the sanple weight loss during fusion factor and R5

Lhe retlusLiulr itr cuurrL ¡atc due to the loss of radon factor (wltich is

tiure dependent, see Equation 5.1). The factor R'+ is in Equation

5.2 as a precautionary measure. In none of the standards prepared

was there any measurable weight loss during fusion. This nay however,

not always be the case on TL field samples.

One reason for the slight difference in alpha count rates

for the uranium and thorium glass disc standards (as measured at least

19 days after fusion) could be the inadequacy of the B-K correction

factor (Re). It has alteady been shown that the B-K equation gives

alpha particle ranges which are too short for the lower atonic weight

elements (Section 2.4,3). This means that the B-K correction factor

for lithium tetraborate (LizBl0z), and hence the glass discs, will

also be too low. However, for the lower atomic weight elements there

is only a slight increase in the- B-K discrepancy as the energy of

the alphas' increases (see Table 2.5). For completeness, a conparison

of the Ìtiillianson et aL and B-K alpha ranges for the elernents

lithiirrn, boron and oxygen is given in Table 5.5. For lithiun and boron

the discrepancy of the B-K ranges is about 24eo and IIeo

respectively, whereas for oxygen there is agreement (within about I%).

A cornparison of the B-K rranges with some of the other range tables

produced quite sinilar results (see Table 2.4). The fact that the B-K

discrepancy is alrnost independent of energy for lithium, boron and

oxygen in the energy range 4 to 9 MeV means that, although Rs will

be too 1ow, it will be nuch the same irrespective of whether one is

counting uraniun or thoriun glass disc standards. Using the

I,iilliamson et aL alpha range data one finds that the B-K alpha ranges
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TABLE 5.5 COMPARISON OF THE WILLIAMSON Eú 4Z AND

BRAGG-KLEEMAN ALPHA PARTICLE RANGES FOR

LITHIUM, BORON AND OXYGEN : ENERGY

R NGE FROM 4 T0 9 MeV.

Alpha Ranges (nrg . cnrl2')

Energy
(Mev) w B-K 9o Dev

Lithiun

4

6

9

.2.70

s.L7

L0.02

2.LL

3.89

7.58

- 2r.9

24.8

- 24.4

Boron

4

6

9

2.93

s .50

10.70

2.63

4.86

9.46

- L0.2

- 11.6

- 11.6

Oxygen

4

6

9

3.28

5 .98

11.59

3.20

5 .91

11 .51

- 2.4

- 1.2

1.1
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for lithir¡n tetraborate are about 7 to \eo too low, dependiag on

the energy of the alpha particle in question.

If one assumes that the thorium standard matrices are

purely quartz, one obtains an effective standard plus lithitln

tetraborate (Ã = L3.27) atomic weight of 15.82, this gives a

value of Ra of 0.88. Corrected for the B-K range discrepancy,

this value becomes 0.92. This gives an effective theoretical

correction factor (R"¡f) for the thorium glass discs of 0.28 t 0.01.

For a period of 19 days after fusion the theoretical effective

correction factor for the quartz based uranium standarcls is also

0.28 t 0.01, whereas for the dunite based standards the factor is

slightly lower at 0.27 ! 0.01. These theoretical predictions are in

very good agreement with the correction factors observed on the uranium

standards. Although the thorium glass-disc/grain count rate ratios

are consistently slightly higher than the corresponding uranium rat-ios,

there is (within the errors) also good agreement with the theoretical

value

Comparing the data from Tables 5.1 and 5.2, one notes that the

uranium glass clisc/grain count rate factor 20 hours after fusion is

approximately half of the value observed after the radon has almost

fully grown back. That is, during the fusion process there is more

than a 50eo loss in alpha activity even though only three out of the

eight alpha enitters in the U-238 decay chain are missing. The reason

for this is that the alpha particle energies (ranges) of the nrissing

alpha's (average value of 6.4 lvleV) are appïeciably higher than the

remaining alpha energies (average yalue of 4.7 MeY).
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For glass-discs nade fron TL fieid samples (average

^ 
- 2L.4, see Section 2.4.3) the alpha count rate calibration

factor can be estimated from the values obtained on the uranium and

thorium standards. For a wait of 19 rlays or longer after ftrsion

this calibration factor is between 0.27 and 0.30 depending on the

Th/U ratio of the sarnplc. The accuracy of the alpha count rate

dilution factor depends on hov¡ well the Th/U ratio of the

particular sample is known. However, it is unlikely that the

uncertainty in the calibration factor is greater than about 59o for

any field sample. Hence the glass disc counting procedure outlined in

Section 5.2 is certainly suitable for the detection and correction of

gross alpha overcounting. Furthernore, in order to obtain the best

counting statistics the giass-discs should be alpha counted a period

of at least 19 days after preparation.

5.4 Alpha Counting on Glqss Discs Made Fron A Variety of
Field S les

Having calibrated the glass disc counting procedure with

standards, glass discs v¡ere made up fron a variety of TL field sanples,

Seven discs hrere prepared, consisting of four sanples normally

exhibiting alpha overcounting (LF6, EBla, 
^LD-22-50 

and Sc 3/6) and

three "we11 behaved" sanples (F80a, POM-T and LRF-75-F314). Figure

5.4 is a colour photograph of a selection of glass discs made from

standards and field sanples. In none of the seven preparations h/as

there any neasurable weight loss during fusion. The glass discs were

all alpha counted at regular periods of time after preparation in order

to check any abnornal behaviour in the al.pha "growth-curve" (see
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Figure 5.4 Colour Photograph of a Selection
of Glass-Discs made from Standards
and Field Samples.
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Section 5.3). The corrected glass disc count rates were calculated

by using the count Iates obtained a period of at least 19 days after

preparation and the appropriate correction factors (see Equation 5.2) .

The results obtainecl have been sun¡narized in Table 5.4, where the

corrected glass disc count rates are compared rçith the expected

count rates as well as the count lates obtained on the coarse-grain

field samples (see also Tables 4.1 and 4.2). Also included in the

table are the corresponding alpha count rates obtained on powdered

samples (see Section 4.4, Table 4.4). The results indicatc that

the count rates observed on the glass Ciscs aTe generally in good

agreement with the count rates, expected on the basis of DNA and NAA

measurements. 0vercountirrg t'ras certainiy elinínated on the soil

sanples LF6, EBla and ALD-22-50. Furthermore, the giass disc

count rates for the threettrvell behaved" field samples aiso came out

as expected. Overcounting was also drastically reduced on sample

Sc 5/6, even more so than was the case when counting the hcnogenized

sample powder. However, the glass'disc count rate was still about

g0% higher than that expected on the basis of DNA and NAA measurements

An excess in concentration of .some of the lJ-238 daughters would

explain this discrepancy, This was confirmed by Lioutas (1981) who

carriecl out gamma-ray NaI scintillation measuremellts on this sanple.

By neasuring the Bi-2L4 and T9,,-208 garnna rays (see Section 2.4,2)t

Lioutas deternined the concentralion levels to be 12.8 ! 1.6 Ugg-r

and 19.5 I 5.4 Ugg-t respect.ively, the er1.ors quoted being at 95e¡

confidence limits. One notes that while the T1,-208 concentration

is in reasonably good agreement with the NAA measurements on Th-232
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TABLE 5.4 COMPARISON oi- ALPHA COUNT RATES 0BTAINED 0N GLASS

DISCS WITH THOSE OBTAINED ON SAMPLE GRAINS AND

THOSE EXPECTED ON THE BASIS OF DNA AND NAA

MEASUPGMENTS FOR VARIOUS TL FIELD SAMPLES.

Sample
Identifier

Description
of Sarnple

ocoarse-grain opowder dglass-disc qexpected

(ks-t ) (ks-t ) (ks-') (ks-')

F80-a

LF6

EBl-a

ALD-22-50

POlvl-T

LRF 73F 514

Sc 3/6

Soi I

Soi 1

Soi 1

Soil

Tile

Pottery

Baked
Sand

4.5

8.9

4.L

6.0

L6.4

13.8

36 .5

0.2

0.4

48.4

22.r

1.0

0.6

1.6

4.6

6.1

5.0

5.8

16.2

L3.4

27 .7

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.4

1.0

0.6

I.4

4.6

6.3

4.5

5.¿

16 .6

14.8

20.s

0.5

0.2

0.8

0.7

r.4

L.2

r.4

4.0

5.4

4.4

5.5

16.2

15. I

11 .3

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.6

0.6

+

+

+

->

t

+

+

t

+

t

+

J

+

+

+

+

+

+

f
+

+

+

+

+

+

J

+

+

NOTES: (1)

(2)

The errors quoted are 959o confidence limits.

Included in the Table are the alpha count rates
obtained on powdered (thoroughly crushed and
hornogenized) samples.
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(i.e. 19.5 I g.4 ugg-l compared with 15.1 I 0.5 Ugg-t'), the

Bi-2I4 concentration is about 6 times that determined by DNA

measurements on U-238 (i.e. 12.8 t 1.6 Ugg-r co¡npared with

- l',2.'2 ! 0.2 Ugg-'). This is consistent with the observecl glass dlsc

alpha count rate of 20,3 t 1.4 ks-l . I{owever, an accurate

conparison can only be made if the relative abundances of some of

the other key elements in the tJ-238 decay chain are deternined

(see Section 2.4.2). For this sample the glass-disc alpha count

rate gives the best estimate of the present day alpha activity.

5.5 and Conclusion

In this Chapter a saltple preparation technique for

producing glass disc samples for alpha counting has been described.

This sample preparation method was utiLized in order to remove the

possibility of alpha overcounting. The method was calibrated by

counting accurately-known uraniu:n and thoriuin glass disc standarCs.

The alpha count rates obtained on these standal'ds were in good

agreement with the theoretically expected values. Although the

number of TL field samples exhibiting overcounting is relatively

smal1, overcounting h¡as elininated in all of the troublesone samples

so far encountered.

Having removed the possibility of alpha overcounting one

is in a much better position to compale the measured alpha activity

¡vith that predicted on the basis of DNA and NAA measurements.

Obseryed discrepancies must then be carrsed by disequilibrium in the

uraniurn decay chains. 0f the sarnples so far erlcountered, only

sc 3/6 has been found to have the v-238 decay chain in gross

disequi libriun.



PART II

ASPECTS ASSOCIA'I'ED l\rITH MEASUREI''IENTS 0F

THERI"ÍOLI]I',Í INESCENCE SPECTRA .
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CHAPTER VI

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES AND RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS

OF THERMOLUMINESCENCE

6.1 Introduction

A very brief description of the TL phenomenon as well as a

historical development of the TL dating method has already been given

in Chapter 1. In this Chapter a nore detailed account will be given.

It is inportant that one understands the basic physical principles of

TL if one is to interpret TL measurements correctly.

Before commencing a discussion on the actual TL kinetic

processes it is necessary to outline the interpretatj-on of TL in terms

of basic band theory of solids. In a perfect crystal lattice the

electrons fill up the available states in the valence band rvith an energy

gap to the conduction band which would normally be free from electrons.

The presence of lattice imperfections, such as impurities or structural

defects, nodifies this band nodel by creating additional energy levels

nostly in the gap between the valence and conduction bands. These

energy levels can be categorized as either electron traps or hole traps;

these hole traps can be further subdivided into h¡ninescent centres and

non-luninescent ('rkiller") centres. The types of trap and centre

responsible for trapping in archaeological samples are rarely known;

identification is difficult even when dealing with prrre substances

containing knorvn irnpurities. The band stlucture elìergy 1eve1

representation illustrated in Figure 6.1 is of great utility in

discussilig TL. The incoming ionizing radiaticln rnay cleta.ch an electron

from its parent atc)m or ion, this electron is then free to diffuse
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about in the conducti.on band until it is trapped in the energy gap

at a defect T. Similarly, the hole left in the valence band can

diffuse until it is trapped at a centre L (Figure 6.f(a)). The

lifetime of the electron in trap T depends on the depth E below

the conduction band; the larger the depth the longel one expects

the lifetine to be. This aspect is inportant as far as TL dating of

ancient objects are concerned, one can only consider trap depths which

allow negligibLe escâpe at ambient tenperatures over the archaeological

period; this will be further discussed in Section 6-2.

When the sample is subsequently heated one reaches a

temperature at which therrnal excitation of the crystal lattice is

sufficient to allow the electron to escape from the trap into the

conduction band. The electron diffuses until it recombines with a hole

at a luminescent centre, hence producing the TL which is observed

(Figure 6.1(c)). The wavelength of the light emitted is det.ernined by

the aton or ion forrning the luminescence centre and not by the depth of

T below the conduction band. One should also note that it is possible

for the electron to recombine at a non-lu¡rinescent centre where, instead

of the enission of light, the available energy is dissipated by non-

radiative lattice interactions, or be recaptured ("retrapped'r) by an

even deeper trap.

To summarize Figure 6.1, we see that the TL process is one of

charging empty electron and hole-trapping centtes with their respective

charge carriers; then storage of these carriers at the centres over an

appreciable period of time after which, upon heating the sample, the

charge carriers are released fron the centres and one observeS the

associated e¡nission of TL.
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It was early realized that the processes governing the

emission of TL can be quite complex, each individual sample studied

having a variety of inpurities and lattice clefects as well as possible

reconrbination processes. In Section 6.2, an attempt is made to provide

some sort of fornalism upon which the work in this part of the thesis

is based.

6.2 First and Second Order Ki-netics

The wide variety of naterials used in TL studies makes a

complete theoretical study of the phenomenon rather complicated,

although in sone cases theory has been quite successful. Randall and

WiLkins (1945) were among the first to investigate TL theoretically.

They proposed the so-called first-order ("monomolecular") kinetic

theory, where one has for a single glow curve peak the relationship

dn
æ = - ns exp( - E/kr) (6.1)

dn
AT being the nunber of charges released per unit tine, t the tine,

n the trap charge concentration at time t, s the '?attempt to escape't

frequency, k the Boltzmannrs constant, T the absolute tenperature

in degrees K and E the activation energy for thermal charge release.

This nodel is very sinple as it only considers a single electron trap

and a luminescent centre with no provision for a particular charge

carrier to be trapped more than once, Randall and Wilkins then assurned

that the intensity of the emitted light, f, for a given peak is

proportional to the number of charges released per unit time. That is,

the intensity is gi'i'en by
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dn
ãE ns exp( - E/kT) (6.2)

One hence obtains an intensity which decays exponentially with a

half-life given by

9.,n2tr=Texp(E/kr) (6.3)

this half-life is of paramount importance in TL dating as the use of

a particular glow peak depenCs on whether it has a half-life at the

anbient temperature which is very nuch longer than th.e TL age of the

sanple in question.

If a sarnple is heated at a constant heating rate, $ = ðt|/dt,

then the solution of Equation (6.1) can be shown to be

f=

n = noexp(

C nos exp ( E

RT

exp (
E

lì.r ) dr') (6.4)

exp( E- []rt

r,
o

s
ß-

) [ exp(

where T
o

is the initial tempel:ature.

The actual shape of the predicted peak is given by

I (T)

(6 .s)

where C is a constant which, without loss of generalitY, maY be set

to unity. Fron this equation we see that initially the intensity rises

exponentially with increasing temperat.ure; the concent:ration of trapped

charges is reduced and the intensity, after reaching a maximum at a

certain temperature Trn, begins to fa1l and reaches zelo when all the

traps have been eßtptied. A relation giving the peak ternperature in

terms of E, s and B can be obtained by differentiating Equation (6.5)

at T = T.. That. is by setting
m

fts)rs ) dr') i
o
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one obtains the relationship

rm cK)

c åå lr=r,

E

[Tf
m

( )
s
ß-

.Eexp( - kr J

n

0

-T (ß/s)

(6 .6)

(6.7)

This equation cannot be solved analytically as neither E nor s

is usually known.

The physical interpretation of this model is straightforward,

at tine t there are n trapped charges, each of them vibratíng

back and forth in a trap with frequency s. The exponential term in

Equation (6.1) is the welL known Boltzmann factor expressing the

probability that the charge will escape each tine it encounters a

potential barrier. However, from the Equations given one can see that,

the conputation of the kinetic parameters E, s and n can be quíte

cornplicated. Fron Equation (6.7) one sees that E is an implicit

function of the peak ternperature t, , the relation betrveen them being

defined by the parameter 3 /s. The equation can be evaluated

nunerically with an accuracy of better than L% and one can write

(Curie, 1963).

E (eV)
o (6.8)

K (ß /s)

whele the functions To and K may be obtained graphically for

different values of the parameter 3/s and then used for calculatjng

E. In order to get an cstimate of the nagnitucles of the trap depths

as a function of the peak temperatule it is useful to consider the

Ur-"bach formula (see Urbach, 1946; Curie, 1965), rvhich states that for
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10e s-r an approximate value for the trap depth is given by

the relation

(6.s)

Curie (1963) found that using this approxirnation one obtains trap

depths which are generally of the right order of nagnitude as long

as the heating rate is not too low. For higher values of s the

tenperature required to release trapped charges at a given trap depth

is lowered; if s - 10r 3 s-r then one may write

T_ ('K)
E(ev) - t (6.10)

550

On the basis of Equations (6.9) and (6.10) the half-lives (at 20"C),

given by Equation (6.5) and corresponding to various values of Trn,

have been estimated and are tabulated in Table 6.1. One notes that

these approxinate values are quite consistent with the experimentaL

observation that in a natural glow curve from an ancient sherd there is

not usually any observable TL below about 250o C. A basic assunption

in the general TL dating method is that the relevant traps are deep

enough to retain the charge carriers without leakage over archaeological

tine. For the quartz inclusion technique the glow curve obtained

consists, in the higher temperature (500 - 400"C) region, of two broad

overlapping peaks at about 325o C and 375" C respectively (see

Figure 6.2(a)) , the lifetirne as well as trap depths corresponding to

these peaks can be estimated by experimental determination of the

relevant kinetic parameters, this aspect will subsequently be discussed

in rnore detait. However, in the fine-grain technique the sample

consists of a níxture of unidentified minerals and a variety of glow-

E (eV) -
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a: Tit

b: t,t

TABLE 6.1 ESTIMATION OF THE HALF-LIVES OF TL GLOW PEAKS

AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

100'c 2000 c 3000 c 400" c

230d 1800 years 5 x 106 years 1.5 x 1010 years

600 years 5 x 107years 4 x 1012years 4 x 1017 years

NOTES The half-lives were estirnated at 20" C

5000 c

The first row of half-lives (a) are calculated using
Equations 6.9 a¡rd 6,3 ( s - 10es-r) and the second
row (b) are calculated using Equations 6.10 and 6.3
(s - 1013s-r).

2h

3d

(1)

(2)

H(^
a
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Figure 6.2 Typical Natural TL Glow.Curves from an
Archaeolo ical S 1e

(a) Obtained from quartz grains extracted fro¡n
the sample.

(b) Obtained from fine grains extracted fron
the sanple.
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curve shapes ar.e generally obtained, such as that shown in Figure

6.2(b). It is usually not possible to resolve the glow curve into

peaks suitable for kinetic studies but fortunately a check on the

stabllity of 't.r'aps carr l-rc obtained by applying thcrtplatcaurrtost

(see Section 6.5) .

Another nodel which describes the shape of a glow peak

was proposed by Garlick anC Gibson in 1948; their nodel is said to be

of rrsecond order'r ("bimolecular"). This nodel differs from the

first order model in that it allows charge carriers to be trapped

nore t|an just once (r'retrapping") . For this model, the intensity

given by Equation (6.2) for no retrapping nust be nodified by the

probability of recombination, which then gives the relation

sn' exp( - E/kT) (6. l1)

where No represents the totaL number of electron traps. This gives

an isothermal clecay of trap population which is no longer a simple

exponential, but rather given bY

n
.lt (6. 12)

-dntT-I
N

o

on=
1+CJlstexp(-Elkr)'No

where n- is the total number of traps filled prior to heating.
o

Solving this equation for a constant heating rate, B, then gives one

the second order peak intensity rlístribution

tro' exp( - E/kT) (6. 13)
I (T)

) dr') lNo r 1 . ,9 |.t å exp( - lr,oí
o

Theoretical first and second order glorv peaks using Equations (6.5)
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and (6.13) have been computed by numerous authors (see for example,

Garlick and Gibson, 1948; Levy, 1973). Levy (1978) computed both

first and second order glow peaks using connonly occurring values of

E and s , for various values of initial trapped charge concentration,

the results obtained are illustrated in Figures 6.5(a) and (b)

respectively. From the intensity Equations one can see that the most

significant difference between second and first order kinetics is that

for a second orrler peak the shape and peak tempe:rature are both

functions of the initial trap charge concentrations, whereas for a

first order peak they are not. From Figures 6.3(a) and (b) one sees

that the shape of the glow peaks depends on whether one has .second or

first order kinetics; that is, whether there is retrapping or not.

Hence, in principle it should be possible to differentiate between

the two kinetics by comparing the measured glow peak with theoreti.cal

first and second order peaks.

If the teinperature under consideration is appreciably 1ess

than the peak temperature, Tm, then the first and second order

intensity equations become similar. Equation (6.5) becones

nos exp( E/kT) (first order)I= (6.14)

similarly, Equation (6.15) becomes

2

o

o
)s exp( - E/kT ) (second order) (6.15)

This is so because in both Equations (6.5) and (6.13) the term in

square brackets becomes more or less constant if T .. Tm. This

provides us with a simple means for calcula.ting the activation energy

r =(
n

N
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from the slope derived from a plot of .CnI versus l/T in this

initial temperature rise region. It is important to note that by

using this initial rise nethod there is no need to knorv the complete

shape of the glow peak in order to obtain an estimate of the activation

erìergy. Bräunlich (1967) gives a good discussion on the use of the

initial rise nethod for detennination of trap depths; he clearly

points out what the method can and cannot do and cases where the method

should not be used. One of the main disadvantages with using the

initial rise method is that by the measurernents taken one cannot

conclusively deduce whether one is dealing with first or second order

kinetics. However, recalling Figure 6.3(b) we note that for second

order kinetics the glow peak tenperature is very much dependent on the

dose delivered, the peak shifting to lower ternperatures as the dose is

increased; the effect being stronger the lower the dose. This may

well be an irnportant phenomenon when studying natural TL as the

archaeologically accumulated doses are usually rather sma1l.

Using the initial rise method, Fleming (1969) (see also

Aitken and Fleming, 7972) cauied out kinetic studies on Norwegian

o-quartz. He deduced that the 110'C peak exhibited almost pure first

order kinetics, whereas studies of the peak position with trap filling

indicate that the 325" C and 375" C peaks obey rnainty first order

kinetics but do exhibit some second order behaviour. Quoted is an

exanple on the 375" C peak where filling the associated traps from 5%

to 100% shifts the peak position some 8o C lower; whereas for pure

second order l<inetics the corresponding theoretical shift is about 50o C

and for pure first order kinetics no shift is expected.



one does not yet have a general operational melhod for

calculating trap depths, which is based on the shape of the glow peaks.

The first and second order approximations are however, fairly good

ones, for the rnajority of experimentally found peaks. Many of the

nethods described in the li-terature are based on either of these two

assumptions. However, some researchers have fou¡rd it useful to

consider a "generalrr order kinetics (see for exanple, May and

Partridge, 1964; Chen, 1976) , for which one has the expression

-st-\N
bI ) n exp( - E/kT)
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(6. 16)
o

where b is the order of the kinetics.

The najority of the methods used for calculating trap depths

are based on nìeasurements of Tr, Tr and Tzi where T1 and Tz

refers to the first and second half intensity temperatures. The

formulaes derived for the deternination of trap depths usually contain

one of the following factors

(a)r= T
m

_ Tt r the half-wicith of the low
temperature side of the peak

Tz

or (c) w = Tz - Tl, the total half-width.

These factors are illustrated digra:runaticalLy in Figure 6.4. By

assuming that the area of the half peak torvard the fall-off is equal

to the area of a triangle having the same height and half-width,

Lushchik (1955) showed that for first order kinetics one has

kT2
m

(b) 6 Tm' the half-width of the high
tenperature side of the peak

E
6

(6.17)
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Sirnilarly, he showed that for second order kinetics one obtains

zkT
E

n (6. 18)

which is exactly tl^Jice that for first order kinetics.

These equations, based on the Luchchik assumption' were

nodified by Chen (1969) to give better accuracy

E
0.978 Tn2

(first order) (6.1e)

E
L.706 T 2

m- (second order) (6.20)

Halperin and Braner (1960) defined a symmetry factor U ('ò

given by

Tz -T
m (6.21)

T -Trm

This factor can be a very useful parameter when deciding on the type of

kinetics involved. They decided that for first order kinetics one has

2

ô

ô

ô

U
g

U (6.22)
g

whereas for second order kinetics one has

U (6.23)
('õ

Once the type of kinetics for a given peak is known, an estimate of the

activation energy can be estinated by Chents equations (Equations (6.19)

and (6.20)).
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One should point out that many other nethods haye been

suggested for the determination of the type of kinetics involved.

Several good revieu, papers have appeared in the literature, including

Chen, 1969; L976 and Shalgaonkar and Narlikar, 1972.

Some researchers use computerized best-fit routines in order

to deternine the kinetic paraneters for ? given glow peak (see for

exanple, Fairchild et aL, L974; Levy, 1978; McKeever, 19S0).

McKeever described a procedure in which a theoretical glow peak is

conputed for initially assumed values of Ers and n, using the

appropriate kinetic intensity equation. The computed glow peak is then

compared to the experirnental glow peak and the values of Ers and n

are sequentially varied untiL a rrbest-fitt' between the two is obtained.

From the discussion given we see that one of the most useful

results which can be obtained fron TL glow curves is the deternination

for each peak of the kinetic paraneters: activation eneïgy, attempt-

to-escape frequency factor and trapped charge concentration" However,

one has to be extrenely careful in selecting the raw glow curve data

as the measured glow peak intensity mu-st be strictly proportional to

the nunber of kinetic processes occurring per unit tirne. This is a

requirenent uporr which both the first and second order intensity

equations were derived and one which is often ignored by researchers

wlren calculating kinetic parameters (see for example, Levy et aL r97r;

LeYI, 1978). Levy points out that in many instances a curve of photo-

tube current versus temperature, which shal1 be referred to as the 2-D

glorv curve, is not proportional to the number of photons enitted per unit

tinie. Thus, the kinetic pararneters obtained by analyzing 2-D glow
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curves may r^/e11 be incorrect or meaningless. rn order to add

understanding regarding this important point, Levy considered sone

of the possibilities which exists when studying the rather complex

2-D TL glorv curves produced by certain ninerals. It is, for example,

possible that one has a particular emíssion centre contTibuting to a

given glow peak while tv/o or more centres contribute to a.nother glow

peak, with each of the emission centres present having their own

characteristic emission spectrun. This difference in the contribution
of e¡nission centres to glol peaks would not be apparent by analyzing

a conventional 2-D glow curve. Levy also points out the fact that the

phototube sensitivity changes somewhat with wavelength which neans

that, when rnore than one enission centre is involved with a particular
glow curve, the measured relative light intensities of the various

peaks would be incorrect. The information extracted frorn a 2-D glow

curve would only be suitable for kinetic analysis if a1l the glow

peaks arise frorn a single emission centre, that is, the glow curve

obtained is measured at close to a constant wavelength. When more than

one ernission centre is operative for a given TL exhibiting mineral,

then the information which is required in place of the 2-D glow curve

is the wavelength enission spectrum, corrected for instrunental

reponse, as a function of the temperature; this will be referred to
as a 5-D glow curve. The single glow peaks obtained as a function of
both temperatttre and wavelength would, after the âppropriate corrections,

be enti¡ely suitable for kinetic analysis.
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6.3 Sone Relev ant Tt Characteristics

Thís section describes briefly sone of the nore inportant

TL characteristics rvhich may contribute to err.ors and uncertainties

in the application of the TL datilg nethod. It is by no means intendecl

to be a comprehensive or detailed treatnent, but rather a means of

obtaining an insight to some of the nore important problems involved

with the method.

6 .3.r Thé Plateau Test - Kinetic Models

In the previous Section it was shown that the lifetime of

charge carriers in traps of different depths, at ambient temperature,

can Vary ovel many orders of magnitude. Sone of the shallow traps

experiencing drainage of palt oT all of their stored TL, even over

archaeological time, thus rnaki.ng then quite unsuitable for norrnal

dating puïposes. l^Ihen dealing with a mixtttre of unidentified minerals,

as is often the case in the fine-grain technique, it is necessary to

check rvhether the peaks of interest exhibit any therntal. fading. This

can conve¡iently be done by means of therrplateaurf test (see fol exarnple,

Aitken et aL, 1963). In this test the shape of the natural TL (TLN)

glow curve is cornpared with that of a corresponding radiation induced

(TLA) glow curve; a plot is done of the ratio of light outputs

against glotv curl,e temperature. The principle is illustrated in

Figure 6.5 where scne tfpical natural and artificiaL glow curves for

fine grains extracted from pottely are cornpared. The ratio is

effectiVe Iy zero below about 250" C but at higher tenperatures tlie

ratio rises and quickiy reaches a constant Ievel, the onset of the

plateau usually occurs at about 350'C. The presence of the plateau
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indicates the absence of thermal fading of the TL enitted in this

plateau region, that is, the corresponding traps are stable in this

region. In practice it has been found that a plot of the ratio TLN/

TIA as a function of temperature sometines produce poor plateaux,

br even fails to produce a plateau at all. One of the reasons for this

is a change in the TL sensiti-vity induced in a sample which has already

been heated prior to being given an artificial radiation dose; this

phenonenon and some of the other reasons will be discussed in rnore

detail in Section 6.3.5. To get around this problen the procedure

most connonlyused is to artificially irradiate a second, previousJ.y

undrained, portion of the sanple. A glow curve corresponding to the

artificial plus natural TL (TL(A + N)) is then recorded. The

plateau test is then carried out by plotting the ratio TLN/(TL(A + N)

TLN) against glow curve temperature (see for exarrtPle, Aitken and

Fleming, 1972).

In the pre',rious Section, it was seen that a TL peak

exhibiting purely first order kinetics will always appear at the sane

tenpeîature irrespective of the dose delivered to the sample, whereas

a peak governed by second order kinetics would shift to lower

temperatures as the dose is increased. This phenornenon is clearly

very relevant as far as the plateau test is concerned, as peaks

exhibiting non-first order kinetics nay not produce a good plateau.

If only a single peak is involved than one can make appropriate

allowances by simply shifting the peak; this may, however, not be

possible when one is dealing rvith a nu-mber of peaks of unknor'rr kinetics.

This inportant phenomenon has been discussed by McKeever' (1979) who
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produced graphical examples illustrating this point- McKeever

concluded that for glow curves in which sorne of the high

temperature peaks exhibit non-first order kinetics, a good

¡rlal-eau is only obtained if the artificial dose is close to the

natural dose. Recent work by Sunta and Kathuria (1978) suggests

that in some minerals, including quartz, the order of kinetics

of the given peaks depends on the dose delivered to the sanple.

This change of kinetics as a function of dose delivered has not

been suggested previously. If this phenonena does actually occur

it is essential that the artific:-al dose is close to the natural

dose when doing the Plar-eau test.

Although Sunta and Kathuria suggests that the glow

peaks of quartz do not always exhibit first ofder kinetics, it is

the general consertsus of other researchers that both the 325" C

and 375" C peaks exhibit close to first order kinetics (see for

example, Aitken and Fleming, 1972; Levv, 1978). This is very

fortunate as quartz is probably the most connonly used nineral in

TL dating. when studying a combination of various TL enitting

ninerals, as is the case in the fine grain method, the situation

is not always this sinple. By studying the cathodoluminescence

of about 200 fine grains, extracted from ceramics, singhvi and

Zimnerman (1978) found that about 45% of the grains were quartz,

36e" K-feLdspar, 75ea plagioclase, 4% apatite and less than 1% were

zircon; it is quite plausibJ.e that sone of these rninerals exhibit

non-first order kinetics. Not nuch has been published on the
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kinetics of feldspars, although Levy (1978) fourrd that the

nineral albite exhibits second order kinetics which tends to

suggest that perhaps other feldspars may also fo1low second

order kinetics.

6:3,2 Spurious TL

One of the nore serious problems associated with

taking TL glow curve measurements is the appearance of non-

radiation-induced TL (r'spurious TLrt). Early researchers in

the TL dating field (see for example, Tite and Waine, L962)

found that the, radiation induced TL of archaeological sanples

(natural and artificial) was usually accompanied by a large

proportion of spurious TL, predominantly occuring in the

temperature region above 300"C. Aitken et aL (1963) found

that the nagnitude of this spurious conponent was extremely

variable fron one sample to another, as well as from one

neasurement to the next, thus naking it inpossible to correct

for it by simple subtraction. Aitken et aL found that by

surrounding the sarnple rcith an inert atmosphere of oxygen-free

nitrogen, while the glow curve was being taken, the spurious

com.ponent is dranatically reduced. Spurious TL had been reported

prior to L962, nainly in relation to TL studies of phosphors

and geological minerals (see for example, Grögler and Stauffer,

1959; Schulnan et aL, 1960); however, because of the rather loul

light levels involved rr¡ith archaeological TL it became important

to find a cure.

Various experimental studies (see for example, Aitken
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et aL, L967; 1968; Nash et aL, 1967; Svarcer and Fowler, 1967;

Bettinali and Ferraresso, 1968; Lewis, 1968) have established the

broad phenonenological features of spurious TL, although the mechanisms

involved stiII remain poorly understood. The various ty?es of spurious

TL encountered have been discussed in the literature (see for example,

Aitken, 1968); these include spurious TL j-nduced by pressure

(rtpiezo-Tltt), friction ("tiïbo-Tlrr), gas adsorption, as well as by

chemical changes ("chemi-TLtr). The existence of spurious TL resulting

from gas adsorption on grain surfaces t{as first shown by Grögler and

Stauffer as early as 195ó. Since then it has been demonstrated by nany

other researchers including Bettinali and Ferraresso (1968) who studied

adsorption TL of calcium carbonate. Lewis (1968) has demonstrated the

effect of grinding on spurious TL for the ninerals dolcniie, calcite a;rd

halite. The nnajority of the above mentioned spurious TL producing

effects are surface phenomenon, which is consistent with the fact that

the observed spurious signals are generally much stronger in fine grains

rather than in coarse grain samples.

Ir{uch effort has been devoted to ways of reducing, or even

eliminating, the spurious TL component from a measured glol curve (see

for example, Aitken et aL, 1968; Aitken and Fleming, L972; Sutton and

Zimmerman, 1977; Debenhan, 1978; Huxtable, 1978; Jensen and Prescott,

1979). Although the mechanisms involved are stilI not well understood,

it has been possibly to drastically reduce the spurious TL component in

a large range of fine grain samples. It is now the common view among

TL researchers that in the majority of cases the spurious componenl

arises from the presence of oxygen and water vapolìr in the ambient gas.

In working on fine grains, extTacted from pottery sanples, Aitken and
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Flerning (1-977) found it necess ary to flush the glow oven with nitrogen

gas, having less than 5 ppÍ¡ oxygen pïesent, at a continual flow rate

during heating of about 5 litres/min. They deduced that it was not

enough to surround thc sample rvith a static atnosphere of high prrri -r.y

nitrogen; presunably due to the desorption of oxygen from the sanplc'

grains as they are heated.

The fact that the spurious TL conponent varies unpredictably fron

one glow to the next and the fact that it predominates in the

tenpelature region above 300oC, makes the plateau test nentioned in

the previous Section vely suitable for its detection. If a plateau

exists, to within a few percent accurcacy, then one can generally assume

that the spurious TL conponent is negligible. The onl,v" problem with

using the plateau test, as a criteria for the existence olì spurious TL,

is that failure to produce a plateau does not necessarily nean that the

spurious TL component is significant (see Section 6.5.1).

Experience has shown that spurious TL is predominantly observed

on very fine grai.n samples, this is the basic leason for rejecting the

less than 1 Um dianeter grain size fraction in the fine grain method-

Huxtable (1978) has also found that fine grain samples in which calcium

carbonate is present, which includes hearth stones and limestone, are

usually the most troublesome; although the effect can be drastically

reduced by washing the fine grains in 5% calgon and/or dilute acetic acid

prior to measureme¡ìt. A suitable fine grain sample preparation method

has been outlined by Fleming (1979).

It is now generally accepted that the quenching of the

spurious signal by controlling the environneltt of the sarnple during
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heating is mainly due to the removal of oxygen and water vapour'

rather than some active effect by the inert gas. An experiment has,

however, been carried out on the use of chemically reducing

atnospheres as a neans of reducing the Spulious TL (Jetrsetr aud

Prescott, 1979). It was demonstrated that a nitrogen gas with about

5% hydrogen paesent (1ess than 10 ppn oxygen, less than 25 ppm

rnoisture) was slightly better in reducing spurious TL than was a high

purity argon gas (less than 6 ppn oxygen, 12 ppn noisture). Further

investigations suggested that at times an even higher purity gas is

Iequired. We,presently use a high purity nitrogen mixture which the

nanufacturers (Conmonwealth Industrial Gases, Adelaide) clains has less

than 2 ppm oxygen and less than 1 ppm noisture present.

However, on some of the fine grain samples encountered, efforts

to eliminate the spu.rj-ous TL component have been fruitless; this of

eourse means that the fine grain method cannot be employed on these

samples. On such troublesome sanples it may well be that the spurious

TL can be etiminated, or at least separated, by measurement of the

wavelength enission spectnrm (3-D) rather than the conventional 2-D

glow curve; there is certainly no reason to suggest that the spurious

TL e¡nission spectrum is related to the true TL emission spectnm. Very

little research has been done on the colour of spurious TL; although

Fleming (1968a) obtained some broad characteristics by neasurements on

dosimeter phosphors. His studies showed that for the phosphors,

LiF (TLD-100), CaFz (MBLE, natural fluorite) and CaF2:Mn, the

majority of the spurious TL (which he attributed to tribo-Tl) was for

all of the three phosphors in the wavelength region above 400 nm'

predoninating even more so above 500 nrn; whereas the only phosphor to
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exhibit radiation i¡rduced TL in this wavelength region was CaFz:Mn.

Both LiF(TLD-100) and CaFz(MBLE) exhibited radiation induced TL

in the wavelength region below about 450 nm. Also studied by

Fleming was the spurious TL enission spectTum from fine grains

extracted from a terracotta clay sanple (rvith quartz present as the

predoninant TL mirreral). He observed that, on this rather typical

archaeological sample, the spurious TL emission spectlum was much

the sane as that measured on the phosphors.

Fleningts measurements confirm the opinion that by

neasuring wavelength enission spectra one may well be able to

recognize the spurious TL component and hence elininate it. l{orthr^rhile

discrimination against spurious TL can also be obtained by the use of

appropriate colour filters (see for example, Aitken and Flerning, L972;

Fleming, 1979).

6.3.3 Anomalous Fadi

IrIe have aLready seen that the expected lifetines of trapped

charges colTesponding to glow peaks above 300'C are of the order of

10s years or more (Section 6.2) . Wintle (1971 , L973) has however,

found that for certain minerals these traps are not as stable as

expected from purely kinetic considerations. 0n the ninerals

fluorapatite and labradorite she observed a reduction of TL in the

300-400'C ternperature region of about 40% within 15 hours after

irradia-uion. This type o1: loss vtas appropriately termed rranornalous

fading". Other ninerals found to exhibit this anomalous phenomenon

included sa.nidine, andensine, bytolnite and zircon. Fortunately, ltlintle

found that the high temperature peaks of quartz and calcite did not
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show any significant TL loss over periods of 2 yeats and 2 nonths

respectively.

Although extensive studies have been carried out on the

various minerals exhibiting anomalous fading (see for example, lVintle

1974; Whittle and Arnaud, 1975; Wintle, 1978; Sutton and Zimnerman,

L978a; SinghVi and Zirnmerman, L979; Singhvi, 1981), no satisfactory

way of elininating it has been found. On studies of recent volcanic

Lava, Wintle (1974) found that even satnples that passed the plateau

test exhibited significant anomalous fading. Wintle also fourid that

on the ¡ninerals studied there was a rapid initial fading, in the

first few hours, followed by a nuch slower loss of TL with tine.

Presently there seems no better way of detecting anomalous

fading than by long term storage tests. Such tests, ranging from a

few hours to 2 nonths storage, have been employed by several

researchers including Whittle and Arnaud (1975) and HuxtabLe et aL

(Ls76) .

6:3.4 Optical Bleachinq and Light-Induced TL

The exposure of a sanple containing stored TL to a source

of light nay reduce the stored TL of the sanple (Aitken et aL¡ 1963) ¡

this phenomenon is usually referred to as optical bleaching.

Alternatively, exposule to light may increase the measured TL signal,

often producing a glow culve shape markedly different to the nonnal

glow curve shape. Both of these effects have been found to be rnore

predoninant with light of short wavelengths (Aitken el; aL, 1963;

Schayes et aL, L967). However, neither of these phenonena presents
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serious problems in routine TL measurements, as long as all sanple

preparation and handling is conducted under subdued red light (Aitken and

Fleming, 1972). As far as the sanple preparation techniques are

concerned it is routine procedure to renove the ôutef layer of a

sample prior to the extraction of the quartz or fine grains. The

rernoval of this outer Iayer of the sample is not only done in order

to avoid the portion which may have been sub-iected to daylight, but

also to avoid any significant beta dosage from the surrounding soi1.

This procedure works well on opaque satnples such as pottery, but is

of no use on transparent or translucent materials such as glass, quartz

and flint" 0n such samples precautions taken when excavating the

samples nay not even be suffj.cient as a substantial anount of light

induced TL nay have occurred before burial.

Sutton and Zinmerrnan (1978þ) proposed the use of filters tc

remeve blue and UV on whíte fluorescent tubes for laboratory lighting

rather than using subdued red light. This creates an illumination

which nore closel.y approximates norrnal white lighting, hence creating

a more comfortable working environment. In oun TL measurement

laboratories we also use filters on white fluorescent tubes, although

the filter used has superior transmission characteristics to that

described by Sutton and Zinnernan (Jensen and Barbetti, 1979). The

transmission characteristics of two suitable filters (manufactured by

Rank Strand Electric, P.0. Box 70, Great lllest Roa.d, Brentford lutiddlesex

'IItlB 9 HR, U.K., and distributed worldrvide) are shown in Figure 6.6. I\le

use uCinemoid" nunber I (yellow) with a nininum of two thicknesses

wrapped around each white fluorescent tube, the ends of which are sealed

with black plastic sheet and adhesive tape. Also shon'n in Figure 6.6 is
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the transmission characteristics of the filter described by Sutton

and Zimmerman.

A significant amount of research has been done on the

posslble mechanistns for llght lnduced TL (see for example, Schayes

et aL, 1967; Bailiff, 1976; Bailiff et aL, 1977; Bowman, 1978;

Sasidharan et aL, 1978b). The generally accepted model is that

proposed by Schayes et aL. According to them, the effect of exposure

to UV light is to transfer charge carriers from deep traps (referred

to as rrdonors'r) into shallower traps ("acceptors"). This nodel

certainly makes it possible for peaks from above 500o C, which is the

usual naximun glow tenperature, to appear below 500'C, after having

subjected the sanple to UV illunination. These donor traps are

generally stable over archaeolcgical time (see Section 6.2) and hence

the corresponding photo-transferreC peaks nay well be suitable for age

determinations. Bailiff et aL (7977) found the photo-transfer technique

to be suitable on the nineral quartz, in which the traps responsible

for the 325" C and 375" C peaks act as donors and the more sensitive

110oC peak as the acceptor (see also Flerning, 1979). Extensive studies

have also been made on the phosphor CaFz (MBLE) (see for example,

Schayes et aL, L967; Okuno and lVatanabe, 1972; Bailiff, 1976). Photo-

transfer TL studies irave also been carried out on rninerals exhibiting

anonalous fading. Transfer measurements carríed out on samples of

zircon and fluorapatite (Bai1iff, L976) indicate that anonalous fading

of the donor peaks rvas appreciably less than that observed on

conventional peaks in the 300-500'C temperature region (see also

Zimmernan, 1978).
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6. 5. 5 Supralinearity and Sensitivi ty Chanse

Up to this point it has been assumed that the TL response

increases linearly with radiation dose. However, in nost of the

nlnerals studied this has been founcl t-t¡ l-re orrly appruxiuraLcly Lrue

(see for example, Tite, 1966; Fleming, 1970; Thompson, 1970).

Figure 6.7 shows the initial part of a typical TL grourth curve as a

function of beta dose" The non-linear behaviour at doses below about

300 rads is terned ttsupralinearitytt, since the response increases more

rapidly than linear. From Figure 6.7, one obselves that tl're form of

a typical growth culve is such that a linear response to beta radiation

iS observed for TL caused by additional dosage above t-hat corresponding

to the archaeological dosage (natural TL). The obvious way around

this effect would appear to plot out the growth curve of each sample

after the natural TL has been drained by heating to 500'C. Frorn this

purely t'artificiallyr induced growth curve it should then be possible

to determine the correct dose received by the sample in archaeol-ogical

tine. However, Tite (1966) found that the TL drainage of some samples

of pottery caused a significant change in TL sensitivíty. This

phenornenon is diagrammatically illustrated in Figures 6.8(a) and (b).

This may either be associated with a transparency change associated with

nineralogical alterations brought about by heating the sample, or to

nore fundanental effects arising from the magnitude of the radiation

dose received before heating (cormnonly referred to as 'rpre-dose

sensj-tizationrr) . Both supralinearity and pre-dose sensitization are

exhibited by some of the dosimetry phosphors including LiF (TLD-100)

(Caneron et aL, 1964), and LizB,*O2:luhr (Schulman et aL, 1967), howe]'er,
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they do not present serious problens because of the availability of

un-irradiated material for the establishnent of a reference growth

curve (Aitken and Flerning, 1972). One possible nethod of avoiding

errors due to sensitivity change has been outlined by Aitken and

Flerning, (7972). They suggest the use of three identical samples,

one of which is neasured ruithout further dosage to obtain the natural

TL, the other tu¡o are then given different doses of beta radiation and

their natural plus induced TL individuall.y measured. This rradditive"

procedure is íllustrated in Figure 6.9. By using this procedure one

does not avoid error due to supralinearity; however, as long as the

level of the natural TL is well above the supralinear portion this

error is not too serious. The rnagnitude of the supralinearity effect

is then estinated by assuming that, although there may be a sensitivity

change upon heating, the dose intercept I is left unaltered.

Significant work has been done, on the accuracy of the additive

procedure. Thompson (1970) found this assumption to be true for the

clay-formíng minerals that she studied, the addition of the intercept (I)

gave more accurate TL dates for pottery fragments of known

a:rchaeological age (this corresponds to Io = fN in Figure 6.8(b)).

Fleming (1975, L979) rnentions that he has also encountered sarnples in

which no sensitivity change was obser.¡ed, although the dose-intercept

was altered. By evaluating a dose-intercept after adding a beta dose (B)

on top of the natural dose (N), he found that generally IN*B was less

than IN. Flening (1975) suggests a way of correcting for this based

on a linear connection between the change in supralinearity and

radiation dose yields. However, the supralinearity correction, derived

by studying the TL sensitive minerals of pottery fragments (fine-grain

nethod), remains an entpirical one (Aitken and Flening, 1972) .
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For the guartz includion technique the correction for supra-

linearity is on nuch firnrer ground. Studies by Flening (196Sb' 1970

1975, 1979) shows that the 375" C ('?benignrr) peak gronth curve is

not usually altered by drainage whereas the 325'C (rrmalignrr) peak

growth curve is. The growth curve for the malign peak is generally,

but not always, found to change both in slope and intercept after

drainage. Occasionally the 375"C peak growth curve changes

sensitivity after drainage, although the dose intercept rernains the

same. Usually both peaks contribute to the TL and it is necessary to

determine at what temperature the contribution of the nalign peak

ceases to be important and to utilize only the glow curve above that

temperature. Flening (1979) suggests an approach r¡hich includes the

measurement of glow curves corresponding to different beta doses. The

benign tenperature region then corresponds to the tenperatuÎe Tange

in which a dose-plateau is observed. In the extreme cases, where the

SZS" C t.ail is so far up the temperature axis that accuÏate

neasurements are spoilt by high background of incandescence, Flening

suggests the use of selective bleaching of the 325" C traps using UV

light (see also Section 6.3.4).

The supralinearity phenonenon just described appears only

at low beta doses. From a purely kinetic point of view one expects

the growth curves to level off as all of the traps available become

fil1ed (saturation). This typically conmences at about 10 krad for

fine grains extracted fron potteïy (Tite, 1966), and at about 2 krad

for quartz inclusions (Fierning, 1968b). However, in neither case does

the measured groitth curve cornpletely level off . This is generally
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attributed to radiation danage within the crystal structure

creating defects which then can form additionai TL trapping centres.

6.4 Conclusion

Among useful results that can be obtained from a glow

curve is the deternination for each peak of the kinetic parameters:

activation energy, pre-exponential factor and trapped charge

concentration. Ordinary glow curves are however, not always suitable

for kinetic studies unless it can be demonstrated that the nleasured

phototube current is proportional to the number of processes occurring

per unit time. This is a requirenent upon v¡hich both the first and

second order kinetic theories have been derived and one which ís

often ignored by researchers when calculating kinetic parameters on a

particular glorr' peak.

As far as TL dating on archaeological samples is concerned,

it is apparent that it would often be advantageous to have a better

understanding of the actual TL processes involved. Some of the

problems include spurious-Tl, anomalous fading, optical bleaching,

light induced TL, supralinearity in the acquisition of TL at Low

levels of radiation and a change in the TL sensitivity after the

archaeological TL has been removed by heating. One would hope that the

availability of 3-D glow curves on archaeological samples would enable

us to tackle some of these problerns which must be solved before the

accuracy of the dating nethocl can be further improved.
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CHAPTER VII

SENSITTVITY OF SPECTRAL Tt INSTRUN{ENTS

7.t Prevj.ous 1y ConstTucted Spectral TL Instruments

Several instruments have so far been designed and constructed

for the purpose of studying TL emission spectra. The rnajority of

these are rapid scanning prisrn or grating nonoc.hromator type

instruments (see for example, Halperin and Kristianpoller, 1958;

Oltnan et aL 1968; Harris and Jackson 1970 and Mattern et aL I97L).

Other instruments have been constructed (see for examp}e, Reynolds and

Gruner, 1975; Tomita et aL 1976; 1978; and Spurny and Hruska, 1976)

but nost of then resemble the monochromator type instruments. lt¡hile

such spectrorneters are suitable for spectral studies of TL dosimetry

phosphors, they lack the sensitivity needed for archaeological TL

by at least t\n/o or three orders of magnitude. 0n these instrunents,

if spectral infornation is sought, it is necessary to subject the

sample to relatively high doses of radiation prior to ìneasurement.

However, it is quite possible for the spectral glorv-curve

characteristics to change somewhat depending on the dose delivered to

the sarnple (Bailiff, 1978). It is hence preferable to obtain the

spectral information from the archaeological dose delivered to the

sanple rather than fron a large laboratory dose.

Figure 7.1 shows some typical radiation induced TL emission

spectra of a natural quartz sample obtained by the rnonochromator ty?e

instrument described by Mattern et aL (1971). The plots are from Levy
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(1978) (see also Fuller and Levy, 79771' 1978). These spectra are

conputer prepared 3-D plots showing the TL intensity as a function

of both ternperature and wavelength. In this particular case the

qvattz sanple (Brazilian "yug" quartz) had been subjected to

successive toCo irradiations above 105R. Levy (1978) sta-tes the

enission frorn quartz crystals exposed to smaller doses is usually

too low in intensity to be studied conveniently using that particular

instrunent. Qne of the ferv instruments which were designed especially

for the detection of TL emission spectra for archaeological sanples

is that of Bailiff et aL (7977). They employ a rapid scanning

interference filter spectrometer. Since this is probably the nost

efficient instrument previously constructed it is appropriate to

consider its design in some detail. Figure 7.2 ís a schematic diagram

of the optical and nechanical parts of the Bailiff spectrometer. The

instrument consists of 16 interference filters mounted on the periphery

of an aluminiun disc which is then rotated at a constant speed of about

8 rev s'.1 Each of the filters transmits a wavelength band of

approximately 20 nm and the total wavelength coverage is usually

chosen to be 340 - 640 nm. The optical arrangement of the spectrometer

is very sinple. Light emitted from a 10 run dianeter sanple disc is

collinated on to one of the filters by a 12 ¡nm diarneter I /2 lens

(Fz); the filtered light is then focussed by a 25 mm dianeter f /1,

lerc;combination on to the photocathode of an RCA gallium arsenide

photomultiplier. The scanning interval is kept short at 125 ns with

the counting tine for each filter being about 6 ms. If one neglects

the reflection l.osses then the overall efficiency of the Bailiff

spectroneter s).stem is given by the relation
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B
Kr Kz Ks K'+ Ks (7 .L)

where Kl is the fraction of solid angle subtended by F2

(f /2 optics), Kz is the transmission coefficient of the filters

( - 30ta 7 , K3 is the fraction of solid angle subtended by Fr

(f /1 optics), K,+ is the photocathode quantu'n efficiency ( - zoø" 1

and K5 is the scanning time eff:-cienty. This gives a theoretical

efficienty of about 1.1 x 10-s which agrees well with a measured

value of about 10-s (Bailiff et aL, 1977).

7.2 Improving the Spectral TL Instrument Sensitivity : Discu.ssion

One of the main reasons for the lack of sensitivity of

previously constructed 3-D TL ins'uruments iS the fact that they are

all rapid scanning wavelength instruments. In order to illustrate

this point for the monochromator-type instruments, it is useful to

consider the basic working principle of a monochromator. This is shown

schematically in Figure 7.3, where the main components are : an entrance

slit, wlr of adjustable rvidth; a collimator, Mr, which nay be a

mirror or a lens; a dispersing elenent, G.. which nay be a prisrn or

a grating; a lens (or a mirrar) , Mz, used to focus the dispersed

light; and an exit slít, w2t also of adjustable width. Different

wavelengths of light leave the prism at slightly different angles and

the dispersed light is focussed on to the plane VR, so that each

specific wavelength present produces an image of the entrance slit at

sone point along VR. Hence, the exit slit, w2: only selects a

snall fraction of the wavelength spectrun at any one time. The smailer

the wavelength fraction, the better the wavelength resoluticn. This

wavelength fraction depenCs on the width of both the entrance ancl exit

s1its. The source spectrlur can be recorded by rotating the dispersing

E
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elenent and by placing a detector in conjunction with suitable light

collecting optics behind the exit s1it.

The disadvantage of rapid wavelength scanning on the

monochronator-ty?e instruments could be overcome if, in the plane of

the exit slit (VR), one substituted the exit slit with an array of

detectors, such as light sensitive photodiodes. Such photodiode

arrays are now commercially available (e.g. Reticon), and spectral

instruments using these aTTays are also available (e.g. Tracor

Northern). The sensitivity advantage exploited here is clearly that

of nultiple wavelength detection. One should point out that the rapid

scanning fí1ter spectrometer mentioned in Section 7.1 (Figure 7.2)

considers the spectral elements one at a time and hence does not

exploit this advantage.

Another drawback of nonochromator-typc inst-rurnents, which

leads to poor sensitivity, is the requirement of a narlov/ entrance

slit (denoted by ü/r in Figure 7.3) which irnplies a s;nall input solid

angle. This is the main reason why the j.nterference filter spectrometer

is much more sensitive than the monochromator-type instruments. The

interference filter accepts light from a 10 nm diameter source, via

f /2 input optics, rather than via a narrow entrance s1it.

This input deficiency of the monochrornator-type instrurnents

was first futly appreciated and investigated by Jacquinot (1954, 1958

and 1960). He proposed the use of interferometers in order to improve

the throughput (as rvelt as to utilize the phenomenon of multiple

wavelength detection). In interferometry the principle of nultiple
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$Iavelength detection is generally referred to as the rrmultiplex

advantage'r. This feature was first pointed out by Fellgett (1951,

1958) and hence is sometirnes referred to as the I'Fel1gett advantage".

It will be discussed in some detail in Section 8.2. The technique of

interference spectroscopy, as conceiyed by Jacquinot and Fel1gett,

was first put to effective use in the study of atmospheric spectra in

the infrared wayelength region (see for exanple, Connes, 1958; Gebbie,

1958; Connes and Gush, 1960). The device most commonly used for

interference spectroscopy is the Michelson interferometer, the basic

principles of,which will be discussed in Section 7.3.

7.3 The Michelson Interferometer.

The first interferometer to be applied to any form ot

spectral analysis was the two-beam instrument that Michelson invented

in 1882 (see for exarnple, Michelson, 1891; 1892). A schematic

diagrarn of the Míchelson interferometer is shown in Figure 7,4(a). The

basic optical principles are simple (see for example, Jenkins and

White, 1976). The interferorneter consists essentially of two plane

mirrors l'{r and \42 and a beansplitter B. The ¡rirrors are

perpendicular to each other and one of the mirrors is movable. The

bearnsplitter B, which is a half-silvered nirror, splits each ray

coming from an extended source into two perpendicular rays, one going

toward Mr and the other toward M2. The two rays are reflected by

M1 and M2 and as the latter is moved along the optical axis the

resultant interference pattern can be observed with the naked eye at

D. Many other variations of the Michelson interferometer have been

developed in the last hundred years. Figure 7.4(b) is an optical
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diagram of a Michelson type interferometer which accepts collimated

light. In this diagram a compensating plate, C, has also been

introduced in order to keep the optical paths in the two atms

approxirnately the same. This compensating plate is only necessary if

the interferometer is to be used with white light, as monoc.hronatic

fringes are visible even if it is rernoved. The interferometer

schenatically shown in Figure 7.4(b) is what today is commonly referred

to as the Michelson Interferometer.

In order to understand the basic concepts of interference

spectroscopy it is most convenient to consider the case of monochromatic

light of wavelength À1(nm) as it passes through both anns of a

Michelson j.nterferorneter. One can then determine the intensity of

the resultant bean at the detector as a function of the different

positions of the novable mirror. The optical path difference (OPD),

x, or retardation, between the beans travelling to the mirrors Mr

and Mz is given by

OPD = x = 2(dz -dr) (7.6)

where dz denotes the position of the novable mirror, I4z, and d1

denotes the position of the fixed rnirror, Ml, relative to the bean

splitting surface. At zero path difference (ZPD) the two beams are

perfectly in phase and constructive interference results upon

recombination at the beansplitting surface; hence, the intensity

observed at the detector is the sum of the contributions from each arm.

If the nirror Mz is moved a distance of Àr/4 nm, the OPD becomes

),t/2 which means'uhat the two beams are 180 degrees out of phase and

interfere destructively upon recombination, thus producing a ninimum
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in intensity at the detector. If the movable mirror is moved a

further distance of \t/4 then the two beams are once again in phase

and a maximum in intensity is again observed at the detector. the

conplete record of resultant intensity versus optical path difference,

I(x), can be expressed as

I(x) = const [ 1* cos(2no1x) ] (7.7)

where oi = 1/Àr is the wa;øenumber of the monochromatic bean (see

for example, Be1l 1972; Martin, 1980).

In the general case of B(o) representing a continuous

distribution of spectral intensities, the relationship between measureC

intensity, I(x), and spectral intensity, B(o), is

[r(x)-åI(o)]=const B(o) cos(2nox) do (7. 8)

where I (o) is the intensity at ZPD. For a deriyation of this

general relationship, see Be1l(1972). The term I I(x) - åI(o) ] is

generally referred to as the interferogram. MathenaticalLy, the

interferogram is said to be the Fourier cosine transform of B(o), the

desired spectral intensity function. Using the Fourier inversion

theorem Equation (7.8) can be rewritten as

B(o) const I I (x) - åI (o) ] cos (2nox) dx (7 .s)

That is, the intensity spectrum B(o) is the inverse Fourier cosine

transforn of the measured intensity as a function of OPD, I(x)., after

having first subtlacted half of the intensity at ZPD. This is the

reason rvhy the techni.que of interference spectroscopy, as conceived

by Fellgett and Jacquinot, is usually refemed to as Fourier transform
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spectroscopy (FTS). Figure 7.5 is a diagramrnatic ::epresentation of

the relationship bethteen a broad band wavelength spectr.r¡m and the

observed interferogram. The broad band spectrun can be thought of as

the sun of many monochrornatic components of varying intensities each

giving rise to cosinusoidal intensity variations at the detector

(Equation 7.7). These will be in phase at ZPD, but they move out

of step as the OPD is increased.

Equation (7.9) only holds for an ideal Michelson interferometer

in which the ttvo arms are completely symmetric. In this case only a

one-sided interferogran need be observed, because it will be conpletely

syffnetric about ZPD. For an asymmetric interferoneter the cosine

Fourier transform is replaced by a complex Fourier transform (see for

example, Bell L972; Chantry, 1979) and the interferogram nust be

recorded on both sides of ZPD (a two-sided interferogram). In this

case, Equation (7.9) becomes

B(o) rt I I(x) - åI(o) J exp( - íZrox) dx

(7. 1o)

The fact that the lr4ichelson interferometer accepts light

via circular apertures rather than through naïrow slits means that it

has a nuch larger throughput than the conventional monochromator-type

spectrometers. This advantage is conmonly referred to as the

Jacquinot advantage, or the "êtendue", it will be discussed in nore

detail in Chapter 8. It is the Jacquinot and FeJ.lgett advantages

in sensitivity of apparatus r,¡hich makes FTS such a viable proposition,

parti-cularly in the infrared wavelength regicn (see Section 8.2).

onsc
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The nain disadvantage of FTs is that one needs t'o have access to

computer facílities in order to do the Fourier transform calculations.

This is hoivever, not a strong argûnent against the use of

interferometers as conputers are now a recôgnized necessity in mgst

fields of scientific research. One problem which one can foresee

is that it nay be difficult for an inexperienced operator to visually

interpret the outco¡ne of an experiment just by lookilg at the

interferogram, hence a Fourier transform computation may be needed

in order to judge whether or not an exþeriment has been conpleted

successfully., This problen should however be overcome as the operator

obtains some erperience in recognízíng special features of the

neasured interferogram.
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CHAPTER VIII

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF FOURIER

TRANSFORIU SPECTROSCOPY

8.1 Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to consider some of the

theoretical aspects of using a Michelson interferometer for spectral

studies. The Jacquinot and Fellgett advantages are both discussed on

a quantitative basis in Section 8.2, where the throughput of the

Michelson intêrferometer is conpared with that of a conventional prisrn

or grating monochromator-type instrument. In practice, the basic

Fourier transform integral, relating the observed interferogram to

the spectrum (Equation 7.10), has finite OPD linits. This means

that the computed spectrum differs sonewhat from the true spectrun.

To correct for this the observed interferogram is usually multiplied

by a function, the apodizing function, and the corrective procedure is

called "apodizationrr. The effect of having a finite OPD and the

process of "apodizatíontt will be discussed in Section 8.3. In order

to design a Michelson interferometer it is necessary to consider both

the resolution and sarnpling interval criteria; these will be outlined

in Sections 8.4 and 8.5 respectively.

8.2 The Jacquinot and Fellsett Advantases

Jacquinot (1960) pointed out that although the Michelson

interferometer has a nruch larger throughput than conventional grating

or prism spectrorneters, the maximum solid angle allorvable is inversely

proportional to the resolving power of the interferometer. For a

resolving power, \, defined by
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R
m

(8. 1)

where À is the wavelength and AÀ is the wavelength resolution.

The allorvable input solid angle for the Michelson interferometer, 0r,

is given by

(8.2)

Jacquinot also focussed attention on the fact that, in a lossless

optical system, the brightness of an object equals the brightness of

the írnage. Fqt the Michelson interferometer he re-stated this as

being equivalent to the fact that the product O*A* (.\ being the

area of the collinating lens) is a constant from the source to the

detector. This "throughput?t product was called the r'étendue" of the

interferometer. Hence one obtains

2nA' En = nr\n = T-i (8.5)
m

where E* is the Micheison interferometer "6tendue".

A quantitative measure of the Jacquinot advantage can be

obtained by estimat-ing the "6tendue'r for a- grating rnonochromator-type

instrunent and this has been done by many researchers (see for example,

Jacquinot (1960), BelI (L972), Luc and Gerstenkorn (1978)). Bell

showed that the grating spectroneter 'tétenduerr is approximatety given

by

Ec (8. 4)

where L is the height of the entrance slit and F is the focal

length of the collimating lens. If one assumes that the area and focal
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lengths of the collimators are the sane for the two instmments

working at the sane resolving power, then the ratio of the

interferometer and grating "6tendues'r becones

(8.s)

Fron this relationship, Bell (1972) estinated that the throughput of

a Michelson interferometer is generally about two orders of

nagnitude larger than even the best grating spectrometers.

The other important advantage associated with FTS is

the I'Fellgett advantage'r. In order to fully understand rvhen this

advantage exists it is necessary to consider the gain quantitatively.

If one is interested in measuring a broad spectrum between the wave-

lengths Àr and \,2 with a resolution of AÀ, then the nunber of

spectral elements, M, in this band is given by

(8.6)

If a prism or grating instrument, such as illustrated in Figure 7.2,

is being used, then each small wavelength band of width 
^À 

can be

observed for a tine T/M, where T is the total tine required for

a scan fro¡n Àr to À.2. Hence, the integrated signal received in a

small band AÀ is proportional to T/M. For randorn noise, independent

of signal leve1, one obtains a signal/noise (S/N) ratio given by

(s/N)c cE (I")å (r.r)

For the Michelson interferorneter and the modified

monochromator (rnentionecl in Section 7.2), the situaticn i-s different

because all of the wavelengths in the broad band Àr to À.2 are

M
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neasured all the time. For the Michelson interferometer one can

estinate the signal/noise latio by assuning that the noise is

ranclom and independent of the signal level (Fellgett, 1958). In

this case the signal is proportional to the measuring tirne T and

the noise is proportional to T+ . Hence, the signal/noise ratio is

given by

(s/N)r o r+ (8.8)

with the same proportionality constant as Equation (8.7). Comparing

Equations (8.7) and (8.8), the ratio of the (S/N), for the

interferonetel to the (S/N)a for a conventional grating or. ptir*

dispersive instrument is given bY

(s/N) r -L
M2 >>1 (8.e)

(s/N) 
c

From Equations (8.3) and (8.9) one notices that for a high resolution

interferometeï the Fellgett advantage dominates,whereas for a 1ow

resolution instrument the Jaequinot advantage is the larger. The

overall a<lvantage for a particular Michelson interferometer is given by

the product of the Fellgett and Jacquinot gains.

In the derivation of Equation (8.9) one of the assunptions

was that the noise is random and independent of the signal level

and, therefore, only dependent on the measuring time. lVhile this

assunption hoids in the infrared wavelength region, it is generally

not tTue in the visible wavelength region. In the infrared region the

noise is generally only detector noise which is independent of the

signal level, hence the fr-:11 Fellgett advantage is obtaíned for infrared
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studies. In the visible region detectors, such as photonultiplier

tubes, can detect individual photons which means that the noise level

is predominantly given by the Poisson fluctuation of the number of

photons detected.

Kahn (1959) has shown that in the visible region the

multiplex gain depends (in the case of photon noise limited FTS) on

the square root of the ratip of the intensity I(^) of a peak to the

mean intensity Ï(IJ- of the whole spectrum. That is, in the visible

region, Equation (8.9) becomes

(S/N) I . I(À) \t-__J
+

(8. r o)
(s1N) 

c r (À)

(for a derivation of this relationship see for example, Luc and

Gerstenkorn, 1978). Hence, in the visible region, the magnitude of

the nultiplex gaín depends on the peak or line in question; it is a

function of the intensity of the peak as well as the overall intensity

characteristics of the rest of the spectrum. This is in narked contrast

to FTS in the infrared region,where the gain is proportional to Må

(see Equation (B.B) and independent of the intensity of the individual

peaks. Frorn Equation (8.10) one sees that for a continuous spectrunt of

constant intensity the multiplex gain is lost; this special case has

been discussed by Be11 (1972). However, in cases of actual visible

wavelength spectra, the multiplex gain is not lost entirely.

The phenomenon of multiplexing is a property of the system as

a whole. Merely using an interferometer does not guarantee this

adúantage, nor does the need to use a dispersive instrument necessarily

deny it. It is nainly the Jacquinot advantage which nakes the Michclson

interferometer such a suítab1e instrunrent for measuring TL spectra in
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tfie visible wavelength region. The fact that the multiplex advantage

is not ful1y utilized for FTS in this wavelength region is not critical,

as far as ar.chaeological TL spectral rneasurements are concerned,

because TL eni ssi on spectra are relatively broad band and high resoluticn

is not essential. One should point out that the interference filter

spectrometer (Bailiff et aL, 1977) considers only sixteen spectral bands

in the wavelength range fron about 340 to about 640 nm; which

coïresponds to a resolution of approxinately 20 nm. Hence, a Michelson

interferometer is ideally suited for the detection of archaeological

TL enission spectra, the ¡nain reason being the rather low leve1s of

light involved. If one vrants to study the spectral characterj.stics of

dosiuretry phosphors, or geological samples, in which the light levels

are much higher, then one can tolerate a nuch higher resolution and

hence a clispersive instrument would be suitable.

8.3 Apodizatíon

In the previous Chapter it was shown that, in the general

case, the interferogran observed in a Michelson interferometer is related

to the spectrtun by the inverse Fourier transform relationship

l_
B (o) const I I(x) - * I(o) ] exp( - i2nox) dx (8.i1)

However, in practice, I(x) cannot be observed out to x = I æ as

required by Equation (8.11). It must be truncated at x = t L, which

corresponds to the maximum OPD between the two beams. The result of

this practical linitation is that the spectrum calculated by Equation

(S.fI) differs somervhat fron the true physical spectrum. For a

truncated tw'o-sided interferogra:r Equation (8. 11) becomes

f
-L

B(o) I r(x) å i(o) I exp( - i2rox) dx (8.12)
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where the constant of proportionality has been set to unity.

Mathenatically, the truncation of the interferograrn is

equivalent to multiplying an interferogram of infinite length by a

rectangular boxcar function of height unity for - L < x ( L and

zero elsewhere. That is, Equation (8.I2) nay be rewritten as

B(o)

L
A(x) [ i(x) - å I(o) ] exp(-i2nox) dx (8.i3)

wirh A(x)
-L<x(L
elsewhere,

where A(x) is in general referred to as an I'apodization" function,

and the particular case referred to in Equation (8.13) is usually termed

the boxcar or square lìra\¡e function (see for exarnple, Chantry, 1979) .

The effect of multiplying the interferogram by an "apodixationr? function

can be understood with the aid of the convolution theorern, which states

that the Fourier transform of a product of two functions is equal to

the convolution of the separate Fourier transforms (Bracewell, 1965).

Mathenatically, the convolution of two functions f(x) and g(x) is

defined as

I
0

f (x) *
e (x) f(u) g(x-u) du (8. 14)

The Fourier transform of the truncated interferogram will

therefore, be the convolution of the Fourier transform of the infinite

interferogram, that is the spectrum undistorted by instrumental

limitations, with the Fourier transforrn of the boxcar function. Thus

B(o) FIA(x)]*Flr(x) å r¡o.¡ l (8.1s)
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where F denotes the Fourier transform and the asterisk indicates

convolution. In order to discuss the consequences of truncation, it

is again convenient to consider the case of a monochromatic source.

lVe have already seen that the interferogram observed from a

monochromatic source is a cosine wave (Equation 7.7) . The Fourier

transform of a cosine vJave is simply a delta function pair (see for

example, Bracewell, 1965). This means that the spectrum observed for

a monochromatic source is the Fourier transform of the rrapodization'l

function A(x). The Fourier transforn of the boxcar function is the

sinc function'2L I sin(znoL) f/2troL, and this is the counterpart in

interferometric spectrOmetry of the scanning function in dispersive

spectronetry (Bell, 1972). It is often referred to as the instrumental

line-shape (ILS), because it is the shape of a rnonochronatic input 
t

line as observed by an interferornetric spectrometer. The sane ILS

function can be obtained by simply substituting the interferogram

ftrnction 2 cos (2nol6 ) into Equati-on (8. f 2) (see for example, Be1l, L972) .

By this method, one obtains a spectrum given by

B(o) æ 2t (si4 z) = 2L sinc z (8. 14)

where z= 2r(or -o)L

In Figure 8.1(a) the shape of the sinc function is conpared

with the spectrum of a monochromatic source as L approaches infinity

(the "deltarr function). The irnportant features of the ILS function

are a fairly broad central maximum and several subsidiary posi-tive

and negative "sidelobes" or "feetil which have up to 22% of the peak-to-

peak intensity of the central maximun (8e11 , 1972). Whereas the central

peak can be tolerated as an approxination to the monoc.hrolnatic source
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spectrum, the rtfeetrr r+ould apPear as false sources Of energy at nearbl

wavelengths. In order to reduce the size of the rrfeetrt one can

nultiply the interferogram with an appropriate "apodizationrr function.

The boxcar "apodizationrr function is only a consequence of truncating

the interferogram integral. Be11 (1972) has discussed the use of a

triangular function given by

A(x) = (t-.IÄt ) (s.ts)
L

This results in a spectrum giyen by

B.(o) = Lsinc"'(r/z) ' (8.16)

where z is defined in Equation (8.14) . This spectral function is

a-lso shown in Figure 8.1(a). The effect of triangular apodization on

the interferogram of a nonochromatic source is shown diagramrnatically

in Figure 8.1(b). By using triangular apodization the size of the

rrfeetrr are reduced by a factor of about four. The rvidth of the central

peak is increased somewhat; however, the loss in resolution is not

serious (see Section 8.4). Thus, by apodizing the interferogram with

an appropriate function, one obtains a spectrum which is a much rnore

acceptable approxination to the perfect monochromatic source spectrum.

The general Fourier transforn Equation can then be rewritten as

BA(o) I r(x) å l(o) I exp( - i2nox) dx

(8.17)

where BA(o) is the corrected or apodized spectrum. The term apodization

is generally used to describe the elimination of strong sidelobes by

rL

) A(x)

-L
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means of a convolution in the spectral domain; hence, the boxcar

function is not generally referred to as an apodizatíon function.

Spectra obtained by using only a boxcar function are hence labe1led

unapodized spectra. Triangular apodixation has been considered here

for easy understanding. Numerous other apodization functions have been

used in the field of interferornetric spectroscopy (see for example,

8e11, 1972), some of these will be discussed in Chapter 10.

8.4 The Resolution of a Michelson Interferoneter

The,question of decicling resolution linits in FTS is rather

moïe complicated than the corresponding problem in normal dispersive

spectrometry. We have already seen that the throughput of a Michelson

interferometer is limited by the Jacquinot relationship (Equation 8.2)

CI
m

(8. 18)

where Q* is the input solid angle and R* is the resolving power of

the instrument. Another restriction on the resolution of a Michelson

interferometer is that it depends on the rnaximum OPD between the two

beans (see for exampl.e, Be1l , 1972; Chantry and Flening ' 1976;

Chanberlain, 7979; Chantry, 1979). The most connonly used resolution

criterion is the Rayleigh criterion, which states that two peaks of equal

intensity are resolved if the maximum intensity of one of the peaks

coinçides with the first zero intensity of the other. Chantry and

Fleming (1976) have shown that, by using the R.ayleigh criterion in the

spectral donain, the resolution of unapodized spectra is limited by

2rL\2n
R_

m T

0.7
Ao

L
(8. 1e)
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where Ào is the wavenumber resolution (cm-t ) and L is the

maxinum OPD. In the previous section it was shown that in the case

of triangular apodization there vras a broadening of the central peak.

In this particular case it can be shown that the resolution is given

by

aoR (8.20)

(see for exanple, Chantry and Fleming, I976i Chanberlain, 1979).

There are, as already mentioned, many r'reighting functions which nay be

applied to the interferogram in order to produce apodized spectra.

Chantry and Fleming (1976) have pcinted out that, although the spectral

line shapes depend on the form of the apodi zation function, the resolutiort

limit is generally given by Equation (8.20) . They have shown that in

the case of one peak being tvrice as intense as the other the resolution

of an apodized spectrum is given bY

Ao (8.2r)
A

This is the restriction which is generatly quoted as the resolution of

a lrfichelson interferometer. Whichever criterion is used, the general

result is that the resolution varies inversely as the maximum OPD.

Hence, in order to increase the resolution by a factor of two it is

necessaly to double the maximum QPD bet¡een the two beams and

subsequently take twice as long to retain the same signal/noise ratio.

The ultimate resolution limit is, however, given by Equation (8.18).

By conbining Equations (8.18) and (8.2L) one obtains an estimate of the

naxinum OPD beyoncl rvhich no ímprovement in the resolution is obtaine<i.

90

L

I
I



That is, in the case of apodized spectra L nust satisfy the

relation

r87 .

(8.22)L_<
2r.),
o

m

À R
n

8.5 The Sanrplins Interval

In order to compute the spectr-un, yia a Fourier transform

computation on the interferogram, it is necessaly to sample the

interferogran at discrete intervals. That is, the Fourier transform

computation becomes discrete rather than continuous. The experimental

details of this operation rvill be discussed in chapter 10, it is

only nentioned here in order to develop some theoretical consequences.

If the interferogram is recorded at equally spaced intervals, then

the general Fourier integral Equation (Ecluation 8. l7) becomes

cÞ-'

.N
J= -z

where Ax is the increment in OPD, N is the total númbe:: of data

points in the two-sided interferogram, and BS,¡[o) is the spectrum

obtained from a sampled interferogran which has been apodized. In

this Equation the continuous interferogram function has been replaced

by its ordínates at regularly spaced values of the OPD and an

integration up to the maximum OPD has been replaced by a summation'

By recording the interferogram in equal intervals, one is able to

use the CooLey-Tukey algorithm for the Fourier colnputation. This

algorithm can significantly reduce computation time; however, one of

Bs,R(o) A(jÂx) F(jÀx) - å I(o) I exP( i2rojAx) (8.23)



the requirements for its use is that the interferogram data must be

recorded in equal increments. The Cooley-Tukey algorithm will be

discussed in Chapter 10 and Appendix E.

If the interferogram is sampled at intervals of Ax then

it can be shown that the corresponding sampled spectrum is related to

the conplete spectrum by the relationship

188.

(8.24)Bs (o) BcIo-n(oz-or)]
æ

_s
n= -ø

rr'here 6z - At
1

ÃX
(8.2s)

(see for example, Bell; 1972; Chanberlain, 1979). That is, if one

computes a sampled spectrum from a sanpled interferogram (as given by

Equation 8.23), then one obtains the complete spectrum every tine O

equals n (oz - or) for all integers n, where (oz - or) is the

wavenumber bandwidth. This repetition phenomenon, connonly referred to

as "aliasing", is illustrated diagranrnatically in Figure 8.2. In order

to obtain the true spectrum it ís inportant that none of the I'aliases?l

overlap. lltrether or not overlapping occurs depends on the magnitude

of the wavenunber bandwidth (oz - or). If this bandwidth is large

enough, which corl'esponds to the samplíng interval being small enough,

then no overlapping occur.s. The phenomenon of 'raliasing'r, as related

to interferometric spectïoscopy, has been discussed extensively in the

literature (see for exanple, Chantry, L97I; 8e11, L972). The

condition for no overlapping is that

å Àrit (8.26)
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That is, the sanpling interval, when recording an interferograrn, has

to have an upper bound of half the srnallest wavelength present in

the spectrum if overlapping is to be avoided. This requirement is

generally referred to as the sampling theorem.
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CHAPTER IX

THE DESIGN AND SETTING UP OF THE

SPECTRAL TL IN'TERFEROMETER

9.1 Introduction

Having considered the basic theory of FTS, it was decided

to design and construct a Michelson-type interferoneter for the

measurenent of TL emission spectra. The overall performance sought

was to cover the spectral range 300-650 nm with a wavelength

resolution of about 20 run. One of the design requirements is that

the interferometer needs to be interfaced to a conventional TL oven.

This means that suitable input and light gathering optics must be

incorporated in order to efficiently collect the T1, emitted by a

standard 10 nn diameter sample disc. It nust also be possible to use

the TL oven for conventional measurements.

9.2 The Optical Design of the Instrunent

' The optical principles of the Michelson interferometer have

already been discussed in Section 7.3. Figure 9.1 is a schematic

diagram of the optics for the interferometer, as designed for the purpose

of measuring TL emissíon spectra. The basic components are a bearn

splitter and. compensator', denoted collectively by B, which are identical

plates of glass (measuring 76,2 x 54.0 x 6.4 mn), together with tlo

30 nm clianeter (10 rrun thick) aluminiun coated mirrors. The semi-

transparent bearnsplitter coating is also aluminiun. I'hese optical

components ïrere rnade by Cole Precision Optics, Adelaide (norv a division

of Quentron Optics, Adclaide). The deslgn includes input, li.ght

gathering and output optícs (lenses denoted by Lt, Lz, I'e and Lq and

a front surface mirror M) necessary in order efficj-ently to collect the
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light from a 10 mm dianeter sanple disc¡ S.

A ray diagran of the input optical arlangenent is shown

schenatically in Figure 9.2(a). Ll is a 50 mn dianeter aspheric

lens (33 nm focal length) (f /0.67) , which collects about 50% of the

light emitted in the forward direction by the sour.ce. Lz is a 50 nn

dianeter field lens (200 mn focal length) positioned in the focal plane

of La, which is an 81 mn diameter Fresnel lens (101.6 mn focal

length) . The mirror M (Figure 9.1) is included so that the plane of

the instrument can be horizontal and mounted on a rigid base. Using

this input optical arrangement, an inage of the soulce is obtained in

the focal plane of Le, the nagnification being about 3. The purpose

of the field stop is to restrict the input solid angle to give the

desired instrument resolving power (see Section 8.2, Equation 8.2).

Equation 8.2 can be re-written as

(e.1)

where 0 is the angular dianeter observed at the mirror (see Figure

9.2(a)) and R, is the i.nstrument resolving powel. For this instrument

0 is linited to 0.48 radians, which corresponds to a resolving poweT

of about 35. This is equivalent to an ótendue (see Equation 8.5) of

40.5r nm'sT.. The output optics consists of a tlo identical 81 mm

dianeter Fresnel lenses (focal length 71.1 mm) , separated by a distance

of 4 nn (effective focal length 36.5 mm), this cornbination is denoted

by Lr in Figure 9.1. The purpose of this Fresnel lens combination is

to dírect the light reflected by the mirrots lvlr and lvlz on to the

detector D, this is illustrated diagr*aminatically in Figure 9.2(b) .

I
n.
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The interferometer optics is sonewhat more conplicated

than shown in Figure 9.2(a). One of the conplications is that the

Tays are refracted at the beansplitter and compensator surfaces, which

mealìs that the optical axis is displaced. This is illustratcd

diagranmatically in Figure 9.3(a). For this par:ticular beansplitter

and conpensator the optical axis displacement is about 4 nm. A further

cornplication is that of rnultiple reflections of optical rays within

the beamsplitter-compensator combination. This phenomenon is illustrated

in Figure 9.3(b); it will be further discussed in Section 9.4.

Spectral transrnission curves for the various interferometer

optical cornponents are shown in Figure 9.a(a). The Fresnel lenses are

nanufactured from optical- grade acrylic, whereas the remaining

conponents (including the beamsplitter and compensator) are of boro-

silicate croufn glass (BSC-BK-7). Also shorvn in Figure 9.4(a) is a

typical reflection curve for an aluminium mirror coating.

. The detector used is an EMI-9655 QA photomultiplier, used

in the photon counting rnode and cooled by a Products for Research TE

104 cooling unit. This tube was chosen because of its high quantum

efficiency in the blue-green region of the visible spectrun. It also

offers an effective reduc.tion of the red background incandescence

(Fleming, Ig79). The spectral response for this photomultiplier is

shorvn in Figure 9.4(b); also shown is the instrument response corrected

for the transnission of the optical components of the interferometer.

Also incorporatecl in the apparatus design is the facility

to measure conventional 2-D TL glol-curves. The detector used for this

is also an EMI-9635 QA photomultiplier. The optical arrangement is
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Figure 9.5 Ray Paths through the Beamsplitter and
ting Plates

(a) Ray diagran showing the deviation due to
refractj-on at the beamsplitter (B) and
compensator (C) surfaces.

(b) Some of the multiple reflections in the
beansplitter and compensator.
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illustrated in Figure 9.5(a). Interposed between the sample disc and

the detector is a combination of filters, which gives an even better

rejection of the incandescent signal, and a quattz light guide.

Fleming (1979) has suggested two possible filter combinations: (1)

Corning filter (7-59) (4 run thickness) plus a Chance Pilkington heat

reflecting filter (HA-3) (3 nm fhickness). (2) Corning filter (5-SB)

(2.5 rnn thickness). The spectral transmission characteristics of

these filters and the quartz light guide are shown in Figure 9.5(b).

The spectral tesponse of filter (7-59) is much broader than that of

the (5-58), which means that combination (i) is about 40% more effective

in TL detection" This is the reason why this is often the prefened

filter conbination. Fleníng points out that the second filter

ccrnbination reduces the background incandescence to less tlnan 20e, of

that obtained from the first conbination. Hence, the second filter

combination is often used when studying high temperature glow peak-s,

where the background incandescence often dominates. Both of these

filter combinations also help to subdue any "spuriousrr TL present, as

its emission has been found to lie in the ye11ow-red region of the

spectrwn (see Section 6.3.2) ,

9.3 The Mechanical Construction

The 10 run diameter sample disc rests on a 60 x 29 run lvater

cooled nichrorne heating strip; this forms the basis of what is

generally referred to as the TL oven. The TL oven design is much the

same as that manufactured by the Littlemore Scientific Engineering Co.,

Oxford, England. Figure 9.6 is a diagra:n of the rnounting arrangentent
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for the interferometer input optics. The basic interferometer

components, including the detector, are mounted on a 47 x 47 x 2 cm

steel base plate, which is ¡nounted on a solid table. Figure 9.7 is

a photograph of the interferometer. trlounted below the base plate is

an interfacing unit which houses the aspheric lens L1 (see Figure

9.6) and couples the TL o.¡en to the base p1ate. The TL oven is

¡nounted on a sliding rail and spring loaded c¿Lm arrangement, which enables

it to be positioned either in contact with the interferometer

interfacing unit or in a position where conventional 2-D TL measurements

can be made. 
,

It is imporfant to nake sure that the beansplitter-compensator

conbination and the two mirrors are mounted so that the appropriate

adjustments can be made easily without causi-ng any strain on the

optical components. The notinting arrangement for the beamsplitter and

compensator combination is shorvn diagrarunatically in Figure 9.8. The

conbination is mounted in a steel frame which is mounted directly on

the base plate so that j-t makes an angle of 45 degrees with the optical

axis. The fine adjustment of this angle is then done via a rotating

pivot. 0n one side of the frame the comperrsatór makes contact at the

top and the botton via thin paper pads which ensures that there is no

strain. 0n the other side the contact is nrade via two phosphor bronze

leaf springs which are shaped to form a three-point kinenatic mount,

thin paper pads were also inserted at the contact points.

For the two interferometer mirrors it is iinportant that

adjustnents can be nade so that the mirror surfaces are strictly

perpenciicular to the optical axis. It is also irnportant to make sure

that the motion of the noveable nirror is strictly perpendicular to
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the optical axis over the entire scanning range and that ZPD is

well defined within this ïange (see Section 7.5). The optical

aligrunent of the interferometer will be discussed in Section 9.4 and

the moveable nirror scanning nechanism lvill be discussed in Section

9.6. The mounting arrangement for the fixed mirror is shown

diagranrmatícally in Figure 9.9. The nirror is mounted in a vertical

position rvith the back surface resting on a three-point contact

phosphor bronze.disc. The coarse adjustment is done at the front surface

via three þ12 grub screws, thin paper pads were inserted at all tl:e

contact points. The moveable mirror is mounted in an identical manner

to this. A fine adjustment is ¿lso provided on the fixed mirror. This

is done b¡' supplyirrg a downward or sideways force at the end of a 4 cn

long lever, which is attached to the nirror mount.

The photomultiplier is cooLed by a Products for Research Inc.

cooling unit (Moclel No. TE-I04I'S), which is mounted directly on the base

plate. A1l of the optical components of the interferorieter are rnounted

so that the optical axi.s is a distance of 66.5 mm above the top of

this plate. A light tight cover which fits over the assembly is also

incorporated.

Also visible j-n Figure 9.7 is a'tcalibration/test light'source'l

chanber which fits orrto the interferometer ínterfacing unit in place

of the TL oven. Figure 9.10 is a detailed diagrarn of this unit. rt

consists basically of a 14 mm dianeter input lens (69 mn focal length),

a 25.4 x 25.4 m front su.rface rnirror positioned at 45 degrees to

the input lens, and a 10 m¡r dianeter diffusing screen. By placing a

steady (con.stant intensity) point source (such as a laser bean) at
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the focal point of the input lens, one obtains a uniformly illuminated

source. That is, the sample disc source which is norrnally placed on

the heater plate of the TL oven is being simulated by the uniformly

i1lt¡¡i,inated constant intensity light sollrce.

The photornultiplier housing, used in the conventional 2-D TL

mode of operation can also be seen in Figure 9.7. It is shot'rn resting

on a rrdummy[ oven which contaíns a solid state light source used for

photonultiplier calibration purposes (see Appendix D)

Not shown in Figure 9.7 is the vacuum system which enables

the TL oven to be evacuated prior to taking TL nteasurenents. Figure f.il

is a schernatic diagrarn of the vacuum system. It is situated belovr

the table top and consists of a Dynavac 4 two-stage vacuum pump fitted

with a vapour trap (phosphorus pentoxide), an Edrvards air admittance

valve, a Veeco co-axial trap (Model No. VS-I20), an Edwards isolation

valve, an Edlards pirani head (Mode1 No. PR-10-S) and a Pressure

release valve. The vacuum system is coupled to the TL oven via a

flexible rubber tubing which enables the oven to be moved fro¡ir the

2-D TL to the 3-D TL configurations. The rubber tubing also ensures

that no significant vacuum punp vibrations are translated to the

interferometer. Using this vacutun system it is possible to evacuate

the TL oven to below 5 x 1O-2 torr within a couple of minutes. The

actual heating of the sanple is cami,ed out in an atmosphere of ultra

high purity nitrogen at an eppropriate rate of flow in the region

I-5 L rnin-r .

9.4 Optical Alignment of Interferometer

Before discussing the various stages of optical alignment

(coarse, interrnediate and fine), it is necessary to first consider thc
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nature of the various types of fringes which can be observeci using

different optical configurations of the Michelson interferometer.

Figure 9.L2 ís a diagram of the equivalent optical systen of a

Michelson interferoneter which accepts light from an extended source.

Shown is an optical ray incident and reflected from the fixed and

moveable mirrors. Rays, such as those reflected at A and B,

interfere when they are recombined at the detector. The OPD between

the two reflected rays depends on both the mirror separation d and the

angle which the incident ray makes with the optical axis. If the

angle of incidence is o,, then the OPDrxo , is given by

x
0

(AB+BC) -AD 2dcoscr (s.2)

where d is the separation of the two mirrors. At the detector the

rays will reinforce each other to produce maxina for those angles o

satisfying the relation

2dcosc¿ mÀ (e .3)

where À is the wavelength and m the order of interference. Hence,

for a monochro¡uatic source the maxima v¡i11 lie on concentric ci::cles

centred about the optical axis. These fringes are generally refemed

to as fringes of equal inclination or Haidingerrs fringes. The

spacing between these fringes increases as the OPD is decreased, at ZPD

the central fringe covers the entire field of view. If the mirrors

Mz' and M¡ are not strictly flat and parallel then Equation (9.2) is

no longer obeyed, and the fri.nges are lìot circular. If the space

between the mirrors is wedge-shaped, then the fringes observed are
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curved and they are always convex toward the thin edge of the wedge.

These type of fringes are generally referred to as localized fringes

(Jenkins and White, 1976, p. 244). They can be very useful in obtaining

a rough estinate of the position of ZPD sjnce, for a given mirror ti1t,

the curvature is opposite on either side of ZPD. At ZPD intersection

the localized fringes become straight lines.

Another type of fringe can be observed by using the Michelson

interferometer in what is often referred to as the t'Twyman-Greenrr

configuration. In this node of operation the interferoneter is

ilh¡ninated with strictly parallel light, produced by a monochromatic

point source at the principal focus of a well corrected input lens.

The fringe pattern is then observed at the principal focus of a well

corrected output lens (Candler, 1951; Wood, L967). In this case all

of the incident rays are parallel to the optical axis and there is no

variation of angle of incidence. If the rnirrors tr{r and Mz t are

strictly flat and paralleL and the two uniting wave-fronts at the

detector are both truly plane, then the whole field of view will have

uniform intensity. By producing a slight tilt on one of the mirrors,

the fringes becomes straight lines equally spaced across the field of

view. These fringes are generally called fringes of equal thickness.

The orientation of these fringes can be altered by changing the directj.on

of the mirror ti1t. AIso, the larger the mirror tilt- the closer the

spacing between fringes. The Twyman-Green optical configuration of the

Michelson interferometer is a very powerful instrument for testing the

perfection of optical components,including those of the present

instrument. If one places the conponent to be tested in one of the

optical arrns of the j-nterf-erometer, then the Itstraightnessr' (and
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variation in separation) of the observed fringes gives a direct

measure of the flatness and/ot parallelism of the optical component'

InboththeextendedandpointsouÏceconfigurationsthe

fringes procluced by a rnonochromatic source are visible for very large

path differences, the timit being set only by the fact that no actual

source gives perfectly nonochtonlatic light. If a white light source

is used instead, then no fringes will be seen at all except for path

differences which are wj'thin a few wavelengths of ZPD'

Beforeanyfr;'ngescanbeobserved'itisimportantthatboth

the mirrors are mounted so that only slight adjustments are required

tornakethemperpendiculartotheopticalaxis.Itisalsoimportant

that the beamsplitter-compensator combirration is mounted so that it

make.s an angle of as close tc 45o to the optical axis as possible'

F.urthermore, one should ain to lnount the optical components so that

one is as crose to ZpD as possible. The follorving alignnent procedure

was used for the initial setting up of the interferometer (coarse

- ad j us tmertt) :

I

2

Locate the oPtical axis.

l"fount an alignment collinator (auto-collimator'
with illt.rninated cross) on the optical axis'
Mount the rnoveable mirror and usé its coarse
adjustment to position it perpendicular to the
optical axis.

Insert the bealnsplitter-compensator combination
a.nd use the rotaïing pivot ãdjustment to ensure that
it makes an angle oi -4S" with the optical axis'

3
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Mount the fixed mirror and block off the
the optical beam to the mor,'eable mirror.
The coarse adjustment screls on the fixed
mirror are then used to ensule that it is
also perpendicular to the optical. axis.

Having conpleted the initial set-up of the optical components, no

more adjustments need to be nade on either the noveable mirror or

the beamsplitter-compensator conbination. The next stage of adjustment

(internediate) is to use an extended monochronatic light source and

obtain the circular fringes. This was done by placing a sodiurn lamp

so that its optical rays were directed along the input optical axis.

A small object such as a pin-hole in a card was inserted in front of

this source. 0n looking into the instrument along the output optical

axis, two overlapping inages of the smal1 object were observed. Other

nuch less intense inages can also be seen on either side of the nain

inage, these are due to multiple reflections at the beamsplitter-

conpensator surfaces (see Figure 9.5(b)). It is quite probable that

no flinges will appear when the two inages of the snall object seem to

have been brought into coincidence. This is because the eye cannot

judge with sufficient accuracy for this purpose when the two images are

really superinposed. To locate the fringes it is only necessary to

nove the fine adjustment on the fixed mirror back and forth. Having

found the fringes using an extended monochromatic light source one can

vary the fine adjustment to produce at will the various forms of

fringes. In order to locate the fringes in white light (fine adjustment)

the rnonochromatic fringes were first nade arcs of circles. By stepping

the rnoveable nirror (see Section 9.6) the fiinges were seen to change

curvature. A region r^ras found rvhere the localized fringes were straight.

Having now located, within rather narrow Linits, th.e position of ZPD,

the sodium iight source wa.s replaced by a white light source. The

4
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white light fringes were then found by stepping slowly through this

region. ZPD $/as seen to correspond to a central bright fringe,

bordered on either side by about ten coloured fringes. An excellent

reproduction in colour of such white light fringes is given by

Michèlson (1907) . The final stage of adjustment is then to position

the central bright fringe so that it intersects the optical axis, then

use the fine adjustment to ensure that this fringe covers the whole

field of view.

prior to rnaking the final adjustrnents the interferorneter

was set up in the 'rTwyman-Greenrr configuration. This was done with the

aid of a 50 nm diameter input lens (152.4 inm focal Length) and a

50 nm dianeter output lens (101.6 mn focai length), both moun'Led on

the input and output optical axis respectively. The fringes of equal

thickness were observed by placing a sodiun pin-hole source at the focus

of the input lens and the eye at the focus of the output lens. The

fringes were found to be straight to within 
^/I0 

in both the vertical

and horizontal positions, which is rather better than required' The

Rayleigh criterion states that the irnage will be very little inferior

to that produced by a perfect systen, if the difference between the

shortest and longest optical paths does not exceed one quarter of a

wavelength (see for exampl.e, candler, 1951). This neasulement

corresponds to the resultant flatness of the interferometer. It also

gives a measure of the flatness and paralLelism of the beamsplitter-

compensator conbination as the two mirrol:s ldere specified by the

manufacturers to be flat to better than ),/20.
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9.5 Electronics

In concept, the electronics of the TL apparatus is straight-

forward. This can be seen by referenc.e to Figures 9.13-15. A linear

rarnp signal is conpared with a thermocouple signal in a servo system

which produces a linear temperature rise depending on the difference

between these two signals. The light output is simultaneously

recorded.

The tenperature ramp control is digital, which means that

it is easily ínterfaced for computer operations. A PET Conmodore

Computer' (32K'RAM) is used to control the running of both the 2-D and

3-D TL experiments, as well as to collect the data. Sinplified block

diagrarns of the apparatus used for the 2-D and 3-D TL measurements

are shown in Figures 9.15 and 9.14 respectively. The same electronics

is used for both the 2-D and 3-D configurations, the only diffeTence

being the fact that in the 3-D configuration it is necessary to provide

the appropriate signals to the moveable mirror stepping nechanism (see

Section 9.6). Figure 9.15 is a block diagran of the electronic system.

The photon counting systern is contained in the top of the diagrarn and

the electronics associated rvith the temperature ramp is contained in

the bottom ha1f. A more detailed block diagram of the digital ranp

generator is given in Figure 9.16.

A precision ten turn potentiometer H is used to adjust the

frequenc.y (heating rate) of a voltage contr-o1led oscillator (VCO,

XR-2206). The VCO is adjusted so that the potentiometer varies the

frequency of pulses from 20 Hz to 2 k{z over ten turns, this corresponds

to heating rates from 1o c s-t to 100" c s-l . This heating rate is
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reproducible to within ! Ieo. The pulses are then divj.ded by ten

to provicle channel advance pulses for the 2-D configuration. They

are then divided by four and passed to an eight-bit binary counter,

the output of which is fed to an eight-bit digital-to-analogue

converteï. The output of the digital-to-analogue converter is a

ranp signal adjusted so that L0.24 volts arnplitude colresponds to

LO24O channel advance pulses (given out by the VC0). The slope of

the ramp is determined by the frequency of the VCO.

Attached to tl-re nichrcne heating strip, which is situated in

the oven, is â chromel-alumel thermocouple which nonitors the

temperature. Incorporated is an automatic cold junction (ACJ-2,

supplied by Ancom Limited, cheltenhan, England), this provides an

equivalent ice-point reference for the therntocouple cold-junction. The

anplified thermocouple and rarnp signals are compared with each other

in a servo system, whích drives the oven depending on the difference

between the two signals. The output of the VCO is also fed directly to

the PET for experimental control purposes. That is, the commencement

and completion of a particular run is controlled by the PET. The

oscillator pulses are also used to drive the moveable mirror scanning

mechanism, when operating in the 3-D configuration and are therefore

synchronised to the heater ramp and hence the ternperature. The maximum

temperature of 512'C corresponds to 10240 channel advance pulses in

the 3-D mode of operation, whereas it only corresponds to 1024 channel

advance pulses in the 2-D mode.

The output from the photonultiplier is fed to a pulse amplifier

and discriminator (Oltec 9302), the output of which are NIM'pulses

(typical width of 5 ns, maximum frequenc.y 1.00 MHz). The NiM pulses
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are converted to TTL and stretched to a width of 50 ns, which

linits the maximum frequency to about 20 NlHz. These pulses are then

prescaled by a factor of eight before being fed to a sixteen-bit

binary counting chip (8253), which consists of three individual

counters. Two of these are used alternately to count the input

pulses; while one is counting the other is being read by the PEl'.

Also incorporated is a photon rateneter (Ortec 9349), which girres a

vísual indication of the rate while the experiment is actually running.

The data is stored in the PET in the forn of digital glorv-

curves or interferograms, depending on whether one is operating, in

the 2-D or 3-D node; these can be visually displayed on the computel

screen monit,or. From there the data can be displayed on a digital X-Y

plotter (Hewlett Packard Model 7225^). The interferograms can also be

output on cassette tape (Digidec Model PI 70) which can be read by a

larger computer, where the fast Fourier transform or other computational

processes can be completed. A transfor¡l based on the Cooley-Tukey

algorithm has also been written in the PET conputer language, namely

BASIC (see Chapter 10, Appendix E). This enables the PEl' to complete

the spectral calculations without the neeci for a larger computer,

albejt slowly and one at a time.

9.6 The Moveable Mirror Scannins Mechanism

One of the most irnportant aspects of the interferoneter design

is the moveable mirror scanning mechanism. Having completed the

interferometer optical aligmtent, it is important that accurate

parallelism is naintained between the fixed and moveable mirrors. That

is, the moveable mirror rnust be kept paralleL to itself while noving

from ZPD to maximum displacement; too much tilting will result in false



spectral features (see for example, Vanessa and Sakai ' 1967). lvfurty

(f960) has shown that the maximum permissible angular error in

paraIlelisn, À0, is given by the Equation

222,

(e .4)Ae-

where d is the nirror dianeter and trrin is the shortest wavelength

present in the spectrum. From Equation (9.1) it can be seen that a

precise mirror drive is essential and +-his is particularly so in t-he

visible wavelength region. For our instrument, where d is 30 nn

and À_._ is about S00 nn, A0 is about 5 x 10-7 radians. Usirrg
m1n

Equation (8.22) one can estimate the naximurn OFD, beyond which no,

improvement in resolution is obtained. For a resolution of 20 nm

this gives us a maxinum OPD of about 21.1 Um at a wavelength of 650 :rm

(or about 10.5 ¡rn at 300 nm), which corresponds to a naxinum mirror

travel of about I0.6 ¡rn (for a one-sidecl interferograrn). Another

important requirement is that the incremental step size in OPD must be

smaller than half the stnallest wavelength plesent in the spectrum, if

rraliasing?' is to be avoided (see Section 8.5). Thi-s nearts that, fol. a

minimun wavelength of 300 run, the increments in nirror trar¡el rnust be

smaller than 75 run. It is also inportant that this step size is

constant and accural-ely known if neaningful spectra are to be obtainecl.

In order to achieve these rather strict requirements, the

moveable mirror mount is mounted on a parallel leaf spring arrangenent

as shown schematically in Figure 9.L7 . This consists of tr,vo identical

phosphor/bronze leaf springs (50.5 rnn length, 4a.0 mm width, 0.7 mm

thickness) clanpe<l betv¡een two identical parallel steel blocks (36.0 nrn

length, 40.0 mn wi.dth, 18.0 inm thickness), the bottom one of which is

fixed to the interferolneteï base plate. A rnovement which is very close

À
m1n

20d
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to parallel nirror translation is then obtained by applying a

horizontal force to the top platform. This type of parallel spring

movement is often used to move optical components a distance of up

to several millinetres, with the degree of cantilever bending being

quite srnall (see for example, James and Sternberg, 1969). Jones and

young (1956) have discussed the accuracy of this type of spring inovement.

They state that the angle of cantilever bending is approxinately given

by the relatíonship

(s .s)

where 
^O 

is the angle of bending of the top platfonn relative to the

botton platforn, t is the thickness of the springs, I' is the length

of the springs, b is the length of platform between springs and x

is the horizontal displacement of the top platform. From Equation 9.5

one can see that the amount of cantilever bending depends on the square

of the spring thickness, thus naking it desirable to use springs as

thin as possible. However, the springs have to carlry a load which means

that sone sort of comprornise in thickness is necessary. This is

especially so since the spring strength is proportional to the cube of

the thickness, whereas it is only proportional to the first power of

the width. For a mirror displacement of 20 prn, which is about tl're

rnaximum travel required for a complete two-sided interferogram, the

amount of cantilever bending can be estimated (using Equation 9.5) to

be about 1.5 x 10-7 radians. This is about a factor of three snaller

than the calculated permissible amount of cantilever bending.

An atternpt was made to drive the para1lel spring arrangement

with the aid of a differential scnew turned by a cornputer controlle<i

^e
rfiv
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stepping motor. The principle of this scanning mechanisn is

schenatically illustrated in Figure 9.17 , The differential screw

itself consists of two overlapping fine threads of slightly different

pitch, the effective displacernent for each turn colresponding to the

difference in pitch. Several differential screws l{ere constructed,

varying in effective pitch from about 6 Um to I Un. A stepping

motor providing 96 steps rev-t should then produce individual nirror

displacernent steps in the range 62.5 run to about 83.5 nm, the exact

step size depending on the effective pitch.

A good measuTe of the linearity of the scanning mechani sm

can be obtained by applying a sma1l tilt to the fixed mirror and

visually observíng the relative displacenìent of the straight line fringes,

produced by a monochromatic source, as they move across the field of

view (see Section 9.4). An even better measule is obtained by

considering the actual interferogram produced by a monochronatic source.

Using a He-Ne laser (632.8 run) one expects the interferograrn to be

a cosine function, with the mirror displacement between successive maxina

being 316.4 nm. Although the differential screw principle is a

plausible concept in theory, it was found that the effective forward

mirror displacement vtas too irregular to be of any use. It was at

first thought that the irregularities in the scanning notion could be

due to random variations in the motol steps. However, this was

discounted as the irregularities $rere still present as the differential

screvr hras turned manually. Furthermore, a damping dashpot mounted on

the stepping notor shaft produced no significant improvernent.

As an alternative, the differential scTew was replaced by a

differential spring and micrometer head driving nechanism. This scanning
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mechanism is illustrated schenatícally in Figure 9.18. It relies

on the differential deftection of two leaf springs of different

stiffness and is a conmon device for achieving smal1 displacements

inexpensively. In this case the parallel leaf spring conbination

shown in Figure 9. 17 was used as the stiff spring and a narrower

leaf spring, mounted between the stiff spring and the micrometer head,

was used as the rrthinrr spring. The effective pitch of the scaming

mechanism is given by the pitch of the micrometer (0.5 mm) rnultiplied

by the spring stiffness dernagnification factor. A dernagnification

factor of about 150 was obtained by using a rrthinrr phosphor/bronze

leaf spring rneasuring 60 nm in length , I3.5 mm in width and 0.7 mn

in thickness. Using a stepping notor supplying 46 steps rev-r, a

resultant mirror displacenent of about 69.4 nm step-r was obtailied.

This type of sc.anning mechanism was found to be much better than that

of the differential screw. The interferogï¿rms produced a+- sanpling

rates of up to about L Hz were quite good. However, at higher

scanning rates the quality of the interferograms were found to deterior:ate

significantly. The nain problen being the high frequency oscillations

produced on the rrthin'r leaf spring while stepping. Although the

incorporation of a <lamping dashpot (see Figure 9.17) produced some

improvement, the a of the system remained too high and the

differential spring tfpe scantring mechanism was also rejected.

Having discarded both the differential screl and differential

spring scanning mechanisms, it was decided to consider the use of

piezo-electric translator devices. A scanning nechanism using a

Burleigh PZ-44 piezo-electric translator t^,¡as constr:ucted. The design
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is schenatically illustrated in Figure 9.19. l'he active element

of the Pz-44 pusher is a piezo-electric transducer (PZT) that

contlacts when a voltage is applied. A naxinum voltage of 1000V

produces a displacement of about 40 pm, which is longer than we

actually require. Attached to the PZT is a spri.ng loaded ceramic cap,

which provides the motion as the voltage is applied to the PZT. This

cap is spring loaded for two inportant reasons. First, it assures

that atl the rnotion of the PZT is transferred to the ceramic cap.

Second, it reduces the possibility of creep often found in piezo-

electric devices of this type. The vibration problem encountered with

the differential spring driving mechanism should be elininated, as

the cerarnic cap of the PZ-44 is in direct contact with the top platform

of the parallel spring assenbly. Furthelmore, the manufacturers

claims that the PZ-44 has a flat frequency response to about 2 k[z

which is nuch better than actually required. The PZ-44 is nounted

on a Newport Research Corporation (NRC) translation stage (lfodel 430-1).

Also incorporated is a differential micrometer (NRC, DIvl-13), the fine

ad.justnent of which is used for the initial setti-ng up of the

interferometer (see Section 9.4). A photograph which includes this

scanning mechanisrn has already been shown (see Figure 9.7) . TtLe PZ-44

is driven by a Burleigh RC-44 programnable ramp generator, which provides

a variable ranp of anplitude up to 1000V. The increnental step size

of the pZ-44 ís linited by the smallest incremental voltage which can

be supplied, as well as by the noise and ripple on the power supply

Using the RC-44 one can easily resolve 1 volt out of 1000. This

corresponds to a lower linit incremental step síze of about 40 nm,

which is smaller than actually required. Inclucled on the RC-44 is a

digital display which reads the ramp voltage to the nearest volt.
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Figure 9.20 is a block diagrarn of the electronics which actually

drives tine PZ-44. The tenperature ramp channel advance pulses (see

Figure 9.16) are used to provide the drive for the Pz-44, rather

than using the RC-44 directly. Included in the driving cir"cuitry is

the facility to have both an adjustable bias 1evel and an adjustable

incremental step s:ze. These are varied using precision ten turn

potentiometers both located on the interface and control unit. The

other stepping paranetels are all controlled by the PET computer,

determined by the instructions given via the keyboard; these include :

the rate of stepping (heating rate), the number of steps per scan and

the total t*t"t of scans required for a particular 5-D TL glow-culve.

Also incorporated is the facility to manually step the PZ-44 translator'.

This is very useful for setting up pulposes as one can manualJ-y one-

step the translator either forward or backward u'hiLe visually observing

fringe shifts.

The piezo-electric driving mechanism was found to be apprec.iab1,"

better than that of the differential spring. Figure 9.21 shows a

typical interferograrn produced with a He-Ne laser beam placecl at the

input of the artificial 'rsteady light sourceil chamber (see Figure 9.1Û) .

A neutral density filter was inserted at the input in order to reduce

the intensity. In this case the incremental step size was about 40 nm

and the total number of steps was I28. The tine taken was 25.6s, which

corresponds to a sanpling rate of 5 Hz. Similar interferograms I'¡ere

also observed at sanpling rates up to 20 Hz without any appreciable

degradation in quality. Holever, the piezo-electric drive s1'stenr does

suffe:: frorn hysteresis effects and this is illustrated in Figure 9.22.

This shows t¡pica1 forward and reverse scan interferogllams prodriced by
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placing a niniature "white lightt' souTce in place of the laser bean.

Using such a broad-band wavelength light source one obtains an

interferogran which consists only of a few peaks which are .symmetric

about the ZPD intensity maxirnum. This type of light source is hence

ideal for detecting any shifts in the ZPD position. In this particular

case the incremental step size was 40 run and the ZPD displacement

between the forward and reverse scan interferograms was about 7 steps.

At present, this hysteresís effect is allowed for by working the system

into a I'cyclic'r state before data is recorded (by repeated cycling) and

by atlowing for the differences between forward and reverse scans in the

analysis. Once the systen is in a cyclic state, ZPD is reproducible

from one run to the next. Consideration is being given to changing the

operation to a slow forward scan (during which the interferogram would be

recorded) followed by a fast return so that all actual interferograms

would have the sane ZPD, but this is not part of the system reported her-e.

Figure 9.23 ís a photograph of the overall TL apparatus.
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CHAPTER X

THE COMPUTATION OF SPECTRA : RESULTS

10. I Introduction

Thic Chapter i-s concerned with the computational aspects

involved with obtaining spectra and a discussion of some preliminary

results. 1'he proceclure used for computing spectra from the observed

interferogïans is discussed in Section 10.2 and the various functions

of the nain computer progr¿Im are outlined in Section 10.3.

The interferometer was tested using a variety of constant

intensity light soulces and the results obtained are discussed in

Section 10.4.

In summary, an evaluation of the existing systen and

suggestions fo:: further improvenents are given in Section 10.5.

I0.2 The Computation- of Spectra

It has already been shown that, for a Michelson interferometer,

the resolution varies inversely as the maxinum OPD (Equation 8.21) and

that for an extended source the ultimate resolution linit depends on

the input solid angle (Equation 8.18). For an extended sour:ce, the

result of the bearn divergence is that there is a spread in the cornputecl

waventunber (rr'avelength) spectrum. Equation 8.18 can be re-written as

Âo (10. i)

where Ao comesponds to the difference in spectral wavenumbers of the

ce¡rtral and extreme off-axis optical rays. It can be shown the spread

o )(
r¿

m

2tt



in the cornputed spectrum is entirely on the low-rvavenumber side of

the source h,avenumber. (see for example, 8e11, L972). This neans

that fOr a nonochlomatic souTce of wavenumber O0, the Computed

spectrum is spread between the wavenunbers or and 62, vJhere

237 .

(10.2)

(10 .3)

Or Oq

atìd 62 = ú0.

Hence, the mean wavenumber of the spectrum is given by

õ At+az oe[1
ç¿

_ il.,
4tt )

[1- l
nn
2t¡

2

In the infrared wavel.ength region, this spread is quite snall and

often ignored. However, for a iarge throughput interferometer operating

in the visible, the wavenumber shift nust be taken into account if

accurate spectra are to be obtained. For our instrument the mean wave-

n1¡nber of the computed spectrum is about 20eo lower than the source wave-

number.

The quality of the computed spectrum is also affected by

the optical alignnent of the interferometer. After being reflected by

the mirrors the inages formed from the two optical beans must be

accurately superimposed on the detector if maxirnum modulation in the

interferogram is to be achieved. There are two types of rnisalignment

which cause a degradation in the interferogram and hence in the

coinputed spectrum. The possibility of nisaligrunent of the novable

mirror resulting from a retardation-depencient ti1t, produced by the

drive rnechanism has already been discussed in Section 9.6. The result

of such a mirror tilt is to produce a variation in OPD over the
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aperture of the mirlors. The effect on the resolution of the

computed spectrum is thus similar to that produced by the effects of

bean divergence due to having an extended source. The other possibility

of ¡nisalignment is that of a constant mirror tilt of one nirror rvith

respect to the other, which does not change with nirror motion, this

was discussed in Section 9.4'

Be11 (Lg72) shols that for a perfectly aligned interferotneter,

which utili zes a (constant intensity) point souïce (collimated light),

the interferograrn intensity at large path differences I (-) , which

couesponds to incoherelrt interfeîence between the two beams, equals

half the J.ntensity at ZPD. This means that one can write the

interferogran as

ll(x)-åt¡o)l=[I(x)-I(-)] (10.4)

which shows that for a point source, the interferograr'r is the var:iation

of the resultant intensity about the incoherent signai ievel found at

large path differences. However, for an extended source Equation (10.4)

is no longer valid. In this case there will be an ad<litional constant

component of intensity, aI, reaching the detector, which is

independent of OPD. Equation (f0.4) can then be re-written as

lI(x) - I(æ)l = [(l(x) + 
^I) 

-(r¡-¡ + (^I)) ] (10.s)

This equation indicates that for an extended source, the true

interferogl:am may be re-defined as the nagni.tude of the intensity

variation (I(x) + aI) about the large oPD intensity (I(*) + aI)'

It should be pointed out that a- small but constant nrirror tilt
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mis-alignment would also produce a constant intensity reaching the

detector, which is independent of 0PD. Hence, a small variation in

OPD across the aperture of the mirrors, caused by either beam

divergence or constant mirlor tilt, can be allowed for by sinply

redefining the DC level of the measured interferograln. This result

is inportant as far as the computation of spectra from a constant

intensity source are concerned. The general relationship between a

sampled two-síded interferogran, and the computed spectrum (Equation 8,23)

becomes
(Ð- 1

S(j) exp (- i 2rojÂx)

where SU) = A(jÂx) [ I(jAx) r(-) l ( l0 .6)

The first step in the spectnrm computation process is to compute the

interferogran by subtracting I(-) from each of the measured intensity

values I(jÀx). I(*) can be determined by calculating the average of

the last few points of the interferogram. Alternatively, it can be

determined by calculating the average value of all the points in the

interferogram. In this case I(-) is given by

B (o)
S,A

r (-)

. )t¡r2

I
ñ j

I (j Ax) (10.7)

where N is the total nunber of data poíilts. Equation (I0.7) is a

good approximation for I(-) because the interferogram contains as

many constructive as destructive interference poínts '

However, when measuring interferograms produced by TL

ernission, the source intensity varies as a function of temperature and

hence OpD. This means that the baseline correction intensity (incoherent

signal) is no longer constant, and hence the above co¡r'ection

procedure is not vatid. This TL intensity variation is a probletn
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which to some extent can be oveTcome by measuÌing the interferograrns over

snall variations in tetnperatule. This is a requirenent in the present

application since the wavelength characteristics of the TL signal nay

well changc as a function of te:npelature (see Section 6.2). The

problem therefore largely takes care of itself. The baseline intensity

of a given interferogïan can be separately determined by measuring

another interferogram of the same source, in which the movable mirror

is fixed at some large OPD. This is of course what is measured j'n the

conventional 2-D TL configuration. Alternatívely, the baseline

correction may be done on a computer by fitting a polynomial function

to the measúred interferogl.am, so that the integral of the entire

interferoglam remain's zero. All spectral compu-uations reported here

will assune that the baseline intensity is constant and the

approximation given by Equation (L0.7) rvill be used. The consequence

of using this rather crude approximation j.s that false spectral

features appear in the low-wavenunber region of the computed spectrum'

However, this is not a serious problem, as these false features are

well separated from the true spectral features (see Section 10'4) ' It

should aI-so be pointed out that the consequence of completely ornitting

this baseJ.i.ne correction is that a spike will appear in the first data

point of the computed spêctrum (zeto frequency), as this corresponcls

to the DC term of the interferogram (see Appendix E) '

The next step in the ccmputation plocess is to locate the

position of ZPD. For: a perfec'L1y alignecl interferoneter, the rneasured

interferogram is syrnmetric about ZPD (even function) and hence one

need only car1y out a cosine Fourier tran.sform for one side of the
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interferograrn. However, in practice it may not be easy to arrange

for a digital sanple to be taken at exactly ZPD. This means that the

digitized interferogram will not necessarily reflect the symmetry of

the analogue interferogram and the digitized signal wiIl not be

completely symmef.ric about ZPD. Asymnetry in the interferogram can

also be caused by faults in the interferometer itself, such as poor

optical alignment. The presence of asyrunetry in the neasured

interferogra;n is equivalent to a phase el.l.or being i¡rtroduced' Phase

errors cause sinusoidal components to be added to the cosine transform

of the interferogram leading to severe distortions in the computed

spectrum. A number of authors have proposed ways ín which phase errors

rnay be corrected (see for exanple, Foreman et aL, 1966; Mertz, 1967) '

If the phase error <Þ is solely due to nis-sampling the position of

zpD by a distance ß, then the cornputed spectrum Bc(o) is related

to the true spectrun B(d) by the relationship

B"(o) B(o) exp (- i0)

0

In this case, the true spectrun can be obtained by computing the

square root of the sun of the squares of the real and imaginary parts

of the corçuted spectrum (power spectrun) for a two-sided interferograrn'

That is, the phase error is removed by computi'ng

where

B (o)
c

2trû

[ (P"(o) )'?+ (Q"(o) )' L lscol I

(10.8)

( 1o. e)l

where Pc(o) is the real part (cosine transforrn) and Q"(o) is the

inaginary part (sine transform) of the computed spectlum' Bell (1972)

points out that by using this rne*'hod it is possible to remove any
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linear phase err,or in wavenumber, without having a precise knowledge

of the ZPD position. However, thele are disadvantages in using

Equation (10.9). The most obvious is that for a given wavelength

resolu-Lion, it takes twicc as 10ng to record a trvo-sided interfeTogran

compared with the one-sided interferogram. Furthermore, the process of

obtaining the absolute value by the squale root of the sum of the

squares is non-linear. This neans that the noise in the computed

spectrum is changed frorn a function randonly fluctuating around zero

to one that fluctuates around sorne positive value

An alternative phase correction method is to calculate the

phase error function from a short trvo-sided interferogram (Mertz, 1967).

It can be shown that as long as the phase error Ô(O) is a slowly

varying function of wavenumber, it can be elininated by computing

Pc(o) and Q"(o) from a short two-sided region and usirrg

Q^(o)
o(o) = arc tan t Þ?)- I (to.to)

c

(see for example, Be1l, lg72). A porver spectÎun of the entire

i¡rterferogram is then calculated with refelence to the largest signai

as ZPD. The phase correction is thert made on the computed spectrum

by nultiplying each frequency by the cosine of the difference of the

reference phase and the phase eïÎol. given by Equation (10.10). Using

this nethod one obtains a phase corrected spectruÎ in which the noise

is randonly positive and negative.

The method used for locating the ZPD position is to measure

a short two-sided (or a complete two-sided) i.nterferoglam and then

choose ZPD to corlespond to the maximr-rm intensity. A visual check can

Ir.
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then also be made for symmetry about ZPD. Whilè this nethod works very

well for interferogîams produced by constant intensity light sources

(i.e. constant baseline intensity), it is not always suitable when

rneasuring interferogralns produced by TL emission. This aspect will

be further di.sctrssed in Section 10.4.

Prior to computing the spectrum it nay be necessary to

apodize the interferogram data in order to reduce the size of the

sidelobes in the spectrum, caused by truncating the interferograrn data.

The effects of triangular apodization have already been discussed

in Section'8.3. Many other window functions are connonly used in the

fi.elcl of FTS (see for exanple, Childers ancl Dur1ing, 1975; Chanberlain,

1979; Rabolt and Beilar, 19BI). The particular apodizing function

chosen depends on the data and the circunstances at hand. A very

popular apodizing function is one suggested by Tukey (see Childers

and Durling)rrvhich is a rai-sed cosine wave applied to the first and

last ten percent of the data (for a two-sided interferogranr) with a

weight of unity applied in between. In this case the interferogram

values are nultiplied by A(jÀx) where

sin2 n
A( j Ax) 0.2N * [ l-cos #h ], o < j < o.1N

1 cos l o.eN < j < N
0. lN

,0.1N<j<0.9N

elsewhere

1

0 t

(10.11)
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Another popular lrigonometric function is that attributed to

Happ and Genzel (195i), which is of the form

A(jÂx) = Q.54+o.a6cos\ tp1 ' o<j<N

- O , e.lsewhere

(10.12)

where Z corresponds to the ZPD position.

BASIC subroutines have been written for both the Tukey and the Happ-

Genzel apodization proceduTes, and they are listed in Appendix F'

In order to conpute the spectrum from the apodized

interferogram (Equation 10.6) one can use the fast Fourier transforrn

(FFT) algorithn, ploposed by Cooley and Tukey (f965). This algorithm

requires that all of the interferometric data is available at the

stalt of cornputation and that all the spectral output data points

alre computed sinultaneously. By using the Cooley-Tukey algorithttt

one achieves a significant saving in computation time, compared with

the conventional Fourier transforn computational technique. However,

one of it.s basic requirements is that the number of data points to

be transformed must be of the forn N = 2n (for sorne positive

inter n). Furthermore, it is essential that these data points are

equally spaced-. otheru¡ise false features nay âppear in the conrputed

spectrum. The savings in computation tirne are achieved by clever choice

of the output sampling points. Numerous authors have outlined the

basic princip)es of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm so these will not be

discussed here, (see for example, 8e11, L972). A FFT subroutine

based on the Cooley-Tukey algorithm was written for the PE'f computer
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and this is presented v/ith a test prograln and a brief explanation

in Appendix E. One of the properties of the FFT is that the spacing

of the data points in wavenumber (and hence wavelength) space depends

on the total number of data points in Fourier transfolm space. That

is, the sanpling interval trsed in the interferogram domai.n completely

determines the sampli.ng interval in the spectral domaill. For a one-

sided j.nterferoglam consistíng of N points, sanpled at OPD intervals

of Ax satisfying the sanpling theorem (Equation 5,2()), the spectral

wavenumber sanpling interval Ao will be given by

.1ao = ÑåX 
(10.15)

The general method of computing the spectnÏn fronr the

recorded intensity signal versus oPD can be summarized as follows:

1, Mea.sure I(jAx) values by recording the signal

versus OPD,

2. Determines the baseline írrtensity as a function

of oPD and subtract this fron the rneasured intensity

values. For a constant intensity source the base-

line intensity is constant and the' interferogram

ís given bY [I(jAx) - I(*)].

3. Determine the position of ZPD. For a one-sided

interferogram I (o) must correspond to the first

data point, whereas for a two-sided interferogram

it ¡nust 5s 5itriated somervhere in the middle of

the scan.
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4. Multiply the interferogran by the apodizing

function A(jAx) to give the apodized

interferogram values SU) .

5. Conpute the spectrun via the Cooley-Tukey

algorithn. The obtained spectrum is then wave-

number shifted, due to having an extended source.

A spectrun obtained frorn the measulement of a short two-sided

interferogram may also be corrected for any possible phase er.rors.

The spectrun must then be corrected for instrumental wavelength

Iesponse.

10. 3 The Main -Computer Program

The recording and subsequent data analysis and displays

of both the 2-D TL glow-culves and 3-D TL interferoglams (and spectra)

are done via the same computer program, which is stored on cassette

tape. A listing of this Progr¿Lm is given ín Appendix G. A nachine

language subroutine is used to start the tenperature ramp, read

the counters and decide rvhen the max-irnum temperature has been reached

(see Section 9.5) . The remaining part of the program is written in

BASIC. After the machine language subroutine has been written into

memory a subroutine is automatically run to check whether the required

electronic ínterfaces and oven controls are all present. One is

then presented with two alternatives :

1. Run 2-D TL cottfiguration,

2. Ru¡r 5-D TL configuration.

For the 2-D configuration, one must specify the required heating rate

(l to 100'C s'r ) and maximrrm ternper:atuïe (maximurn value of 5L2" C) of

the glow-curve. At the conpletion of a 2-D run, one is faced with
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the following alternatives

1. Run a new 2-D TL configuration,

2. Run 5-D TL configuration,

3. Graph the current 2-D TL glow-curve

on the computer display screen (specifying

which temperature regiotl is to be displayed),

4. Plot the currellt 2-D TL glow-curve on

digital X-Y Plotter.

For the 3-D configuration, one must specify the following parameters

(a) The heating rate, which must be in the

range 1 - 100oC s-r (in multiples of 0.5'C s-t),

(b) The temperature increment per movabLe rnirror

step, 41, which must be either 0.1 or O'2" C,

(c) The nrunber of sampling points per interferogram,

A2. One has a choice of either 64, 128 or 256 steps,

(d) The nunber of interferograms required, rvhich

nust be a multiple of two. The maximum number

available depends olt the temperature increment per

step, the nwnber of steps per interferogram and the

naxirnun temperature. For a rnaximum temperature of 
'l2þ 

C

the number of interferograms avaitable is variable

from 10 (AI = 0.2" C., Ã2 = 256) to 80 (Al = 0.1o c,

^2 
-- 64), which corresponds to temperature intervals

variable frorn 5I .2" C down to 6. 4" C .

Having conpleted a 3-D run one is faced with the following alternatives
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10 .4

l. Run 2-D TL configuration,

2. Run a new 3-D TL configuration,

5. Graph a current 3-D TL interferogram on

the computer display screen (specifying the

number of the interferogram that is to be

displayed) .

6. Plot a current 3-D TL interferogram on

the digital X-Y plotter (specifying which number

interferogran is to be Plotted).

7. Compute the spectrun of a particular

interferograrn. The ordinates of both the real

and inaginary parts of the spectrum are then

displayed on the computer screen and the

corrected spectrum is plotted on the digital X-Y

plotter.

Testins and Preliminary Results

Tests of the operation of the interferometer are reported

in this Section.

Prior to the conmencement of a particular run, the usual

procedure is accurately to locate the ZPD position by neasuring the

int-erferogran procluced by a niniature white-light source. A good

quality white-1ight source interferogram (short two-sided) is shown

in Figure 10.1. In this case the increnental step size was 40 nm

and the total nurnber of stePs 64.

It has already been mentioned that the piezo-eJ.ectric

mirror drive system suffers fron hysteresis effects (see Figute 9 '22) '
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For this reason, it is important to check on the reproducibility

of the mirror drive system once it has been h/ofked into a "cyclic"

state. An example of the reproducibility is illustrated in Figure

10.2, which is a plot of ten successive (forward scan) white-light

source interferograns. One can see that the reproducibility is

within a fraction of a step, the incremental step size being 40 nm.

Although the ZPD position is reproducible from one scan

to the next (once in a rfcyclicrr state), one is still faced with a

non-linear mirror drive system. While this is not a severe problem

in the present case, it ma1'wel1 become so if improved performance

is desired and some ccrnments on this are to be foun<l in Section 10.5.

It will be recalled that the interferogran produced by a

monochromatic (i.e. He-Ne laser) source is a cosine function. Such

an interferoglan tvas shown in Fígure 9.2I. Figure 10.3 shows the

Fourier transform (spectrtun)as computed frcm a one-sided interferogram

produced by the laser source (632.8 nm). In this particular case, the

pot{er spectrurn is plotted as a functiort of wavenunber increnents (see

Equation 10.3). As expected, the recovered spectrum is sharply

peaked at around 640 nm, the resolution being about 40 nn. The

fact tirat the Fourier transfcrm is symnetric means that only half the

transform values are actually requíred in order to obtain the complete

spectl'rxn; this phenomenon is discussed in Appendix E. Some t'false

detail'? is also seen in the spectrum, the reasons for which have

already been outlined in detail. In the present case, it is due nostl1'

to the truncation of the interferograrn.

In order to test the overall performance of the systen, a

vatiety of constani intensity light sources was used. Interferogl'ams
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r¡¡ere measured by placi.ng different coloured light emitting diodes

(LED's) at the input of the artificial "steady light sour.ceil chanber

(see Figure 9.10). some typical short two-sided interferogr¿ms

produced by blue, green, yellow and red LEDts are shown in Figures

10.4, 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7 respectively. The corlesPonding emission

spectra, supplied by the rnanufactulers, are shown in Figure 10.8(a).

The green, yellow and red LEDrs have relatively narrohl spectral

bandwidths (typical half-intensity bandwidths of 30 to 40 nn), with

their peak emissions being at about 565 nn, 585 run and 655 nm

respectively. The bluQ LED has a much broader emission spectnrn

(half-intensity bandwidth of about 90 nm), wíth the peak emissíon

being at about 480 nm. The measured interferograms nicely shorv the

characteristic features to be expected. Firstly, the OPD between

successive interferogram maxima increases as the wavelength increases.

Secondly, for the nalrow spectral bandwidth LEDts, the amplítude

of oscillations (about the DC 1evel) decreases ¡nore slowly as one

moves away frorn the ZPD position, as conpa.red witl'r the broad band

spectrlxn.

The spectrum computatj.on procedure outlined in Section 10.2

was used to compute spectra fron the interferogrants shown in Figures

10.4 - L0.7 .

The Fourier transform conputation results in an rrapparent"

spectrun. In order to obtain the true spectra it is necessary to correcr

the conputed spectra for the instrumental response. That is, olle

needs an accurate measure of the relative efficiency of the instrument

as a function of wavelength. An absolute intensity light source,

calibrated for spectral irr:adiance over the entire visible wavelength

range, has been on order from the Aus'Ëralian lrfeasurement Laborato::ies

for more than six months, but it had not arrived at the time of
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writing. Hence the spectra reported here have been corrected using

the instrumenLal response shown in Figure 9.4(b), which is largely

that of the photomtrltiplier, as published by the manufactulels, but

also includes an estimate of the effects of the optical components.

However, corrections have not been continued for wavelengths over

600 nm, âs the quantum efficiency of the photonulLiplier is low

and uncertain in this wavelength region. The computed spectra are

shown in Figure 10.8(b). The spectra have been nornalized to unity

at maximun intensity and some minor false detail has been omitted.

Although the spectral resolution was low (about 40 nm), the spectra

obtained aglee wel,1 with those supplied by the manufacturers, n'hich

are shown in Figure 10.8(a) .

Interferograms produced by the niniature white-light source

have already been shown in Figures 9.22, 10.1 and I0.2. This broad-

band light source tvas actually rather I'ye11ow-reddish" because the

intensity was kept lorv by operating it at a low current. The

spacing betrt¡een successive maxima is consistent þJitlt a 'ryel1ow-reddish"

source as can be seen by comparison with the interferograms producecl

by the yellow and red LEDrs (see Figures 10.6 and 10.7). The

appärent spectrum shown in Figure 10.9 i-s linited on the low wave-

length side by the colour temperature of the source and on the high

side by response of the photomultiplier. The t'true" spectrun

corrected for instrumental response is indicated by the dashed curve,

but a full correction above 600 nm is not practicable. Howevet,

it is not unreasonably to suggest that the I'truerr spectrun is

consistent r+ith that of a black-bocïy, which is what one expects from

such a light source.
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Prelininary results on TL emission spectra have also

been obtained and these are reported here to further demonstrate

the working of the apparatus. Figure 10. l0 shows a conventional 2-D T'L

glow-curve obtained from a fine-grain pottery sample (Baginton,

LRF-75-F314, see Section 5.4), which had been subjected to a beta

dose of about 3.4 x 103 rads. The naxinum tenperature was about

485oC and the heating rate l"C s-l . Figures 10.11, 10.L2 and 10.13

show interferograms corlesponding to the temperature regions

434.3-447.1oC, 447.I-4Sg.g" C and 45g.g-472.f C. The reason for

choosing this particular sample is that the glow-curve intensity is

fairly constant with ternperature, particularly so in the temperature

region 430-480" C. This neans that the ZPD intensity is likely to

correspond to tl..e naxi¡num signal intensity, which is an essential

requirernent for the present spectlal conputation procedure (see

Section 10.2). Figure 10.11 is an example of an interferogram in

which the naximum intensity position (step number 127) does not

coïresponcl to that of ZPD (step number 32). In Figures 10.L2 and 10.13

there is adequate syrilnetry about the respective maxinum intensity

positions. The corresponding conputed spectra, with a resoltttion of

about 40 nn, are shown in Figule 10.14 (curves a and b

respectively) . Again it is difficult to make accurate comecti.ons

for instrunental response as the emission is broad-band and mainly

above 550 rm.

10.s Evaluation of the Existing System : Suggestions for
Further Improvements.

The original objective h,as to develop an instrument for

measuring both conventional 2-D Tl' glow-curves and 3-D TL emission
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spectra. Although the present instrurnent can be used for the

routine measurements of 2-D TL glow-curves, several design

modifications are desirable before the interferorneter can be used

for fully routine measurernents of TL emission spectra.

There is no doubt that the development of the Michelson

interferorneter has been far more troublesome than was first

envisaged. Although l,tichelson ínterferometers have been used

extensively for low light level spectral measurements, they have

predoninantly been used in the infrared spectral region, where the

nultiplex,advantage is the greatest (see Section 8.2). Not a great

deal of research hgs previously been done on its use in the visible

spectral region. The main problems encountered at shorter h'ave-

lengths include those of optical motrnting, optical alignment,

constancy of sampling interval and instrument stability. Although

the probl.ens of optical nounting and alignment have been overcome on

the existing system, some design modifications are sti11 desirable.

One of the problems with the existi.ng interferometer is that

minor optical adjustnrents are often required in order to obtain

maximum a:lplitude of the oscillations in the observed interferogra"ns.

That is, after having cornpleted the final stage of optical alignment

(see Section 9.4), slight adjustnents are often required in order to

maintain perfect alignment. This is quite a severe problem with the

present design, as this re-alignment cán only be carried out by

removing the interferometer cover and rnanually making the adjustment,

while visually observing the fringes produced by a white-1ight source.

Although the final optical alignment procedure is straightforward, the

design should be modified so that any minor optical re-aligrunent can

be carried out without having to renor/e the interferometer cover: A
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possible design nodification is to mount the fixed rnirror on a

piezo-electric aligner consisting of three individual piezo-electric

transducers. The final aligrunent and any subsequent ¡ninor tilt

corrections can then be done electronically by appropriately

adjusting the bias voltages on the three piezo-electric transducers

while observing the interferogram oscillations produced by a white-

light source.

Another problen is that long-term d¡:ift in the location of

ZPD has been observed, which is thought to be caused by temperature

variations. For this reason it is inportant to maintain as close to

a constant tenperature as is possible. Minor long-term drifts are

not a serious probl.errr as they can be corrected for by appropriately

adjusting the bias voltage on the piezo-electric transducer, but it

is nevertheless a nuisance to keep track of'

The problem of a non-linear mirror drive system vras

mentioned in Section 10.4. In the existing system, the slight non-

linearity is not a sevele problem. However, the degree of non-

linearity increases as does the OPD. This neans that if one l4lants to

increase the resolution, by increasing the maximu.'n OPD and reducing

the optical acceptance angle (see Section 8.4), it will be necessary

to correct for this non-linearity. This is because one of the

requirements cf the FFT algorithm is that the recorded data points

nust be equally spaced. A possible method for doing this is to

indepenclently measure the non-linearity and then correcl for it by

supplying the piezô-electric translator rvith a corrected ranp signal'

thus nraking the effective mirror displacement linear. This is a
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slecial featute available on the RC-44 ramp generator, which could

be conrputer contlolted. One method of ¡neasuring the effective

displacement of the noveable nimor would be to inc.orporate a small

subsidiary referencing interferorneter, tvhich shares the common

noveable nirror. In this way, the OPD could be independently monitored

by observirig the fringes produced by an inbuilt rnonochromatic source.

An alternative method would be to rnount a capacitance displacernent

transclucer on the moveable mirror, having a fixed reference such as

the interferometer base Plate.

'It may also be advantageous to carry out the Fourier

transform computations on a larger computer. One of the disadvantages

with the Cooley-Tukey algorithm is that the spectrurn is conputed for

all wavenumbers Õ, with a constant wavenumber increment" It would

be satisfactory to evaluate the Fourier transform integral for some

chosen O values (in the visible range) rather than the entire

Spêc+uïu¡t. A number of other software refinements, such as automatic

computer search fot ZPD, correction for phase errors and apodization

routines would also be nore easily accomplished on a larger computer.

There may also be some advantages in extending the wave-

length range of the interferometer further towards the UV region.

This can be done by replacing the crown glass optical cortìponents rvith

those of quartz.
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APPENDIX A

THE ALPHA DECAY OF THE URANII.TM AND THORII.JM DECAY SERIES

In order to fully appreciate the various aspects of thick

source alpha particle counting, it is necessary to consider the decay

series of the three parent alpha emitters U-238, U-235 and Th-232.

The relevant data for these decay chains ârqsunmarized in Tab1es AI,

A2 and A3 respectively. These tables have been compiled using the

data supplied by Dianond and Gindler (1963), Bell (L976, 1977) and

Rytz (1979). From the tables one can see that the energy of the

alpha particles enitted vary from 4.00 MeV (Th-232) to 8.78 MeV

(Po-212), with an average energy of 5.56 MeV for the u-238 decay

chain, 5.96 for the U-235 decay chain and 5.98 for the Th-232

decay chain.
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TABLE A.I THE URANII.ß{-2s8 ALPHA DECAY SERIES

(Natural abundance 99.28e,)

Isotope and
enitted radiation Half-life o-Energy (MeV)

tJ-?38

o¿

Th-234
I 4.49 x 10e yrs

24.L days

4. 186

ß

Pa-234

fe
tJ-234

{

C[ 2.48 x 10s yrs 4.760

Th-230
7.7 x 104 frs 4.67ro

Ra-226
1.6 x 103 yrs 4.774

0
Rn-222

"3.82 days 5.490

1. 17 nins

5. 05 ¡nins 6.002

26.8 ¡nins

19.8 mins

1.62 x L}-a secs 7 .687

2L.3 yrs

5.01 days

cl

Po-218

ct

g

Pb-214

lß
BL-214

B

Po-2L4

c[

Pb-2r0

Bi-2L0

ß

Po-2L0

ct

Pb-206

138.4 days 5.504
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TABLE A.2 THE URANIIIM-2Ss ALPHA DECAY SERIES

(Natural abundance 0.72e")

Isotope and
emitted radíation half*lif,e ei-Energy (MeV)

i'
I

I

l

I

i

I

I

I

t

u-235

l"
Th-23L

þ
Pa-237

þ
A.c-227

I'
Th-227

l"
Ra-223

þ
Rn-219

l"
Po-215

ü"
Pb-2TI

7 .l x 108 yrs 4.390

25.52 hrs

3.25 x 104 
'yrs

4.923

2L.77 yrs

18.2 days 5.840

11.45 days s.822

5.96 secs 6.759

1. 78 x 10-3' 
'secs 7.386

36. I ¡nins

2. tS nins

Bi-211
I,

0

Tl,-207

ß

Pb-247

4.79 nins

6 .568
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TABLE 4.3 THE THORIIJþI-Z1? ALPHA DECAY SERIES

Isotope and
enitted radiation Hatf-life o-Energy (MeV)

Th-232

l.
Ra-228

lu
A,c-228

Th
lu

-228

1.40 x 1010 yrs 4.000

5.75 yrs

6.13 hrs

1.91 yrs 5.369

3.64 days 5.674

55.3 secs 6 .288

0.145 secs 6.778

10.64 hrs

60.60 mins

60.60 nins 5.620
(64u" of 8. 784)

3.0 x 10-7' secs 2.182
(36% of 6.060)

3.07 nins

(64e"

Po-212 ß

q

l"
Ra-224

l.
Rn-220

þ
Po-2L6

þ

þ
Bi-272

(s6u"7

T.Q,-208

-2L2Pb

q

I Ê

Pb-208 Pb-208
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APPENDIX B

THEORETICAL DER IVATION OF THE PAIRS FRACTION

FORMULA IN ALPHA COIJNTING

consider a layer of sample to be alpha counted, thickness d,

euritting alpha particles uniformly fron throughout its volurne and resting

on a plane of ZnS scintillator. In Figure 8.1 this situation is

illustrated diagralnnatically. From simple geometry one can evaluate the

sotid angle of the cone whose circular area closs section is AB and

whose height is h, call this 0r.

or = 2TÍ (1 - cos 0) (B.1)

The solicl angle of the total sphere is 4tr thus niaking the

fraction of solid angle seen across AB Qt /4tr, this then represents

the probability of an alpha particle from the unit voluine reaching the

Zn3 screen. The total number of alpha particles emerging per unit area

of sample per unit tine is hence given by

rh=d
oA=äl-(r-hlR)dh=5, (8.2)

h=0
ld>>Rl

where N is the nunber of alpha particles emitted per unit volume of

active material per unit time, R is the effective Iange of an alpha

particle in the active mediun and h is the height of the unit volune

above the Zng (see for example, Turner et aL, 1958). Any possible

edge effects can be ignored as the diameter of tl"re counting area is

more t¡an three orclers of nagnitude larger than the alpha particle ranges
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Sinilarly, the same geonetric argunent can be used to

calculate the probability of a pair reaching the ZnS screen. The

fraction of double disintegrations occurring in the sane unit volu'ne

dAdh resulting in two alphas enitted h¡ithin the given solid angle

is thus given by

P
I
4

(1 - ) (t -h
Rr

h
Rz ) (8. 3)

dAdh

where Rr and Rz are the respective ranges of the two alphafs

concerned (they are actually the maximum distances travelled in g.cn-'

after wl-rich they will still be detected by the ZnS screen). The

total number of pairs emerging per unit area of sa:nple is then given by

PA
(8.4)

where n is the number of double disintegrations in the unit volune

per unit time. Now usirrg the convention of Bell (19781, one can define

a new variable s as the number of alpha particles emitted per unit mass

per unit tine. Then s equals lt/p where p is the density of the

actiye material. Thus one obtains

sgR, CB. 5)

cr - *,) cr - ft,tarr,

IRr <

0A

and similarly

(8.6)

where rA is the total nr¡nber of pairs energing per unit area of

sample per unit tine. l.low rec.alling that the threshold is set so that

rRnl4)
o

I
4

ro=# spRr [1*]Urort],
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15% of the alphats from the thorium standard are not actually counted

one obtains

and

oA åro(R-ôR)

T2 r I * åt"-,rio, l,

Rzg - RrP

(8.7)

(8. 8)

(8. 10)

(8. 11)

1tA sp (Rr - ôR)

where 6R is the alpha particle range corresponding to the threshold

setting. The counting area (A) is 15.85 cn2, hence one has

ctot.t o,o r A - # [ sr(Rrp - ôRp) + sz(Rrp - ôRp).i..

s1(R1g - ôRp) * .... l, (B .s)

where s: and R= refers to the individual alpha emitters. Assuming
11

equilibrium conditions one has

parent sl = s2 I .... = ti, which then gives us

13. 85

+

otot"l 3.463 t I ri (Rro - 6Ro) l

Sinilarly, for the pairs one obtains

S

P I2 t"th_zsz IRrp-ôRp] [1* 2(Rep - ôRp) lo

[1-exp(-].t)1

where the term [ 1 - exp( - Àt ) ] is the half-life correction

factor, À is the decay constant of the second member of the pair and

t is the gating time for the pairs coincidence counter.
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Ihere is a total of 6 alpha's enitted in the thoriun

chain. The average value of Rip in the chain as estintated by

Aitken and Bowman (1975), assrming equilibriun, is 6.94 ng.cd2,

hence

oThoriun 3.463 (5.90 t 6 x 51) . t0]t

hhoriurn 0.L226 Si = 0.L226 Sfn_ZSZ (8.12)

using the range energy data of Bor,man (1976) one ob.tains

Rrg = 7.32 m4"d1 ' and Rzg = 8.195 mg."n::,' this gives çne

Po = 7.689 I I - exp(- Àt) I Srf,-ZSZ t rO-t [8. r5)

Now conbining Equations (8.15) and (8.12) ône obtains for the pairs

fraction formula

(P/o)rnort* 0.ú627 t 1 - expþ,Cn 2 (r/r+)) I ß.i41
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APPENDIX C

ESTIIvIATING THE RELATIVE ERROR IN Th/U RATIOS IVHEN EMPLOYING THE

ALPHA -PAIRS COUNTING METHOD

The alpha-pairs counting nethod has already been discussed

in sorne detail in Section 2.4.I. Huntley and Wint1e (1978, 19Bl) have

already discussed how the relative err.or in the alpha pairs cor-rnt

can be rnini¡nized by suitable choices of gating time and counting area.

suppose one counts a sample for a period of T kiloseconds,

let q be the total number of alphats counted, Pt the total number

of pairs counted and C the total number of calculated randoln

coincidence pairs (recalling that C " o2 ) . Assuming that the variables

o, pf and C all follow a poisson distribution, one can estinat-e the

relative uncertainty in the true pairs count. If one delrotes the total

true pairs count by P then it follows that the relative uncertainty

in this count as calcuiated at one standard deviation is given by

(c. 1)

This of course assumes that the total number of alphats

counted, cr, is so high that the uncertainty in converting from the alpha

count rate to the randorn coincidence pairs rate is negligiblc (see

Equation 2.3) compared to the overall uncertainty. hlhen this is not the

case one also has to acl<i tryice the reLative error in the total alpha

count since C * q,2 .

ôPT
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Having obtained the true pairs count Tate, one is in

a position to split a into its tvlo conponents, namely, oU

(uranium) and "ff, 
(thoriun). The general procedure is to

calculate hn fron the pairs fraction fornula (Equation 2.6) and

then determine oU by subtracting oth fron cr. If one assr¡mes

that the relative uncertairtties in the random coincidence pairs

formula, the pairs fraction formula and the total alpha count are all

snall conpared with the overall uncertainty, then the relative

uncertainty in the Th/U ratio estimated at c,ne standard deviation

is given by

ô (rhlu)
-(ilrÆ) (c.2)

The factor of 2 is there because the Th/U ratio is proportional

to ofn/oU and both oU and oTh have approximately the same

relative uncertainty.
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APPENDIX D

SELECTION OF PHOTOMULTIPLIERS FOR PHOTON COUNTING

The overall photon counting systen has already been

described in Chapter 9. The photon detectors used for both tl:re 2-D

and 3-D counting configurations are EMI-9635QA photonultipliers

operating in the single photon counting node. These are specially

selected to have a low dark current, which is an essential requirement

for the photon counting sYstem.

The best method for deternining the operating voltage for a

given photomultiplier tube is the so-called 'rplateaurr test. In this

test the photcmultiplier is exposed to a constant. intensity light

source and the observed photon count rate is plotted as a function of

applied EHT (for a given anplifier gain and discrirninator threshold

setting). The operating voltage is then chosen to be somewhere at the

beginning of the plateau. Figure D.1 is such a plot for a selection

of four different EMI-9655Q4 photonultiplier tubes, the light source

used being a solid state source supplied by D.A. Pitman Lirnited,

Surrey England, (Facey, 1966). Figure D.2 is a plot of the photo-

nultiplier <iark count as a function of applied EHT for four of the tubes

tested. From Figures D.l and D.2, one can see that the rnain reason

for choosing the onset of the plateau as the operating voltage is that

it corresponds to an optinum signal/noise ratio. The problern which

now arises is that the dark current determined in the factory is a DC

measurement usually measured at an anode sensitivity of 2000 A/L,

whereas the neasurement required is the dark counts at the optimun

operati.ng conditi.ons which night well be very much different. This is
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clearly the case for tube + 31965 where the optimunt operating

voltage is about 1400V and the DC dark current had been measured at

about 1100V. While the DC neasurement is correct there is for this

tube, unlike that observed on other tubes, a dranatic increase in the

dark noise as the EHT is increased (Figure D.2). The dark noise at

1400V is about 10-15 times higher than that observed on other tubes

(25-50 Hz), clearly making it unsuitable for low level photon counting.

Another abnormal behaviour of tube + 31965 is that the dark noise

(at 1400V) is very large (about 10 kHz) innediateLy after switching

the EHT on, it then decays a',^Iay with a time constant of the order of

about 100s. Prescott. (private comrnunication) has suggested that this

unusual behaviour could be due to charging and discharging of some

internal structure through an inadequate or non-existent contact. A

third abnormal feature of tube + 31965 is a hysteresis effect. ll/ith

a conpletely dark-adapted tube to which the EHT has been continuously

applied, the dark count depends on the immediately preceding history

of the tube. After having exposed the tube to a light source, the dark

noise measured irunediately after removal of the source was fourtd to be

enhanced by as ¡nuch as 3O%, depending on the strength of the source.

This effect also slowly decays away with tine.

Abnornal behaviour of photomultiplier dark counts is

evidently not uncommon: Of six tubes tested, only three lì/ere found to

be suitable for 1ow level photon counting. For one of these ( + 28319 )

the dark count was found to increase with time after switching the EHT

on. This is illustrated in Figure D.3 where one can see that the dark

count imnediately after switcliing on the EHT is quite jow (about 10 Hz
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at 1400V), this then increases by a factor of about 10 within

t hour.

One of the well behaved tubes is + 28544 this was

supplied with a sand blasted window (SBW) which, the manufacturers

claim, enhances the counting efficiency. Although this tube was found

to be suitable for photon countingr no improvement in efficiency was

noticeable (see Figures D.1 and D.2) .

At optinunr operatíng conditions the lowest dark count h/as

exhibited by tube + 30216 (25-35 Hz at 1400V). Hence, this tube

was selected for the 5-D photon counting systen. 0perating the cooling

unit at - 20" C resulted in the dark noise for tube + 30216 being

reduced by a factor of about 2 (10-15 FIz); this was furthermore

found to be fairly well independent of EFIT in the region 1300 to

1700v.

Fro¡n the observations described in this Appendix, one can

see that it is not advisable to select a photomultiplier tube on the

basis of its DC dark current alone. That is, a low DC dark current

does not necessarily nean that the tube will be suitable for photon

counting. The manufacturers state that one should speci.fy that the

tube nust be specially selecied for 1ow level photon counting.
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APPENDIX E

TTIE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM ALGORITFM

ThisAppendixpresentsanFF'Ialgorithnintheform

of a BASIC subroutine (written for the PET nninicornputer). A simple

test program and its results are also presented to verify the

operation of the subroutine. The FFT subroutine is based on the

Cooley-Tukey algorithm (Cooley and Tukey, 1965). In order to write

a FFT subroutine it is necessaty to understand the basic principles

of this algorithm; however, these have already been outlined elsewhere

(see for example, Bergland 1969, Bel1 1972, Stanley and Peterson

1978) and hence will not be discussed here.

The FFT subroutine is presented in Figure 8.1. It should be

pointed out that the number of data points to be transformed nust be

of the form N = 2il, where n is a positive integer. The subroutine

enables one to calculate both the DFT (IÐ = 1) and the inverse

DFT (ID = 2) of anf input function. Figure E.2 is a listing of a

sinrple FFT test plcogram which uses a cosine wave as the input function.

This is a suitable input function, as far as FTS is concerned, as it

corresponds to the interferogram observed f.or a monochromatic source

(see Section 8.3). In this test program the forward DFT of the

cosine wa.¡e is followed by the inverse DFT of its Fourier transform.

That is, one ends up with the original cosine wave input function. The

input and output data are displayed on the visual display unit of the

PET computer. The tine taken for the FFT is also calculated using the

internal clock of the PET, for a 64-point transform this is about 20s.

For the example given, the cosine r,Jave generated represents an assumerl

frequenc.y of 100 Hz with a sanpling interval of 1.5624 ms. If the
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total time duration of the input function is ti, then the spectral

components are spaced apart in frequency by F = L/t.. This means that

for the exanple given (N=64), the frequency resolution is I0 Hz.

The nonochromatic output (de1ta function) is hence observed at the 10th

harmonic, which is equivalent to the llth data point (the first data

point corresponds to the zeroth harmonic or DC component). In this

particular exanple, the input is a real, even function which neans that

there are only N/2 neaningful spectral conponents. That is, the

spectral function obtained is symnetric about N=52. This is illustrated

in Figure E.3 where both the cosine wave and its Fourier transform

povrer spectrun are plotted. It should be pointed out that, for the

example given, the frequency of the cosine wave (100 Hz) corresponcis

exactly to one of the harnonic numbers, which is the reason why only a

single spectral frequency appears. If for example, the frequency of

the cosine wave were changed to I45 Hz, while keeping the frequency

resolution at I0 Hz, then the spectral component would theoretically

appear half-way between the 14th and 15th harmonics. What actually

happens is that the signal is not restricted only to the 14th and 15th

harmonics, but appears also in several of the neighbouring harmonics.

This particular example is also illustrated in Figure E.3. This

phenomenon is usually referred to as rrleakagerr. It is an inperfection

of the DFT which can be reduced by smoothing the data to be transformed

with certain "windorv functions" (or apodizing functions) before

cornputing the FFT (see Section 8.3).
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APPENDIX F

BASIC SUBROUTINES FOR THE FI{PPJGENZEL AND

TUKEY APODIZATION PROCEDURES
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A LISTING OF THE MAIN CCMPUTER PROGRAM.
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